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42 Halisto 
Previously a part of the Mindscape group, this French codeshop 
has recently broken away to become an independent. Its new
found freedom appears to be working much to its advantage .. 

46 Treasure 
Consisting of a group of programmers and designers who worked 
at Konami during its heyday, Treasure has produced a number of 
16bit action classics. Now its attention is turning towards 64bit 

fiO lnfogramcs 
PlayStation owners really are spoilt for choice when it comes to 
racing games. Edge visits French outfit lnfogrames to check out its 
contribution to the scene, V-Rally, and its other upcoming titles 

fiB rtlB scamc software sacnc 
America's West Coast is remarkably densely populated with 
computer entertainment companies, the area around Seattle in 
particular. Edge travelled there to investigate the scene 
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BB n,w, 
The Pentium II cht is finally unveiled to an exf.ectant audience 
at CeBit; Konami ebuts its Cobra technoloWa o huge acclaim at 
the AOU show in Japan; while everything's appening with N64 

14 • I rn11, 
Ed~e speaks to Sony about how it mana~ed to recapture a cross 
se ,on of society that many thou~ht wou d never touch a joypad 
again. Also, Howard Lincoln and inoru Arakawa go karting ... 

IB n11u11w 
Edfie looks at Interactive Creations' Planetary Raiders, a 
mu tifnlayer Elite-style space tradinf game that looks set to finally 
give nternet gaming the kickstart , most definitely needs 

IB PrDIIII 
The AOU show in Japan saw Konam1 reclaim its major-league status 
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duo, Larry Ahern and Jonathan Ackley, who tofether lead 

I 
develoRrnent on LucasArts' lonfawa,ted Mon ~ Island 3. The 
third is Ron Millar, the creator o the legendary arcraft series 

22 PrlBOfBBn 
Ed~e looks at PC titles Team ~ache, Hexen 2, Oddworld and 
Moo Racing; Pla~tation titje obal 2~ Saturn title Sky Tar~et; 
and Top Gear Ra ly on the Nintendo 4, among many ot ers 

BB num,111, 
Edge looks at a CD-ROM package dedicated to the acclaimed 
movie, 'Romeo and Juliet', and a book, 'Inside Electronic Game 
Design', that will be of interest to all budding game designers 
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It's a good month for Pla(.jtation driving game fans as Porsche ~ 
\l: Cholleng,e roars in to ace aim

6 
but N64-owning football followers 

will be 1Sappointed as FIFA 4 proves less than inspiring 

B2 s,11,ru 
A stunning nrrait of Boba Fett joins CGI showcases from Dark 
Reig"h Sou Blade and Oddworlif in Edge's regular look at the 
thoug !-provoking videogame CGI scene 

llli 1ra,111UIBW 
Sega's horrific lightgun Jame, The House of the Dead, is 
exposed in all its go~ etail this month, along with Thunder 
Hurricane, Konam1's atest coin-0p contribution 
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Edge looks at the latest compilation of old games to make it to 
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news 

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Pentium 11 technology 
dominates at CeBit 97 

Intel remains silent as developers reveal tantalising 'Klamath' details 

- - ~ - , J : 
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The much-hyped DVD 
format drew crowds 
curious to see the future 
of data storage 

D his year's CeBit show, held as ever in 
Hanover, lived up to its reputation as 
the biggest and most logistically 

daunting technology exhibition in the world. As 
usual, the physical difficulty of traversing 
20-odd packed, aircraft-hangar-sized halls, the 
unavailability of accommodation within a 
50-mile radius and near-permanent traffic 
gridlock in the vicinity made CeBit a painful 
experience (eased somewhat by the newly 
inaugurated helicopter link to Hanover's 
woefully inadequate airport). But the presence 
of a great deal of hugely important technology, 
including tantalising glimpses of innovations 
which could finally see the PC emerge as a 
more powerful games platform than the 
consoles, helped ameliorate the CeBit blues. 

For PC gamers. the most significant event 
at CeBit was the first public airing of machines 
powered by Intel's Klamath processor, 
henceforth to be known officially as the 
Pentium 11. Several PC manufacturers gave 
closed-box demonstrations of Pentium II 
machines, although Intel itself remained tight
lipped about the chip, refusing to reveal prices 
and clock speeds. 

The chip, scheduled to start filtering 
through to manufacturers in late 1997, is 
essentially a Pentium Pro with added MMX 
multimedia extensions. Although destined to 
be the fastest PC processor ever. it raised a lot 
of questions. Because its physical design 
differs to that of the Pentium Pro. PC 
manufacturers will have to scrap their existing 
Pentium Pro motherboards and design 
Pentium 11 versions from scratch. This, allied to 
allegations that preproduction chips generate 
more heat than Pentium Pros. means that 
Pentium II machines probably won't go on sale 
for some time and early models will be 
fearsomely expensive. 

The Pentium II plugs into PC motherboards 
inside a cartridge rather than fitting into a slot 
as in existing Intel PCs. Intel claims that it has 

altered the design to overcome memory 
bandwidth problems which have come into 
play because of the sheer speed of the 
Pentium II. According to Intel us·s Pat 
Gelsinger, 'When you have a processor chip 
plus cache working at hundreds of megahertz, 
you get incredible operating frequencies. we 
can scale the frequencies with our cartridge 
design more rapidly than the original slot 
design.' In other words, it will give Pentium 11 
machines yet another speed boost. 

Disappointingly, Intel also revealed that the 
Pentium ll's implementation of MMX is 
identical to that of the Pentium. so that game 
developers wishing to address the floating
point registers for 3D geometry and some 
rendering calculations will have to switch away 
from MMX commands. Intel pointed out that 
the Pentium 11 'floating-point performance· is 
stunningly quick, but this will surely provide 3D 
game developers with yet another reason to 
ignore MMX. A spokesman for VideoLogic, 

Although a huge ran,e of technologies were revealed at Hanover's 
CeBit show, the Pentium II was without doubt the star attradion 



This scl· fl rhone box 
was one o a number of 
non-consumer gadgets 
shown off at CeBit 

Among the desirable 
technologies on show 
at CeBlt was the Sharp 
Colour ZR: a digital 
camera and f.almtop 
PC in one so ution. 
The unit should retail 
at around a grand 

however. did suggest that the Pentium ll's 
MMX implementation has some hope of 
winning over 3D games developers: 'With the 
Pentium 11. you can switch out of the 
floating-point registers and back to MMX in a 
single clock cycle, whereas with the Pentium, 
it takes about 50 clock cycles.' Consumers will 
find out whether this grips game developers as 
a viable option (or whether they will just deem 
it too fiddly) when the Pentium II is officially 
launched later this month. 

Another piece of Intel technology 
which will bring unequivocal benefits to PC 
gamers is Advanced Graphics Port, or AGP, 
which was described by the company's Pat 
Gelsinger as ·an intelligent cross-bridge to the 
memory, which separates graphics frame 
buffer traffic from the system bus and gives an 
intelligent graphics port to the memory.' 

In other words. it offers a super-fast route 
to the memory for graphics information in a 
broadly similar manner to the fastest existing 

consoles, and allows the graphics chip to 
'share' the PC's system memory. AGP, one 
product of a deal between Intel and Lockheed
Martin. has been built into the Pentium II 
motherboard specification and is likely to find 
its way into lesser machinery around the end 
of this year. The graphics performance it offers 
could make some game developers' dreams 
come true. 

Meanwhile, rival processor 

manufacturer AMD spoke for the first time 
about its intriguing new processor, the K6. It 
claims that the chip, due to start shipping on 
April 3, performs similarly to the Pentium Pro 
yet fits into an ordinary Pentium OverDrive 
Socket 7 slot. PC manufacturers should 
therefore have no problems tweaking existing 
motherboards to take K6 processors, and K6 
machines should cost little more than ordinary 
Pentium machines. AMD also pointed out that, 
thanks to its cross-licensing agreement with 
Intel, the K6 supports the full MMX extended 
command set yet, thanks to the fact that the 

IBM revealed its new Aptiva 5 PC 
(left), due to be priced at £2,489 

chip's physical design is entirely AMD's own. 
its MMX implementation does not take over 
the floating-point registers. In theory, the K6's 
MMX should be better than Intel's own. But as 
nobody outside AMD has yet tested the K6, it 
remains to be seen whether this is true. 

A tantalising glimpse ofTalisman. 
Microsoft's next-generation software/ 
hardware specification which will take over 
from Directx some time next year, was offered 
at CeBit - not by Microsoft. which always 
courts the German press and ignores the rest 
of the world at the show - but by Philips, one 
of its Talisman partners. Philips talked about its 
TriMedia 'media processor' chip, which 
essentially performs similar processing 
functions to Intel's MMX extensions but takes 
them away from the processor, freeing it up 
for other tasks (such as floating-point 
calculations). Philips has struck a deal with 
Apple to team the Tri Media chip with its 
PowerPC processor, creating a package which 

should compete with MMX-equipped Intel PCs. 
Philips claims that TriMedia, in conjunction 
with a Cirrus Logic 2D graphics chip and a 
Fujitsu RGB output chip, will form part of the 
Talisman hardware spec, which, according to 
the company's Dion Lisle, will deliver 'the full 
multimedia experience with ass-kicking 3D'. 

Lisle maintained that the ethos behind 
Talisman is to provide a 'balanced architecture 
delivering very high-end 3D graphics'. When 
Talisman arrives, it could, at last, bring the 
PC's gaming performance up to levels enjoyed 
by current consoles. This is something that 
Directx has, in some ways, failed to do. 
Talisman will guarantee a level of hardware 
performance, as well as including the plug
and-play transparency offered by Directx. In 
conjunction with ease-of-use features such as 
Universal Serial Bus (which, among other 
things, will enable easy attachment of joysticks 
and so on to PCs, and which had finally made 
it into many machines shown at CeBit), it could 
finally turn the PC into a console-beater. But 
don't hold your breath: Talisman is not £ 
likely to appear in full until late 1998. 

I news 

Satum 2 denied 
Further details on Sega's 

follow-up to the Saturn 

have recently come to 

light. It has now been 

confirmed that the 

machine, currently 

codenamed Black Belt, 

will feature PowerVR 

architecture. The setup 

should be based on the 

PCX2 chip (not the 

standard PCXl found in 

current PC cards), but it is 

not yet known how many 

Image Synthesis 

Processors (the basic 

graphics calculation unit 

of Power VR architecture) 

will be used in parallel. 

In addition, Sega is 

apparently negotiating 

with Microsoft for the 

rights to use its Microsoft 

Arcade Operating System 

(see suplement). If the 

deal goes ahead, the 

console will easily be 

able to receive ports from 

Microsoft coin-ops. 

Sega is allegedly aiming 

for a late-'98 launch in 

Japan with the rest of the 

world following in 1999. 

The revelations, which 

came from sources 

outside of Sega, 

prompted a company 

spokesman to issue a 

statement, saying: 

'The company is always 

working on new 

hardware and evaluating 

different technologies but 

we deny the current 

rumours because this is 

inaccurate information. 

I'm sorry but I can't tell 

you anything about our 

future plans at this time.' 
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news 

Konami's Cobra chipset 
blows Sega away at AOU 

The re-energised arcade giant wows gamers with revolutionary hardware and software 

Sega thrilled show-goers with AMl 's House of the Dead (top), AM3's 
skateboard sim Top skater (left), and AM2's Virtua Striker 2 (right) 

F 
or the last three years, Sega and 
Namco's clear dominance at the head 
of the coin-op industry has been 

slowly eroded by the persistent efforts of 
arcade stalwarts like Konami and SNK. This 
year's AOU show - as usual a brash, noisy 
event taking place at the Makuhari Messe in 
Tokyo - saw the underdogs finally rivalling 
their long-standing masters. 

It was Konami, though, which made the 
biggest impression. Last year, the company 
introduced the first jetski game. prompting a 
rash of similar titles from other developers. 
This year. it upped the ante with Hang Pilot, an 
innovative combo of flight sim and racing title, 
as well as M2-powered title Polystars and. 
most impressively, two demos employing the 
company's new high-end board. 

Cobra. capable of displaying between 1 
and s million polys per second and a hi-res 
image of 1,280x1,024 (see E40), was to all 

Polystars, Konami's Ml title (above left and right), is an old-school 
scrolling shoot 'em up embellished with fine visual detail and smooth 
animation. Although derivative, it attracted its fair share of admirers 

intents and purposes the star of the show. The 
two video demos were the beat 'em up 
revealed briefly at last year's Jamma event and 
Racing Jam. The former, still codenamed 
PF573, has many similarities to Virtua Fighter 3 
and easily matches the Sega title in terms of 
visual excellence. one stage features a field of 
long grass, with each blade individually drawn 
and capable of bending when trodden on by a 
fighter. The Korean snow scenery is also 
particularly impressive (as in VF3, different 
weather conditions form an important part of 
each stage design), and realtime light sourcing 
works throughout the game to produce some 
effective atmospherics. The only drawback is 
that high productions costs will be passed on 
to the consumer. meaning that Cobra games 
will cost ¥500 (approx. £3) per play. 

Racing Jam, a stunning continuation of the 
Midnight Run/Winning Run racing series, was 
Cobra's real showcase. though. The near
photographic quality of its texture mapping, 
combined with the life-like dynamics of the 
action. left onlookers breathless with 

Thunder Hurricane (top) 
and Hang Pilot (above) 
boasted great cabinets 



Konami showed off a realtime interactive demo of Cobra fighting 
game PF57J. The title has many similarities to VFJ: it allows fighters 
to side-step oncoming attacks and the six officially announced 
fighters (from Korea, China and Japan) clearly resemble VF characters 

Over Rev is Jaleco's 
Model 2 racing title 

anticipation. Only a few sections of track were 
on show - a brilliant Tokyo at night featuring 
neon signs and skyscrapers with light
reflective windows, and a test circuit showing 
one of the sports cars spinning realistically 
through a series of cones. 

Away from ultra high-end development. 
Hang Pilot attracted a crowd of onlookers. The 
coin-op, which combines racing with flight 
skills (there are dozens of objects to avoid or 
fly through) features two screens - one to 
show the route ahead and one the ground 
below - and a range of new racing tactics. 
Playing the game is a very interactive 
experience: to descend and pick up speed, 
players must pull the glider bar toward them 
and to adjust balance they have to shift their 
feet on the base unit. Edge senses a whole 
new genre on the way. Operation Thunder 
Hurricane (see Arcadeview) and shoot 'em up 

PolyStars completed the company's line up. 
The latter was most interesting for its use of 
M2 hardware (see this month's supplement). 

Another big event of the show was the 
announcement of SNK's new high-end 64bit 
arcade board, finally bringing the company out 
of 20 exile. To show it off, Samurai Spirits 64, 
the board's premiere title, was revealed in 
demo form, and looked more than capable of 
taking on Virtua Fighter 3. The game retains 
many popular characters from previous 
Samurai Spirits incarnations (as well as adding 
four new ones) and again offers players the 
opportunity to use weapons. Interestingly, 
samurai Spirits 64 seems to have taken the 
Bushido Blade route by offering huge arenas 
rather than closed fighting spaces a la Virtua 
Fighter. Like capcom, however, SNK will have 
the difficult task of transcribing its 2D 
gameplay into a new 30 range of titles. Will it II> 

Konami's second Cobra demo, Racing Jam, resembled a very good prerendered 
sequence, and if it plays as well, could easily challenge Sega's brilliant Scud Race 

news 

Konami's racer, GT/ 
Club, was presented in 
a futuristic Road Rage 
simulator cabinet 
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news 

To premiere its brand new lD arcade board, SNK showed off a video 
demo of Samurai Spirits 64. The game looked fairly high-end but 
could not compete with Konami's utterly breathtaking Cobra titles 

<Ill simply translate previous 2D control methods, 
or will new controls be created for the 3D 
environment? Unfortunately, answers could 
not be gauged from the early video on show. 

In addition to its activity in the arcades, 
SNK also has a new console on the horizon. 
Rumour has it that the home unit will contain 
the same technology as the new arcade 
board, facilitating SNK's usual practice of 
releasing arcade and home versions of its 
games almost simultaneously. More news 
should appear toward the end of '97. 

Though not the main crowd-pleaser at 
AOU, Sega had a full line-up of great games to 
show off. AM2 (which retains its monopoly on 
Model 3 development for the time being) 
presented the visually gorgeous Scud Race 
(see E43) and the football title, Virtua Striker 2 
(E43). The latter makes full use of motion 
capture to create some incredibly realistic 
player movement, and includes sophisticated 
Al routines to make each team play differently. 

The game also boasts impressive tactical 
range, forcing the player to adopt defensive of 
offensive strategies in response to the 
strategies of opponent teams. 

The other AM departments were also 
present, of course. AM1 had a playable demo 
of gory Model 2 shoot 'em up, The House of 
the Dead, on show (see page 116), and AM3 
presented skateboarding simulation, Top 
Skater. Here the player races against time 
through a series of courses and, as in wave 
Runner, must perform a range of stunts while 
jumping. Every part of the course - walls, 
ramps, etc - can be skated over, and the 
animation is extremely fluid and realistic, 
making for an exciting sports sim. 

As with Hang Pilot, though, the best 
feature is its cabinet. In Top Skater. the player 
stands on a real skateboard, pushing back on 
the tail to jump and swerving from side to side 
to steer. At least here, skateboarding fans 
don't have to avoid the old ladies and dog 
deposits which litter real-life pavements. 

Model 3 is still clearly the most advanced 
technology in the arcade and both AM 1 and 
AM3 have now been given the go ahead to 
develop on the platform. However, the 
technology is twice as expensive as Model 2, 
and, at the moment, is proving not to be as 
profitable. VF3 has failed to sell as well as VF2 
and Daytona, and Virtua Striker 2 is pretty 
much just an update of its already excellent 
Model 2 predecessor. Sega may have to 
concentrate more on innovative game designs 
for Model 3 games if the system is to become 
financially viable. 

capcom made its first tentative steps into 
3D with Street Fighter EX at last year's JAM MA 
show, but the company now seems to have 
stalled. All three of its major AOU games -
Street Fighter Ill, vampire Saviour and Battle 
Circuit (a multiplayer beat 'em up set in a 
futuristic cyborg-infested world) - are 2D beat 

'em ups, but that didn't stop crowds of avid 
gamers gathering around the screens. In many 
ways, the visually terrific vampire saviour is 
stretching the limits of the CPS II board and, 
although both boards are comparable in terms 
of graphics, CPS 111, with its improved speed 
and fluidity of animation, represents the 
future. At least until Capcom takes up the 3D 
gauntlet for real. 

Namco also seems to be living in the past. 
Tekken 3, the company's major title, runs on 
the System 12 board: 50% more powerful than 
System 11 and capable of much better 
management of 3D backgrounds. It's no Model 
3 beater, of course, and System 33 is still 
nowhere to be seen. However, what the 
company lacked in technology, it made up for 
in wit and creativity. The System 22 title, 
Armadillo Racing, was Namco's unexpected 
and off-the-wall treat (see Alphas). 

Taito, like Konami and SNK, used AOU to 
show off its new high-end coin-op board. The 

I 

As well as lD games, 
SNK showed off 2D beat 
'em ups and puzzlers 
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SNK's MFX ]000 is a six
person hydraulic ride 
which shows cc; movies 



Taito revealed its WoH board (top left) as well as bizarre train sim Densha de Go Go (above far left and centre). Also 
on show was a new version of Breakout clone, Arkanoid (above right), featuring new pick-ups and great backgrounds 

Capcom's new beat 'em 
up. Battle Circuit, stuck 
within the company's 
predominantly 2D remit 

Fairground 
attradions 

Many of the big coin-op 

companies presented 

their own amusement 

park rides at AOU. Namco, 

for instance, offered a 

nausea-inducing bicycle 

attraction in which users 

have to ride 360 degrees 

around a large metallic 

hoop. The company also 

showed a tank battle 

game, allowing players to 

sit in small tanks and fire 

balls a{ each other. 

Furthermore, SNK 

revealed the slightly 

more traditional MFX 

3000, a hydraulic cabinet 

which shows various CG 

movies to up to six 

people at a time while 

jiggling them about a bit. 

Taito Wolf (see supplement) features 3Dfx 
VoodooLogic technology and is apparently 
capable of 1 million polys per second. A racing 
demo produced to show off Wolf looked 
impressive - better, in fact, than Atari's San 
Francisco Rush, which also uses 3Dfx 
technology. However, specs have not been 
released, so it could be that Taito is employing 
a more powerful configuration of voodoo 
chipsets or a more up-to-date version of the 
technology. It could also, of course, simply be 
a better game. 

On the software side of things, horizontally 
scrolling shoot 'em up Darius G was on show 
(see E43) boasting some gorgeous scenery 
and smooth animation courtesy of the FX1 
arcade board. Taito also had its own share of 
bizarre innovation. First up, rather 
unbelievably, was a train simulator called 
Densha de Go Go. Here players take control of 
a passenger train and must ensure it reaches 
each station on time. Magical Date, on the 

other hand, is a love simulation game in which 
the player has to take a number of different 
girls out on a first date. That's as far as it goes, 
however, which will doubtless result in a 
number of frustrated Japanese schoolboys 
cursing Taito's unadventurous spirit. 

The AOU show was a promising mixed bag 
of technological leap,; forward and innovative 
surprises. Predictably, 3D is almost an 
omnipotent force now, with only capcom 
electing to continue with 2D games 
unabashed. Novelty cabinets, it seems, have 
become de riguer and each of the major 
players was keen to try out its own variations. 
The downside, of course, is that this pushes up 
the price to both players and arcade 
operators, and may well prove self-defeating. 

If that sense of innovation could just be 
focused on the games themselves, instead of 
their packaging, the future of coin-op gaming 
would be looking even brighter than it is £ 
at the mom.ent. 

Of the various amusement park rides 
on show, Namco's bike machine (top) 
and its tank battle effort (above) were 
among the more interesting. other 
rides (left) attraded willing vidims, too 

news 

AOU round-up 

Away from the leaders of 

the arcade industry, many 

smaller companies also 

displayed their coin-op 

wares at AOU. 

Last year Sega licensed 

its Model 2 board to 

three developers, Jaleco, 

Tecmo and Data East, all 

of whom have produced 

games using the high-end 

technology. On paper, at 

least, the arrangement is 

beneficial to all parties, 

providing Sega with 

royalty payments and the 

three developers with a 

great board and none of 

the usual R&D expenses. 

However, the problem 

here is that Model 2 

games often look rather 

similar - hence Tecmo's 

Dead ar Alive is a dead 

ringer for Virtua Fighter 

2, while Jaleco's Super 

GT24h is reminiscent of 

Daytona USA. 

Perhaps as a result of 

this, Jaleco was the only 

one of the three to 

present a new Model 2 

title at AOU. Over Rev, 

like GT/ Club, is an urban 

racer which requires the 

player to navigate some 

incredibly narrow alleys. 

Tecmo chose not to use 

Sega's board for its 

'interesting' horse racing 

game, Gallop Racer. Here 

players have a choice of 

different horses and must 

select the best one for 

the course in hand. Both 

the game's backgrounds 

and its equine racers are 

constructed from 

polygons and a variety of 

camera angles are used. 

Data East, meanwhile, 

showed off an SNK

licenced puzzle game in 

the Bust-a-Move mould, 

entitled Magical Drop J. 

Tecmo and Data East 

will no doubt return to 

Model 2 in the future. but 

innovation will be 

needed if their games are 

to make a strong mark. 
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news 

Multimedia market hits 
crisis point at Milia 97 

This year's Milia new media show saw few surprises, but several casualties of a dying scene 

lDfx part two 

The follow-up to the 

popular 3Dfx Voodoo 

graphics chipset has 

been revealed. 

Codenamed 'Banshee', 

the new chipset is 

expected to offer 

performance similar to 

3Dfx's XS100 technology. 

Otherwise know as 

Obsidian, the XSl 00 

board is currently 

intended for use in 

military simulators and 

high-end graphics 

modelling workstations. 

A 3Dfx spokesperson 

has denied the existence 

of 'Banshee' but 

developers maintain that 

the board is expected to 

reach the market by 

early 1998. 

Price details are 

obviously not yet 

available, but the board 

is expected to clock in at 

an affordable, 

mainstream rate. 

T 
he multimedia industry's recent 
gathering at Milia in Cannes ended up 
looking to gaming for future growth, 

technological innovation and new markets. 
This was the only logical conclusion from what 
was essentially an event which heralded the 
death of multimedia. 

The shock announcement that top CD
ROM outft News Multimedia (producer of the 
wonderful Makers of the 20th Centur/) was 
being shut down cast a pallor over the show 
which was hard to shake. An awful lot of 
publishers spent the show looking for ways to 
repackage or resell the same discs they'd 
failed to make anything from since the show 
the year before. It was surprising, then, that 
Electronic Arts chose to launch its own 
reference/education range at the same expo. 
The fact is, though, multimedia has produced 
winners - like Disney Interactive, which spent 
the show boasting from its yacht that it had 
already paid back its startup costs and turned 
a healthy profit. All this from licensed discs 
based around 'Toy Story' and 'The Lion King'. 

By far the most interesting new technology 
debuted at Milia was UK-based Pepper's Ghost 
Productions' avatar engine. Its faces, which 
are all capable of showing a wide range of 
emotion in real time, appear photorealistic, 
because the rendering process involves 
wrapping a photo. rather than merely a texture 
map, around a wireframe. The first game to 
feature this new generation of talking heads, 
Burning Ambition. is still in its early stages -
but playing the Resident Evil-style demo Edge 
couldn't help but feel that the storyline will 
have to be compromised just so players can 
get close enough to each other to really 
appreciate the range of emotions available. 

Milia's biggest shock was the announcement that News Multimedia, 
producer of Makers of the 20th Century, was about to cease trading 
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No, this aren't photos, but polygon models mapped with photorealistlc 
textures by Pepper's Ghost Produdions' avatar engine. Impressive stuff 

Psygnosis and BMG turned up at Milia with 
very little new to show off, but Eidos was there 
in force selling much more than just games. 
The main reason for its presence was to 
promote the latest version of its video 
compression and playback Codec - now 
featuring a more user-friendly name ('Escape') 
and a more intuitive interface at developer 
level. Eidos's was also the stand with Spice 
Power. showing off Glass works' contribution 
to the Spice Girls promo for 'Say You'll Be 
There'. You could hardly see the join as the 
same screen also featured a sneak peak at the 
new rendered sequences from Tomb Raider 2 
- looking very impressive. of course. 

Plenty of developers and publishers had 
vague ideas that they were going to turn the 
corner with the appliance of science - or more 
specifically DVD. However. while hardware and 
astonishing MPEG2 demos were in evidence, 
no one could answer the thorny question of 
just how masses of extra storage capacity was 
going to put a new spin on an industry £ 
with some serious shrinking pains .. . 



The UK N64 launch 
pa~ featured dozens 
of Nintendo consoles, 
all running key titles 

news 

Demanding times for N64 
The console gets a keen reception in the UK, while NOA takes action against pirates 

rn intendo has surprised the videogame 
industry by announcing an N64 price 
drop in Japan and the us. In the east, 

the machine will now retail at ¥16,800 (£90), as 
opposed to the previous price of ¥25,000 
(£130). The States sees a reduction to $149 
(£90) from $199. 

Nintendo's motives for the move are 
unclear. The company itself claims price drops 
are simply a result of lower production costs, 
due to the higher volume of machines being 
produced. However, industry analysts suspect 
that Nintendo has been forced into the 
decision by the intensely competitive nature of 
the Japanese videogame market. and by the 
recent us Playstation price drop to $149. 
Neither Sony nor Sega has announced a 
similar price drop in Japan. 

Meanwhile, in a modest re-enactment of 
the N64 launch frenzy which hit Japan and the 
us last year. the early hours of March 1 saw 
hardcore gamers gathering outside UK 
videogame shops for a cold night of queuing. 
According to Joe McNicholas, Virgin's senior 
product manager, several customers slept 
outside the Liverpool and Reading Megastores 
on Friday night hoping buy an elusive 64bit 
console. Unfortunately, because a huge 
proportion of the 20.000 machines allocated to 
the UK were pre-ordered, many of those who 
queued for hours had to be turned away 
empty-handed. Apparently, Virgin only 
received 10% of the machines it had ordered, 
and the average time it took for these stocks 
to sell out was just 12 minutes. 

To save committed gamers from sleeping 
on the streets all night, larger branches of 
Electronics Boutique actually opened up at 
midnight on March 1. At the Oxford Street 
branch. around 20 customers turned up to 
collect their pre-ordered machines (and also 
find themselves being filmed by GMTV). Also 
on Oxford Street. HMV took delivery of 50 
machines on March 1, with another so arriving 
later in the week. all pre-ordered. None of the 
major retailers predict readily available 
machines until April. 

The early success of Nintendo's machine 
was preceded by a launch party held at the 
Riverside Studios in Hammersmith. The event 
attracted a plethora of celebrities, including 
Bob Monkhouse, who performed a half-hour 
comedy slot in which the PlayStation was the 
target for half his jokes while. slightly more 
predictably, his wife bore the brunt of the 
other half. During the event. guests were given 
the chance to play several N64 games. 

On the other side of the pond, Nintendo of 
America is stepping up its fight against 
software piracy in the wake of the us N64 
launch. The company, which claims it is losing 
an estimated $800m per year through piracy, 
has urged acting us trade representative 

Bob Monkhouse (top) performed at the UK launch party before cutting 
the celebration cake. Outside, Turok was advertised in original style 

Charlene Barshefsky to take action against five 
countries identified as counterfeiting hot 
spots: China. Hong Kong, Taiwan, Paraguay 
and Venezuela. Three of those countries -
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan - have been 
targeted before. but Nintendo is arguing that 
they remain the largest sources of counterfeit 
videogame products in the world and that 
sanctions should be renewed. According to a 
recent press release, 50 other us companies 
involved with Nintendo are supporting the 
sanction recommendations. 

In a separate offensive, NOA has also filed 
a lawsuit against Taiwan semiconductor 
manufacturer Winbond Electronics. The 
videogames giant claims that it has identified 
chips made by Winbond in certain disk copier 
devices currently being shipped worldwide 
which allow users to copy N64 titles on to 
floppy disk and/or hard drive and then feed 
that information into blank N64 carts. 

This is the latest in a long line of anti-piracy 
measures undertaken by Nintendo: the 
company has filed hundreds of lawsuits 
against copier manufacturers over the last ten 
years. If the Winbond action is 
successful, however. it may prove a £ 
significant victory in a very long war. 

Nintendo is waging a 
war of 'zero tolerance' 
against manufacturers 
of copying devices 
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out there 

(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

f videogames have social credibility at 

the moment (and all indications suggest 

that they do), it's mostly due to the Herculean 

efforts of the PlayStation marketing team. In 

early 1995, with the machine still in its 

infancy and the industry unsure of its future, 

Geoff Glendenning, the head of marketing 

for the console, began to sow the seeds of 

acceptance for the PlayStation by establishing 

tie-ins with Glastonbury, The Face magazine 

and top London club Ministry of Sound, as 

well as setting up chill out/sampling rooms at 

a number of parties in London prior to 

launch. 

So what made the Sony team target 

clubs? Pippa Day, product manager, 

explains: 'Basically, the initial strategy was to 

market the PlayStation toward the key 

influencers, and obviously they are aged from 

20-30, with the key age 24 - the average age 

of dubbers. Also, there is a very natural link 

between playing videogames and clubbing, 

and I think people were getting bored of just 

going and dancing. They wanted something 

else to do, and through the PlayStation they 

are now able to relax while they were out -

have a drink, talk to their friends. Clubbing has 

become more of a social event, rather than 
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just going out and dancing solidly for hours.' 

The placement of PlayStations in clubs 

has become a remarkably popular venture for 

Sony, with 34 of the most credible venues 

now sporting videogame rooms. Furthermore, 

the PR department for the machine has set 

up a gaming league amongst DJs which has 

been followed with much interest in the 

dance music media. Again, Sony is targeting 

the trend setters and the role models, and the 

message is getting through; the console has 

become almost a staple part of British club 

culture, finding its way slowly into the heart of 

the dance scene. 

'I know, for example, that a lot of DJs will 

work in the studio all day and then they've got 

Playstations in there for relaxation purposes,' 
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enthuses Day. 'So when they're having a few 

beers, that's it - they start playing. And 

obviously, there's a very competitive streak 

within the DJ fraternity to be the top dog at 

Tekken 2.' 

The targeting of youth culture is now 

expanding beyond clubs. Sony plans to put 

PlayStations in NUS bars up and down the 

country, and is also sponsoring a number of 

sports such as snowboarding (Glendenning 

recently attended the British Snowboarding 

Championships), skateboarding and 

snakeboarding. The PlayStation even has its 

own sky surfer, Mike Frost - Sony pays for his 

equipment and in return he jumps out of 

planes with a board and parachute 

emblazoned with the PlayStation logo. 

The embarrassment that some used to 

fear by playing videogames has now 

dissipated. With artists such as Goldie, Carl 

Cox, Skunk Anansie and the Chemical 

Brothers taking PlayStations to their hearts, 

the activity has long since lost the baggage 

that once seemed to go with it. 

And what do the traditionally conservative 

Sony bigwigs think about all this? 'I think 

they've obviously realised that this marketing 

strategy has actually made sense,' comments 

Day. 'By pushing this as a must-have brand, 

it's put them in a stronger position, because 

once they've marketed to the 20+ age group, 

that then filters down and you get the pester 

power of little kids going, "Mum, mum, mum, 

I've got to have a PlayStation ... " It's a very 

aspirational product.' Aspirational product? 

It was never like this with the Spectrum .. 



warp factor 

e ollowing its foray into club culture at 

Islington's Complex, Gremlin has enlisted 

the talents of fellow Sheffield successes Warp 

Records and Designer's Republic. They'll be 

working on the soundtrack and in-game logos for 

Gremlin's imminent sci-fi trading game, Hardwar. 

DR are no strangers to the clubs/games culture, 

having been heavily involved with the game that 

kicked the whole thing off, futuristic 

racer Wipeout. For Warp, 

however, it's something 

they've wanted to 

do for a long time. 

'A couple of 

the creative guys at 

Gremlin grew up 

with Warp here in 

Sheffield,' explains Warp's 

Greg Eden. 'They'd been wanting to 

use the music in a game for some time, and we 

had been approached to do music for Wipeout 
2097 and that fell through, but it got us 

interested in the idea. LFO, who's on our label, is 

a complete game nut, and wants to do an 

Nintendo taken for a ride 
intendo executives may be frighteningly 

serious about the videogames industry, 

but that obviously doesn't rule out the odd PR 

prank. Last month, in order to promote the US 

launch of Mario Kart 64, NOA chairman Howard 

Lincoln and president Minoru Arakawa took 

part in a real go-kart race around the company car 

park. NOA employees were invited to 'bet' on the 

winner, with all money raised going to charity. 

The race was a hair-raising encounter which 

would have had Murray Walker frothing at the 

mouth. Arakawa took an early lead and held it for 

two laps, relying on sound racing skills - no doubt 

honed to perfection on Mario Kart itself. 

However, Lincoln refused to give up, even when 

he hit the pavement, going up on two wheels in 

the process (drawing a few grimaces from 

Nintendo's insurance company, Edge suspects). 

On the third lap, the chairman sneaked round the 

outside to steal the lead and, ultimately, victory. 

Although both parties admitted that they had 

enjoyed the experience, Lincoln stressed that this 

would not be an annual event However, the race 

may well prompt Yamauchi and Miyamoto into a 

bout of sword-fighting for the release of Zelda 64. 

If so, Edge will put a fiver on the chairman ... 

out there 

(out there) 

original track. Most game soundtracks are 

completely crap - Duke Nukem, for instance, 

typical power-<:hord stuff, complete shite. It's got 

to be a good idea to have professional musicians 

creating the music instead of these in-house 

guys who don't have a clue about what's going 

on out there.' 

This really isn't on the same scale as 

Wipeout, though. Warp aren't keen to 

release a standalone 

soundtrack, as almost all 

the music used in the 

game is back

catalogue and Warp 

hate the idea of 

re-releasing old 

material. They may want 

to reconsider, though, as 

Hardwar, originally slated for a 

simultaneous PC and PlayStation release, will 

now only be available on PC - and you may not 

see many PC owners gracing the likes of Ministry 

of Sound or Manchester's Club Code. Except to 

add up the takings, that is. 
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I nterneUaiders 
Multiplayer 3D 
space combat 
has long been 
the stuff of idle 
daydreams. Now 
it is becoming a 
reality courtesy 
of lnteradive 
Creations 

As in Elite, mastering 
the docking process is 
as important as space 
flight combat skills 

any of those who became irrevocably addicted to Elite in the mid-'BOs dreamed about 
a time in the future when it would be possible to fight and trade against real human 
opponents. For a long time, the technology simply wasn't available for such a huge 

endevour. Now 1t is, of course, and Interactive Creations, Inc (which has just merged with 
Interactive Magic) is about to bravely step into the multiplayer space combat/trading sim arena 
with its forthcoming online effort, Planetary Raiders. 

The story behind the action, as with most mulitplayer games, is of secondary importance. 
Apparently a dying planet named Osis has been saved from extinction by a visiting alien who 
provides the inhabitants with lots of desirable new technology. This gives the population a 
fighting chance against the elements, but also allows certain corporations to get bigger and 
bigger, trading in new weapons and hi-tech gear, and expanding out into space travel. In short, 
capitalism has arrived in style, and everyone wants a piece of the action. 

Predictably enough, players join the game as Osisians desperate to make money. Each 
starts with a small ship and 1,000 bochfs (perhaps the most ridiculously named fictional 
currency ever created) and must first carry out a series of military missions in order to gain a 
decent working knowledge of space flight and combat. After this, the game is apparently 
completely open. Players can become space pirates, traders, corporate hustlers, space station 
mangers, etc, and can even join a squadron (as in Air Warrior, Interactive Magic's long-running 
Internet flight sim) or explore the galaxy alone. It will also be possible for players to upgrade to 
more complex ships, and to design their own. Add to all this the fact that communication 
between inhabitants of the virtual galaxy will also be a feature (likely to result in some lengthy 
deep-space slanging matches) and it seems the designers have delivered everything Elite 
players pined for back in the days when Internet gaming was but science fiction. 

Even with contemporary technology as it stands, this is an ambitious project. When 
Planetary Raiders is setup for real in June, the game will apparently be able to deal with over 
2,000 players - 200 on each of the ten servers. Admittedly, the graphics look a little basic -
ships are constructed from flat-shaded polygons and there are no Darkening-style lens flare or 
lighting effects - but that is to be expected considering it will be running over the Internet 
where data latency problems are still rife. In any case, many retro gamers will argue that Elite 
was addictive and enjoyable enough even with its constantly flickering vector graphics. 

Visual concerns aside, if Planetary Raiders really is as open as the pre-publicity suggests, 
and the playing area is large enough to support a variety of planets and space stations (ICI has 
not revealed how many planets to expect, but there should be around 20 space stations), this 
could well become one of the key events in the development of Internet gaming. 

Judging by the fact that ICI has already produced War Birds, one of the first and most 
popular Internet flight sims available, it's certainly difficult to imagine the company fumbling 
this project. This is good news for PC gamers who have been promised an online gaming 
revolution for months, but who, for want of alternatives, are still plugging away with the £ 
likes of Quake and Meridian 59. 

Though Planetary Raiders uses flat-shaded polygons throughout, the game still looks impressive - especially 
considering that ifs playable over the Internet. A huge range of spacecraft are set to embellish the galaxy with detail 

As well as docking in 
space ports, players 
can visit the home 
planet of Osis 

More info 
Planetary Raiders 
Interactive Creations' website 
provides more details of all Its 
Internet games, Including how 
to become a beta tester. It can 
be found at www.ldgarnes.com 











T 
o many people, leaving Blizzard must have 
seemed like an odd move for Ron Millar. 

With the hugely successful Warcraft 2 still 
selling in bulk, RPG Diab/a doing the business and 
Starcraft on the horizon, the accepted wisdom is that 
now would be a good time to join the company, not 
leave. But Millar, the creative force behind all these 
titles, not to mention the original Warcraft, felt the time 
was right to break away. Edge caught up with him at 
Activision's press day, held, appropriately, in the 
medieval setting of Shopenhanger's Manor, the tasteful 
half of Maidenhead's Holiday Inn, where he spoke 
about the split with Blizzard, the work he's doing for 
Activision, and his new company, Redline Games. 

Edge: How did you get into the games business? 
RM: I was always into games when I was a kid. My dad 
worked in computers, and he used to get into trouble, 
because he'd bring these computers home with him, 
and I'd end up just playing games on them all night. 
But I used to hang out in arcades and I played mostly 
Apple II stuff, and from there I got into programming a 
little and designing my own games. I had some friends 
who were already in the games industry and when I 
lost my job loading tnucks I got more into artwork, using 
my ST, and got my foot in the door at Virgin in 1990 -
as an artist. I liked programming, but it was too much 
hard work. I would have had to get up early in the 
morning and study math and things like that - not 
really my style. 
Edge: You were fired from Virgin. What happened? 
RM: Well, I worked there for a while and I was coming 
in late and there were some other political problems -
I think I was just too opinionated. I was supposed to be 
an artist on a game and I was telling them how to 
redesign it, which they didn't appreciate too much. I 
was pretty young at the time, and very, very 
opinionated. Anyway, they fired me. The official reason 
was 'coming in late'. So I got a job at Silicon Synapse, 
which was Blizzard at the time. 
Edge: You stayed, you didn't get fired, and you were 
really there when the company made its first step 
towards what it is today, with Warcraft I It must have 
been an exciting t,me. 
RM: It was. Blizzard was great for a long time. I worked 
on a lot of games, on both the art side and games 
design - Rock 'n ' Roll Racing, Lost Vikings, 
8/ockthorne. We did a lot of console stuff, a lot for 
Interplay and then one day we started on Worcraft I, 
which was when it really took off. That was when we 
got bought out and changed the name to Blizzard. That 
game was really important for me - it was a sleeper 
hit, you know, it sort of gradually built up a following, 
and it paved the way for some expansion. And they 
said, welt, how about Warcraft 2? And I said yes. It was 

my baby, and I had a lot of great ideas that I couldn't 
use in the first game. 
Edge: It was a huge success. How much ,f it was 
down to you, personalty? 
RM: There was a great team there, and I'd say that of 
the team, there was a core group of about six of us 
that really made the game what it is today. My side of it 
was more the missions and what units would be in the 
game, because I come from a pretty heavy wargaming 
background - I loved Warhammer and Magic, and I 
think it's pretty obvious to see those influences in the 

title. Chris Benson, who's a designer there, was a 
good friend, and we used to hang out together and 
play D&D and that stuff, which really gave us that 
coherent, common point of reference when it came to 
building that world. 
Edge: You worked on D,ablo and also on the 
forthcoming Starcraft at Blizzard. The way you describe 
,t, you seemed to fit right ,n. So why did you leave; 
RM: Several reasons, actually. I began to feel as if I was 
stagnating creatively. I'd do things like change my office 
around, and try this and that, just for the sake of it. 
Despite that cool environment and great people, I just 
needed a change. When you work on something as 
hardcore as Warcraft 2, you go through some really 
hard times with each other, and some of those guys 
are like family to me. But by the same token, that sort 
of intensity leaves you a little burnt out and you need 
to get with fresh minds and fresh people. 

I also found the corporate environment difficult. I 
always preferred Blizzard the way it was, when it was 
smaller, and I needed more creative freedom. It can't 
be helped, though. With big success comes big money 
and big decisions and bigger management. Blizzard's 
pretty good at keeping a lid on that, but it's inevitable 
that a few bad ideas will slip through the net. Diablo 
wasn't rea lly what it could have been, or should have 
been, in my opinion. Another factor was that for some 
time I had wanted to branch out on my own and try 
out some of my own ideas. 
Edge: Any regrets about leaving just before Starcraft is 
released? It must feel like running most of the race, 
only to drop out a foot from the tape 
RM: Yes, it does feel strange, and it was an extremely 
hard decision to make. I had a huge involvement in the 
game, more so than with Warcraft 2, even. Starcraft 
has some really original stuff in it, like three vastly 
different races to control, with different intelligence, 
tactics, everything. So it was hard, but I felt I couldn't 
wait any longer. I left Blizzard before I saw Activision's 
Dark Reign. It was really tough leaving, and I was 
looking round, and I wasn't really sure whether I 
wanted to consult or do my own thing or what, and 
when I saw Dark Reign, I just thought, wow! It excited 
me so much that I really wanted to be part of it. My 
room-mate and business partner, James, had worked a 
lot for Activision, and he got me to meet the team, and 
we got on and I thought, I'm glad I left. So now I'm a 
design consultant for that game and we'll probably 
work with them for our own titles under my company, 
Redline Games. 
Edge: Redline Games? 
RM: I set it up as a design consultancy/developer. We 
will be doing a game and it will be published by 
Activision. I'm hoping it will be published by this time 
next year, but time is really not an issue at the 

moment. I'm going to be taking a break from strategy 
games after Dark Reign, so that gives you a clue as to 
the kind of game it won't be. We didn't really have that 
much of a problem setting it up, either - because of 
our past experience in the industry, getting backing was 
easy. Obviously, it takes a lot of cash. The average 
game costs between about $1·2 million to make these 
days, but I'd prefer that to be spent on the game rather 
than cosmetics and poorly acted Wing Commander· 
style cut scenes. The hardest thing about setting up a 
company like that is finding the right office space and 

partner, Redline Games 

finding the right people to work for you. It's tough to 
find people who aren't jaded, people who are fresh 
and who haven't worked in the industry before but who 
have something great to offer. New blood is 
tremendously important - this industry is bad like that, 
we tend to just recycle the same people over and over. 
Edge: There seems to be a trend towards key 
designers leaving big companies - people like Peter 
Molyneux, Chris Roberts and Sid Meier, to name 
but a few. Why 1s tha~ do you think, and why nowi 
RM: Designing games takes a lot of resources, and that 
means a big company most of the time, with a lot of 
people. I know that id said in Wired that they're less 
worried about big companies than they are about two 
guys in a garage coming up with the next Quake, but I 
think that's unrealistic. The bare minimum you need 
today is 12 people to develop a game, and I think what 
people are really searching for is the right environment 
to create in. Big companies address this with internal 
studios, but it's not quite the same as having your own 
small outfit. It's okay if you're just starting out in the 
industry. I think for me and for these others you 
mentioned, the reason we want to go smaller is 
because then when we make a game it's our game -
it's our company. I was really starting to feel at Blizzard 
that what I was working on wasn't really mine any 
more. I was working on five separate projects, and 
spread so thin that nothing I worked on ever got the 
attention it needed. I'm hoping the games industry will 
move towards the band model, where you get to 
create, and the big companies take care of all the 
legal, practical stuff. That would be cool. 

Activision's promising wargame Dark 
Reign, due for release on the PC in June 
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pre screens 

Prescreen Alphas 
m c owners have been kept waiting so long for 

Activision's driving shoot 'em up, Interstate '76, 

that many will feel it was actually 11 years ago 

that they first heard of the game. At last, however, the 

mission-based thriller is nearing completion and these 

latest shots show a game of distinctive visual style and 

retro authenticity. At the moment it looks very much like 

the video to the second Spice Girls hit, ·say You'll be There' 

(muscle cars, desert badlands setting, etc), but hopefully 

the game will be more like 'Mad Max' -meets-Destruction 

Derby than ex-topless model-meets-mouthy northern bints. 

There is more on the way from the Activison stable. 

Quake Mission Pack No. 2: The Dissolution of Eternity, for 

example, has been developed for Activision by Rogue 
Entertainment and, like the first Mission pack released last 

month, is for use with id's original Quake CD-ROM. 

Dissolution boasts two graphically separate episodes: 
Hell's Fortress, set in the Dark Ages, and The corridors of 

Time, which mixes historical scenery from a number of 

The second Quake mission pack, Dissolution of Eternity, adds 16 new levels 
to the game as well as some great creatures, including a dragon (far right) 

eras. The title's 16 oneplayer levels feature eight new 

monsters (including fire-breathing dragons, phantom 

swordsmen and disembodied spectral swords) and there's 

also a range of new weapons, including a vicious multi

grenade launcher. All this is accompanied by some 

redesigned death match arenas and a version of the 

popular Internet Quake game, Capture the Flag. What self

respecting psychopath could refuse? 

Activision is also publ ishing two action strategy titles 
over the coming months: Titanic's Netstorm and inhouse 

effort Dark Reign (developed in conjunction with Aussie 

codeshop, Australis). The former, due out in the summer, 

has been designed for play over the Internet and al lows 
participants to develop fortresses, spy on enemies, form 

alliances and trade assets. As usual for these affairs, 

players can command a range of different units and the 

action is viewed from a top-down perspective. However, 

the game does boast the original feature that each player 

starts off on an island of land floating in the sky. These 

Activision's Interstate '76 promises to be a stylish driving shoot 'em up 
and will probably benefit from the latest 3D acceleration technology 



The Saturn version of Resident Evil (above) is at last on the way and 
should feature a few alterations - in terms of both visuals and narrative 

islands have to be extended and protected by the players 
while they also create military units with which to attack 

each other's bases. According to Activision, the server will 

be set up so that players begin on a novice level, and can 
then work their way up through the ranks, battling more 

proficient foes as they go. 
PC title Dark Reign: The Future of war is not a Net

based title (although it does boast modem and LAN 
support) and should find its way into the shops by June. 

Again, though, it's command and conquer done slightly 

differently - this time in a futuristic galaxy ravaged by war. 

Players can choose to represent either the lmperium. a 

tyrannical empire, or the Freedom buard. a rag-tag bunch 

In Netstorm, players begin on small 
clumps of land before expanding 

outward to approach enemy 
territory. Competing participants can 

spy on each other's units, form 
alliances and chat via typed 

messages. The game's servers 
should be able to support 

thousands of players worldwide. 
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of space rebels. Whichever side is selected, the game is 

fought over 30 mission-based battle scenarios taking in 

locations such as volcanoes. jungles and ice plains - all 
rendered rather effectively in hi-res SVGA. There are 34 

different combat units and it's possible to customise the 

amount of control the player has over them, emphasising 

the management elements of the strategy sim. 
The game's main selling point is perhaps its true line-

pre screens 

The third X-COM 
title, subtitled 
Apocalypse, will 
be the first in the 
Microprose sci-fi 
trilogy to offer 
realtime combat 

Dark Reign transfers the standard Command and Conquer battle strategy concept to a futursitic galactic warzone. 
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Each of the game's diverse landscapes feature true line-of-sight, so players can use topographical features as cover -+-.;JFl-l-
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Konami's Dracula X (E43), blends conventional platform action with RPG elements. The use of totally 2D visuals is rare 
on the PlayStation and lends the game a highly distictive look. Judging by these shots, 3D will not be missed at all 

.,. of-sight system, which means units controlled by an 

opposing force can't see the player's units if they're all 

hiding behind a bush or hillock. This adds an extra strategic 

level to a genre fast running out of new ideas. 

Staying in the realms of strategy, Microprose is 
currently finishing off the third title in its magnificent 
X-COM series. X-COM: Apocalypse offers a choice of 

realtime or turn-based combat and a greater range of 
battle tactics, weapons and movements (including crawling 
and climbing) than the previous titles. on top of that, 
there's the sharp SVGA graphics and an ending which 

takes the player to the Alien world. Despite being a second 

sequel, Apocalypse still manages to look more original and 

innovative than most other strategy titles competing in this 
crowded marketplace. 

On the subject of over-crowding, Digital Integrated 

Designs will be launching its visually stunning PC flight sim, 
TFX F22, into an airspace heavy with similar titles. The 

company does, however, have a head start on many rivals: 

DID's latest combat flight sim, TFX F22, is both intricately realistic and visually 
stunning. The game employs a host of effects such as 3D clouds, night vision 

simulation and weather modelling to accentuate the authenticty of the flight 
experience. DID is also supporting various 3D accelerator cards to ensure that 

the lush, detailed landscapes do not compromise the speed of the game 

it is already responsible for EF2CXXJ - a landmark modern 

air combat title. TFX F22 shouldn't suffer too many 

difficulties distinguishing itself, though - boasting real F22 
avionics suite emulation, accurate air-to-ground and air-to

air weapons modelling, configurable missions and 

multiplayer support, DID seems to have everything a 

propeller-head could want wrapped up in one bundle. For 
everyone else, the F22 (America's next generation combat 



aircraft) is apparently very easy to learn to fly (but tough 
to master), and the scenery which rolls beneath is quite 

simply breathtaking. 

Moving away from the seriousness of simulation and 
strategy, DMA is making gradual progress on its N64 3D 

platformer, Silicon Valley, which should be released by 

Christmas. The game, set on a space station overrun by 

strange hybrid creatures (see E41), boasts some interesting 

pre screens 

OMA has crafted some wonderful cartoon-like locations for its surreal N64 platform 
romp, Silicon Valley. A plethora of strange, stylised creatures, together with effective 
use of primary colours make the game look like a cross between 'The Wrong 
Trousers' and 'Toy Story'. A far cry from the softco's forthcoming slaughterfest, GTA 

location designs as well as plenty of cutesy critters. 
Obviously, this is an attempt to produce a Miyamoto-style 

title, but the whole thing seems infused with the 

Caledonian company's standard-issue sinister humour. 
Rabbits with helicopter ears? Polar Bears with tank treads? 

It's the natural progression from suicidal rodents .. 

Another British company that excels in dark humour is 

Bullfrog, and its masterpiece of futuristic gangland anarchy, 

Syndicate wars, is set to arrive on the PlayStation in June. 

Although certain compromises have had to be made in 

map terms (the PC version took eight megs as its target 

memory size, whereas the Playstation boasts but two), 

there are many visual improvements. Coloured lighting, for 

example, now fills each level, as do peripheral effects like 

sparks from street lamps. The designers have also scaled ~ 

The PlayStation version of Bullfrog's brilliant PC title, Syndicate Wars, boasts a 
new range of lighting effects, despite the limited amount of memory available 

Sega has just released a version of 
its new Model 3 coin-op into its test 
site in lkebukuro, Tokyo. The Virtua 

Cop-style game (above) does not 
yet have a name, but it offers 

gameplay seemingly based around 
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'Jurassic Park 2'. More next month -+-ff.....-t-
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Shadow Warrior, the forthcoming title from Duke Nukem developer Apogee, is another first person shoot 'em up. Here the player takes on the role of 
45-year-old martial arts expert, Lo Wang. Wang apparently makes humorous quips throughout the game. That's while he's blowing people's heads off 

<II down the tactical side of things, simplified the menu 

screens and brought combat to the fore, which should be 
enough to attract console owners who usually shy away 

from complex PC-type strategy games. 

If violence is what they want, however, violence is what 
they can easily get. The rate at which first-person shoot 

'em ups are produced does not seem to have slowed since 

wolfenstein first reared its ugly VGA head several years 

ago, and this month sees two new titles ready to enter the 

fray: Apogee's Master of Shadows and AD&D. Descent to 
undermountain from Interplay. The latter features a greatly 

expanded and enhanced version of Parallax Software's 

In Namco's bizarre coin-op, Armadillo Racing, players control their 
scaley 'vehicles' with trackballs. Four participants can race at once 

Descent engine. Set in TSR's Forgotten Realms universe. it 

combines a standard RPG quest (in this case, the player 

must search for - cue lightning, fanfare and deep booming 
voice - the flamesword of Lloth) within a frenzied first

person environment. 

Along with the TSR license, Descent to Undermountain 
also boasts 20 dungeon-based levels, dozens of polygon 

monsters and a wealth of real time lighting effects. The 
visuals certainly have improved since the Descent days: 

detailed and well-modelled creatures hobble about the 

screen and locations are much more graphically 

interesting. However, whereas Descent stood out due to 

its, at the time, unique 360-degree engine, it will be 

interesting to see how this title performs in a market now 
full to bursting with every shape and form of £ advanced 3D-driven games. 

Capcom has just announced an 
enhanced version of its moderately 
popular Street Fighter EX. SF EX 
Plus (above, left) allows players to 
choose from the original's 15 
characters from startup and 
introduces a new range of super 
combos to the mix, while offering 
new character clothing and 
redesigned, re-coloured backdrops 



Descent to Undermountain 
combines traditional western 

RPG elements (ores, dungeons, 
etc) with 3D first-person visuals 

to create a promising hybrid. 
The detailed scenery and slick 

3D engine should impress fans 
of Interplay's Descent 

pre screens 

Square Salt's innovative PlayStation 
beat 'em up Bushido Blade has just 
reached Japanese shelves. The game 
presents large, multi-layered fighting 
arenas and interactive backgrounds 
(players can hack down bamboo, for 
example). Full review next issue 

These shots of a new Nintendo 64 RPG turned up just 
before the issue went to press. Details are sketchy at 
present, but Edge will have a full preview next month 
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Team .Apach.e 
Veteran flight simulation developer Simis has embraced the new 

breed of 30 accelerators to make its latest recreation of 
airborne warfare its most explosive yet 

The third campaign sees players working as part of a NATO force in Latvia (left), fighting what is effectively the Russian army, with the threat of 
sophisticated hardware offset by the enemy's poor morale. Team Apache pilots can expect lovingly depicted buildings (right) to topple over when hit 

imis' decision to abandon winged 
flight in favour of the complexities 
of helicopter aeronautics marks a 

change in direction for the veteran flight 
sim developer. But the ramifications of the 
move go further than that. Gameplay 
director Lee Brimmicombe-wood says: 
'I think this game will change the way 
flight sims are written.' 

The innovation at the heart of the 
game is a convincing campaign system. 
Forsaking the threaded but isolated 
missions of other games' war modes, 
Team Apache uses a number of set pieces 
but works them into a system capable of 

depicting a constantly evolving battlefield. 
'We're coming at campaigns from a 
completely different angle,' says 
Brimmicombe-wood. We've created a 
dynamic, realtime campaign environment.' 

The repercussions go much further 
than giving the player the opportunity to 
fly missions in day or night. 'Friendly and 
enemy units will be engaging each other, 
and the player has to make a contribution,' 
explains Brimmicombe-wood. 'If the 
player takes out a critical unit at a critical 
time, they really can save the day.' 

The sensation of playing within a 
believable war zone is further heightened 

Shoot-outs between office blocks are perfectly feasible in the game, thanks to detailed landscape modelling assisted 
by 3D cards (left). The Columbian campaign (right) pits combined US and UN task forces against Marxist neo guerrillas 



Even the usually dull 
cockpit vlewpofnt looks 
Impressive in Apache 
thanks to lD cards 

by the way the casualties of war remain in 
the gameworld. 'If you blow the hell out of 
a unit, their remains will be there for the 
rest of the game. It makes things very 
satisfying,' enthuses Brimmicombe-wood. 

But the challenge of entering an ever
changing environment is only one of many 
difficulties facing the Team Apache pilot, 
because as the name suggests, this is a 
game that drops the 'lone pilot against the 
enemy' scenario in favour of an accurate 
recreation of the operating procedures 
and combat style of a real helicopter 
team. In the campaign modes, this even 
includes managing the maintenance crew. 

'The resource management reflects 
the real wear and tear on the helicopters, 
the parts available, and the morale and 
abilities of the crew,' says Brimmicombe
wood. 'Each of the co-pilots and gunners 
will actually have ratings affected by the 
missions, levels of fatigue and so on. The 
player can assess when pilots are 
demoralised or tired and even attempt to 
make them snap out of it, gently or more 
sternly. There's a very large man
management aspect.' 

A simplified arcade-style control 
system will be available, as well as training 
levels and one-off missions to ease the 
novice in. But it's the full campaign mode 
which promises to make Team Apache a 
very different kind of combat simulation. 
Simis has even used the knowledge of 
Bryan Walker, a Gulf war Apache veteran, 
to maximise realism. He's been there, 
seen it done, it,' says Brimmicombe-wood. 
'It's been an immense help in getting 
Team Apache to look and feel authentic. I 
think we've got a nice balance between 
realistic handling, believable missions, 
realistic weapons, and an enjoyable game.' 

Undoubtedly, the visual excellence of 
the game also contributes much to the 
feeling of immersion. using the same 30 
system as Simis' other forthcoming PC 
titles (such as Terracide), Team Apache 
makes full use of 30 accelerator support. 

'It's an area we've been focusing on 
for the last few years,' says technical 
director Jonathan Neuth. 'We were 

pre screen 

'We don't just have vehicles in the game environment. we 
have infantry, too.' explains Brimmicombe-Wood. 'You'll be 
able to see men get out of a Chinook, attach a line to a 
downed Apache craft. then return to their own copter' (left) 

slightly delayed by the arrival of Oirect30, 
but now we've worked to get the best 
possible performance using 030's 
immediate mode. The 30 cards enable us 
to achieve greater realism, which really 
does add something tangible to the game.' 

Supporting Microsoft's general
purpose system means that Team Apache 
can take advantage of all the 030 support 
offered by every 30 accelerator card, 
although Neuth also reckons that even 
software-only performance is equal to any 
other non-accelerated sim available. 

Neuth again: 'High-level terrain effects 
have been done about as well as they can 
be by a number of other developers. But 
nobody has done a really effective low
level simulation before. With Team Apache 
you've even got helicopters fighting it out, 
flying behind buildings. We've been old 
guard up until now, insisting on running at 
25fps rather than putting in textures. But 
what we can do now is have exceedingly 
high-quality immersive graphics and a high 
frame rate. You no longer have to sacrifice 
frame rate for quality. It allows us to be 
simulation freaks but also to make £ 
the visuals as realistic as possible.' 

Battling against the Iraqis in Saudi Arabia, players must accustom 
themselves to longer distances, as well as more organised defenses 
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Using an enhanced version of Quake's engine, Raven Software is working on 

a Hexen sequel to die for, mixing role-playing influences 
with full-on blasting in some of the most intricate environments to date 

rn aven has long been regarded as 
the poor man's id. Despite its 
success with Origin's Shadowcaster, 

and the Heretic sequel, Hexen, it's only 
now that the development house is 
beginning to show its true talents, thanks 
once again, to a collaboration with id. 

Hexen 2 will be to Quake what Heretic 
was to Doom, taking what is essentially a 
shoot 'em up and adding a number of 
basic RPG elements to flesh it out. so 
strong was the original Doom that Heretic 

The Golem (left) leaves Quake's boxy 
monsters in the shade, while the colourful 
scenery affords Hexen 2 greater realism 

had trouble establishing itself as anything 
more than another imitation. However, 
with Quake's oneplayer game being so 
weak, Hexen 2 could easily turn out to be 
the better game. Raven's Brian Raffel 
outlines the differences between Hexen 
and its sequel: 'The major difference is 
that the environments feel real. We've 
added a number of effects to enhance the 
realism, such as rain, blowing leaves and 
the ability to smash through wooden 
doors and windows. It's almost as much 

All the windows and wooden doors in the game, 
even the most intricate (above), are destrudible 



The weapons in these shots may look a little familiar, as they're 
straight from Quake, as is the lD engine, in a slightly enhanced 
form. Current consoles would struggle with this kind of detail 

fun just running around smashing things 
up as it is hunting down monsters.' 

The early version revealed to Edge has 
all the hallmarks of the Hexen epic, 
coupled with an enhanced Quake engine 
that allows for highly detailed interiors. 
including a church with pews, an altar and 
breakable stained-glass windows, private 
chambers with desks, books, candles and 
even a polygonal quill pen. compared to 
Quake's impressionistic approach (empty 
corridors and cavernous halls). Hexen 2 is 
much more detailed. and the textures 
exhibited by monsters suggest that a lot 
has been learned since id first posted 
Quake Test on the Internet some ten 
months ago. All the creatures are polygon 
models. but the crude brown textures 
familiar to Quake are nowhere to be seen. 
one in particular. the gold Golem. stands 
out. with smooth, gold-effect skin and 
more complex geometry than id's Grunts. 

The benefits of the latest Quake 
technology are clear to see. but as Raffel 
reveals. it's not without its problems. 
'Having to learn an entirely new code 
base. level editor and art base really 
slowed the project down. That and the 
fact that we couldn't use any sprites to 
represent spider webs. banners or 
explosions. things that are quite tricky to 
do in a polygon environment. Flat sprites 
just don't look realistic enough.' 

With full D3D support built in. and the 
same emphasis on interconnected game 
worlds and hubs. Hexen 2 is likely to be 
one of the first post-Quake titles to really 
test the technology. Multiplayer options 
will also be supported. and if Raven can 
maintain the balance between role
playing and action. id may at last have 
some significant competition. Edge 
suspects that Epic. too, will be £ _ /'. .... ( 
keeping a careful eye on Hexen 2.. --~ · \ 

The environments bear little resemblance to their Quake ancestors, with higher polygon 
counts and colourful, detailed textures. With a lD card in place, this will look astonishing 
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Having lost its Mechwarrior license to Microprose, Activision is bringing 
a different kind of mobile-suit combat to the Pc. 

And, with the aid of 30 cards, it's looking huge already ... 

Accelerated demos of Activision"s Mechwarrior 2 title have been bundled with just about every lD card on the markel Impressive as they were, 
Heavy Gear, in its lDfx form (above) looks to be in a different league. thanks to a polygon count almost twice as large, and brand new landscapes 

ctivision is not a company to rest 
on its laurels. Following the 
unfortunate loss of the 

Mechwarrior license to a FASA/Microprose 
alliance, the company has scoured the 
tabletop gaming market for a similarly 
popular prospect. It has come up with 
Heavy Gear, allegedly the fourth most 
popular RPG/Wargame in the States. The 
deal gives the company exclusive 
worldwide rights to the games for at 
least ten years. 

Heavy Gear is likely to be the first of 
many similarly themed games, and is 
currently being coded by the Mechwarrior 
2 team, which now boasts Frank Evers, 
who worked on the impressive Earthsiege 
2 (the only robot game to give Mech 2 a 
run for its money) for rival codeshop 
Dynamix. Though the original pencil-and
paper game has RPG tones. the PC version 
will focus, not unsurprisingly, on combat. 
That's not to say that it won't be different. 
insists the game's producer, Chacko 

sonny. 'The Mechwarrior games were 
combat based, sure: he admits, 'but 
Heavy Gear will add a number of new 
elements to the gameplay. These robots 

Though the cityscapes are still fairly basic. ifs possible that interior 
firefights may appear in the game, which would be a neat twist 



This kind of detail will only be possible with a lD accelerator 
card. The realtlme shadows and lighting effects look stunning 

1The Cil!ars1.size and mobili . 
allows tor 1nt~r1or shooJ-outs, an 

cover, s1de-stepp1ng an so o ' 
are a lot smaller than the Mechs, and their 
size and mobility allows for interior shoot
outs, taking cover, side-stepping and so 
on. They're a lot more human - they have 
a certain amount of character.' 

There's certainly enough background 
material. The Heavy Gear universe has 
already been mapped out in great detail 
by the tabletop version's creators, Dream 
Pod 9, which should give Activision's new 
game a depth and continuity similar to 
that of the Mechwarrior series. 

Heavy Gear will be 100% D3D 
compatible, straight out of the box. The 
Mechwarrior 2 engine is still there, but has 
been significantly enhanced with higher 
polygon counts for the models (moving up 
from around 400 to at least 700) and hi-res 
textures. such is the detail of the models 
and textures that sonny believes the game 

Heavy Gears landscapes will feature polygon-based trees, as well as 
walls, rocks and hedges, to provide valuable cover during a firefight 

may well have to be released as a two-CD 
set. The PowerVR version will also give the 
Gears realtime shadows, while the 3Dfx 
version will boast the now-obligatory 
bilinear filtering to smooth the textures. 

Activision had a rough ride last year 
with the disappointing Spycraft and zork 
Nemesis titles, and many regard its 3D 
robot licenses as its strongest suite. 

With its evergreen theme of large
scale mobile-suit combat, Heavy Gear will 
no doubt be the closest thing the £ 
company has to a sure thing for '97. 

p r e s creen 

The Gears are far more detailed than those of the Mechwarrior titles. 
Scenery will benefit greatly from bilinear filtering once implemented 
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Even though it's not in 30, a new reworking of 
the Flashback genre may turn out to 

be an innovative llbit gaming experience 

Oddwor/tfs visuals are especially rich thanks to its creators' background in computer graphics special effects. Behind such glorious-looking scenes 
lies fairly standard run-and-jump gameplay (above left), enriched with an original 'speech' system, which allows Abe to communicate with others 

00 
ne of the more unusual console 
games at the last E3, Oddworld: 
Abe's Oddysee was only revealed 

to a select few showgoers behind closed 
doors. Initially called sou/Storm, it has its 
sights set on the PlayStation's current 
platform champion, crash Bandicoot. 
but seems to draw its inspiration from 
an older generation of more strictly 
2D-styled platformers. 

Developer Oddworld Inhabitants was 
co-founded in 1994 by Lorne Lanning 
and Sherry McKenna, who are its 
president and CEO respectively. Lanning's 
father worked as an engineer for console 
pioneer Colecovision, making him quite 
possibly the first ever second-generation 
games developer. He and McKenna were 
both enjoying lucrative careers as 
computer special effects animators until 
Lanning convinced McKenna that the new 
32bit machines had the potential to take 
gameplay and graphics to new heights. 

'What was most important to us,' 
Lanning explains, 'was to create new 
types of play mechanics with a conceptual 
story that you get attached to.' Starting All manner of devices will apr.ear throughout the game. In the typical 

platform adventure game sty e, making use of each will be vital 



Having been in development for two-and-a-half years, Oddworld will 
have to pull more than just glorious graphics out of the bag to succeed 

Abe could hardly be 
described as an 
appealing charader 

with the technical limitations of the 
PlayStation and Saturn in mind, they 
began work on their first game, based on 
Lanning's five-part story set on an alien 
planet, the eponymous Oddworld. 

Abe's Oddysee puts the player in the 
role of Abe, a member of an Oddworld 
slave-race who works in a meat-packing 
plant. Abe accidentally discovers that his 
masters are using his race as foodstuff, 
initiating his eight-level adventure. The 
game is made up primarily of side
scrolling screens similar to FlashBack, with 
a total of 110 screens in the first level alone. 

But, maintains Lanning, the Flashback 
comparison is misleading. 'There are a lot 
of situations in this game that are lifelike 
which makes it very different. You have to 
understand the characters' personalities 
and behaviours, not just the mechanics. 
Understanding the characters is how 
you're going to make progress further 
along in the world.' 

It may be stretching a point to say that 
Oddworfd's characters are lifelike, but 
many of the game's quirky features are 
integral to the gameplay. For instance, 
Abe can tip-toe past sleeping enemies, 
and he has a chant power that enables 
him to take possession of the minds of 
enemy characters, whom he can then use 
to attack other foes. 

pre screen 

Communicating with other charaders will form an integral part of 
gameplay, although details of how this works are currently vague 

Another new feature in Oddworld is a 
form of language that Lanning calls 
'gamespeak'. Partially inspired by the 
audio puzzles of LucasArts' 1989 point
and-click adventure, LOom, it gives Abe a 
very basic vocabulary with which he can 
communicate with other characters. Using 
the directional pad, Abe can issue one of 
eight simple commands - phrases like 
'Wait Here' and 'Follow Me'. 

Two-and-a-half years after inception, 
the game has finally been properly 
unveiled because, Lanning explains, 'We 
wanted to have something to show before 
we started talking, to prove what we're 
playing with is real.' Oddworld should 
make for a refreshing change from the 
Playstation's diet of polygon racers and 
beat 'em ups. It's certainly a daring move 
for a company to debut with such a £ 
deliberately retro platformer. 
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With both Bushido Blade and this follow-up to its 
hugely distinctive debut fighting game in the works, 

Square Soft is showing that it's taking the beat 'em up genre seriously 

Toba/ 2 retains the Gouraud-shaded charaders of the original and 
many of the same characters, although the appearance of the Chocobo 
bird (above), previously seen in the Final Fantasy series, is a first 

hen Tobal No. 1 arrived in Japan 
last Autumn, it seemed that 
Square - purveyor of the sequel-

spinning Final Fantasy series - had bitten 
off more than it could chew. In both 
gameplay and look, Tobal No. 1 was highly 
derivative, and its attempt to introduce an 
RPG-style element to the genre using a 
series of explorable 30 'dungeons' was 
lightweight at best. 

Square has dtsi2ned Tobat{a with the 
PlayStat1olf"'"

1
s: new apa ogue 

contro ler 1n m1n 

Not deterred by Tobal No.1's muted 
reception, Square is at work on a sequel 
which again features two modes of play -
a standard one-on-one fighting mode and 
an RPG quest mode. In a marked 
departure from the first game, Tobal 2 is 
designed with the PlayStation's new 
analogue controller in mind, and the quest 
mode follows the lead of Mario 64 in that 
it's possible to move freely within a 360' 
world. Also, collectable items have been 
considerably beefed up with a far greater 
variety of objects on offer. 

But it's the potential afforded by the 
analogue controller that sounds most 
enticing. The intensity of any given punch 
or kick is increased the more the stick is 
pushed, a feature which, if it works, could 
prove influential. 

In a less groundbreaking twist, fighters 
will become slightly sluggish after taking a 
particularly intense blow, leaving them 
vulnerable to follow-up attacks. 

Tobaf 2 has some way to go if it hopes 
to match the benchmark titles of Namco 
and Sega, but Square's experimental 
approaches to the genre simply £ 
demand attention. 

An imr.ressive 
lightn ng bolt is 
charged up (left), 
then fired to 
devastating effed 
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Fade to Black developer Delphine is now working on something raJher diffe~ent -
a full-on motorbike racing game that's primed to 

leave its PC competition choking on dust 

Motorbike-racing game 
fans will fondly 
remember Enduro Racer 
and Super Hanf( On -
Motor Racer cribs ideas 
from both Sega games 
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The trial bike sedions 
offer both country 
locations (top) and 
stadiums to race in 

m espite recent developments in 
technology, the PC has yet to 
prove itself as a platform for 

arcade-style racing games. Both screamer 
and its sequel were picture-perfect 
impressions of what a coin-op racer 
should look like, but, like a picture, lacked 
the depth of the true experience. Even 
Sega failed to do its own arcade originals 
sega Rally and Daytona USA true justice. 
Strange, then, that the most promising PC 
arcade-esque racing game to date should 
come from Delphine - a company which 
has never before strayed into the realms 
of either the arcade or the racing genre . 

Mato Racer is, in fact, a motorcycle 
sim, so the French company is 
automatically stacking the odds against 
itself. Due to the complexity of transferring 
bike handling to home platforms, almost 
all games in this genre have failed. Here, 
though, the designers seem to have got 
the handling about right, combining the 
natural accessibility of a coin-op with the 
PC's tendency toward complex simulation. 

Adding to this is the wide range of 
gameplay conditions. The nine courses on 
offer take in surfaces such as dirt, mud, 
snow and sand - each affecting bike 
handling in different ways. As 
demonstrated by Psygnosis' F7, weather is 
rarely simply a pointless. aesthetic 
addition, instead governing the way a 
course should be attempted. 

Visually, too. everything is present and 

correct. Each circuit is well-designed and 
textured, and the bikes themselves are 
realistically drawn. Effects like realtime 
lighting also play a part: Delphine has 
included MMX compatibility and will 
hopefully dip generously into that 
particular pot of visual extras in order to 
enhance peripheral visual touches. 

With features such as a multiplayer 
LAN option and various gameplay modes 
thrown in on top, Mato Racer could well 
prove that the PC and the racing game are 
not mutually exclusive, after all. 

While Delphine may be new to the 
racing market, then, it looks set to show 
its PC-based competition how it should be 
done. On console, a forthcoming 
PlayStation conversion should be £ 
equally as promising. 

The superbike mode 
will obviously push 
Delphine's 3D engine 
to its limits. The demo 
Edge has seen is 
extremely swift 
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With a predecessor like Afterburner, 

Sky Target had a lot to live up to in the arcade. The home conversion should 
provide Sega with a chance to built on its merits and repair its flaws 

Players choose from at 
least four craft: F· 16 
Falcon, Rafale, F· 14 
Tomcat and F-15 eagle 

Sky Targe(s aircraft 
are well-modelled and 
have convincing looks 

Sky Target features an impressively 
broad range of enemy fighters and 
background locations. This diversity is 
backed by some well-tuned gamepfay 
and a selection of special weapons 

hen the 32bit consoles first 
appeared, it looked as though the 
flight shoot 'em up would become 

a key genre. Sega's Wing Arms and 
Namco's Air combat were both converted 
from the arcade within months of each 
other (prompting a brief splutter of 
imitations), but both lacked the brilliance 
required to hook home audiences. The 
genre subsequently drifted almost into 
disuse. By converting the second sequel 
to seminal coin-op After Burner, however, 
Sega is obviously hoping to revive interest. 

The company may well succeed. Sky 
Target has proved a popular title in 
Japanese arcades, boasting a mix of 
impressive 3D visuals (rolling seascapes, 
rocky canyons, grass lands, etc) and a 
huge variety of enemy aircraft. There is 
also a healthy range of tactical features to 
give substance to a normally simplistic 
genre. The player's sights can lock on to 
some enemy aircraft immediately, for 
example, while others have to be targeted 
first - this prevents each enemy from 
becoming an instinctive and easy hit (as 

they often were in Air Combat and Wing 
Arms). Also, the game's impressive bosses 
- ranging from flying fortresses to 
intercontinental rockets - have to be 
destroyed within a certain time or they 
escape, costing valuable points. 

on top of all this, there is a limited 
supply of missiles to bear in mind (players 
can call on a range of special weapons), 
and the fact that avoiding enemy fire calls 
for some highly dextrous flying. 

Despite the intrinsic playability, 
however, there were problems with the 
arcade original. Slowdown often occurred 
when the screen filled with craft and a few 
graphical bugs existed due to a lack of 
processing power in the Model 2 board. 
The Saturn's twin processors have 
apparently cleaned up both of these 
misdemeanors, however, even allowing 
for a few extras - Saturn Sky Target 
should, for example, boast a greater 
choice of aircraft. 

If the flight shoot 'em up is to return to 
the 32bit console scene, Sega's £ 
title could well lead the march. 

Sky Targe(s excellent 
end-of-level bosses 
(above) are among the 
game's key features 
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The nature of the Nintendo 64's hardware instantly brings to mind vivid 30 worlds, but 

a small Japanese developer is breaking the rules by making its 
first 64bit game a distinctly two-dimensional affair - albeit a rich and action-packed one 

III estling in the heart of Shinjuku's infamous electronics district is a 
small developer with a world-class reputation. Treasure is the 
creator of acclaimed console titles such as Gunstar Heroes, 

Dynamite Heady and most recently, the oddly RPG-infused Saturn beat 'em 
up, Guardian Heroes . Edge is here to meet the president and CEO of 
Treasure, Masato Maegawa, and Enix's Yuchi Kikumoto, and to see the 
work being undertaken on Nintendo 64 title Yuke Yuke Trouble Makers (aka 
Go Go Trouble Makers). Enix is present because it is publishing the game 
despite the company's newly-cemented allegiance with Sony through its 
forthcoming Dragon Quest VII (recently at the centre of controversy in 
Japan because of the series' historical link with the Nintendo brand). 

Masato Maegawa is a lively character, hammering out words at the 
same blistering rate as firepower spews from characters' weaponry in his 
company's action-led games. He explains how Treasure was created five 
years ago and founded on a vision 'just to create great games,' describing 
how this vision flew in the face of corporate Japanese publishing where few 
risks are taken and 'certain rules' must to be strictly adhered to. This desire 
for personal autonomy rose from years working under such a regime -
many of Treasure's core employees (including Maegawa-san) previously 
worked for Konami. 

Maegawa-san graduated from university eight years ago and 
immediately joined Konami as a programmer. It was here that he 
programmed the Game Boy version of Dracula Densetsu (Castlevania). a 
game he is quick to point out was 'not very good' - true in some respects, 
but given that the game found its way into more than two million Nintendo 
handhelds worldwide, an example of Japanese modesty. The SNES classic 
castlevania IV is another title that Treasure's staff played a part in. 

But it was rival16bit technology- Sega's Mega Drive- that the company 
chose when it first started out. After completing Gunstar Heroes - regarded 
by many as one of the definitive 16bit action games - Treasure went on to 
create other highly regarded Mega Drive titles such as Yuyu Hakusho, 
Dynamite Heady, Alien Soldier and Light crusader. Now, though, it has 
turned its attention back to the Nintendo, and naturally its N64 technology. 



Treasure started work on Yuke Yuke almost two years ago. At the time 
the N64's chipset wasn't even finished and a lot of guesswork was needed 
to form the early design concepts. Little was known about the machine's 
polygon handling, other than the fact that pixel quality would be higher 
than that of the Saturn and PlayStation. And development tools either 
weren't ready or were undergoing constant revisions - a situation not 
uncommon to any hardware launch. The resulting game is shot through 
with the same desire to delight that infused Treasure's previous essays in 
platform gaming, but takes full advantage of the N64's hardware to create 
some of Yuke Yuke's most impressive effects. Edge quizzed Maegawa-san 
and Kikumoto-san regarding the development of a title whose themes were 
thought long forgotten but which full-on action game fans will no doubt be 
ecstatic to see being resurrected ... 

Edge: Treasure has long been a loyal sega developer, so why the sudden 
switch to Nintendo? 
Masato Maegawa: It's difficult to explain ... Simply, we heard about the 
machine and were very interested in developing for it. I suppose we were 

just curious. In fact, when we were working on the Mega Drive. Nintendo 
was dominating the market but despite this we chose the Mega Drive. 
which was easier to develop for. For YYTM, we did not consciously choose 
Nintendo - our choice was based on the functionality of the hardware. 
Edge: And why did Enix decide to work with Treasure? 
vuchi Kikumoto: Enix has no internal development and we basically hunt 
for brilliant developers and contract with them. Treasure is famous 
for action games. so we wanted to try at least one time with them ... 
MM: Personally, I have a lot of time for Enix [laughs]. In fact. when I was a 
student I had an interview with them. I wasn't chosen. though ... [laughs]. 
YK: [Surprised] I didn't know that.. 
MM: In fact. I have very good memories of Enix at that time and since then. 
we have been asked a few times to develop for Enix. Two years ago, we 
chose to develop on the N64 and thought it would be a good idea to do it 
with Enix. 
Edge: How many staff worked on the Yuke Yuke project? was the game 
created by the same team as Guardian Heroes and Gunstar Heroes? 
MM: No. the teams are different. but all our games have shared staff at 
certa in times. The main programmer of YYTM is the same programmer that 
coded Gunstar Heroes. The character designer also designed the 
characters of Gunstar Heroes and Guardian Heroes. Basically, the team 
wasn't fixed as such, but I guess we had a maximum of 15 staff working on 
the game with an average of 12 all along the development. 
Edge: was there anything you wanted to do in YYTM that wasn't possible? 
MM: No. not really. we wanted to make something different from Gunstar 
Heroes. In that game. the player basically just has to shoot everything. This 
made the game interesting and very enjoyable but YYTM is different and 
we focused on researching a gameplay feature unique to the title. we 
found the 'catching' feature worked well and making this work so that it 
was enjoyable was perhaps the most difficult thing to do. 
Edge: How are you finding development on the N64? How does it compare 
to working on the Saturn or Mega Drive? 
MM: When we started, the environment was not ready, so it was very 

pre screen 

Yuke Yuke Troublemakers is one of the most original N64 
titles to date inasmuch as it shuns polygons in favour of 
sprites. The result is a game which harks back to classic 16bit 

difficult for us. cartridge- and CD-ROM-based machines cannot be 
programmed in the same way. Cartridges have their advantages and 
disadvantages. It has the benefit of being able to load data instantly but 
obviously it would be better to have cartridges at the same price as CD
ROMs. Of course, for action or fighting games cartridges are much more 
convenient. but it's only a question of getting used to develop on the N64. 
Edge: Did you use any special hardware techniques with YYTM? 
MM: No. not really, but we worked especially hard on a particular boss. 
The game is essentially 2D but this boss was created in 3D. we had to link 
small. individual parts of the boss to make it move realistically. we also had 
to play with the lighting effects ... For this boss the programmer did a great 
job. You could say we used the know-how we've acquired over the years. 
Edge: Is the N64 an easy platform to develop on? 
MM: It is pretty difficult. compared to the Saturn I think it's more difficult. 
But after making one piece of software for the N64 you get used to it and it 
no longer becomes a problem. II>-

Treasure's Masato Maegawa presides over one of the smallest but 
most dynamic and exciting development teams in the world today 
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Yuke Yuke Trouble Makers may be primarily a 2D game but Treasure is justly proud of its impressive 3D special effects, best seen in the game's 
bosses such as this one (left). The game's robotic heroine, Marina, has a great number of joints which give her very smooth, fluid movements 

<ii Edge: What is your relationship like with Nintendo? Are your two 
companies close to them - does NCL maintain a lot of control over 
Nintendo software development at Treasure? 
MM: we don't have a special relationship with the company as such, 
but Nintendo provided good development support and the staff there have 
been very helpful. 
Edge: Are there any other game designers or programmers whose work 
you particularly admire? 
MM: Shigeru Miyamoto, naturally, because he makes such great action 
games. I really think he's a god as far as games development goes. In the 
RPG scene, I really rate Yuji Horii, the creator of Dragon Quest. 
Edge: What do you feel are the most important things to c.onsider during 

the developing of a game? 
MM: Planning is the most important thing to us; we decide everything 
during the planning phase. Otherwise. development would be too difficult. 
Edge: What kind of games do the teams like? 
MM: Personally, I like the Mario games. It's difficult to speak for the other 
staff but I know that the main programmer likes Virtua Fighter. for example. 
Edge: Do you want to make games other than the action-based variety? 
MM: Yes, of course we'd like to do other types of games. First we want to 
make the type of games we're strong at, but we still want to make games 
in different genres in the future. 
Edge: As a company, do you feel that Treasure is any different from other 
Japanese videogame developers? 
MM: Lots of people here like foreign games. but I do not think our games 
have a particularly foreign, non-Japanese look - their design is also suitable 
for Japanese tastes. For RPGs, it's a different story - for them, the story 
plays an important part in making the game interesting and each country 
naturally has its own particular points of interest. But for action £ 
games. it's the same the world over .. 

Yuchi Kikumoto is section chief in Enix's software planning 
department. and is closely linked to the development of Yuke Yuke 
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In 1996, ENIX created the 1st global software contest. 
Game software transcends national, cultural and even 
historical boundaries. That's why ENIX is constantly on the 
lookout for talented new game software creators around the 
world. We want to give new developers the chance to shine 
as the stars of a new generation. As a result of our previous 
contests in Japan, ENIX marketed a number of software 
programs that first came to us as contest entries. In the 
process, we helped many talented software creators in their 
careers. Then in 1996, we decided to expand our horizons to 

countries around the world and sponsored the global ENIX 
INTERNET ENTERTAINMENT CONTEST, which attracted 
a total of 694 entries from 29 countries. This allowed us to 
achieve our ultimate goal - providing an international forum 
in which software creators could show their skills and talents, 
while helping them in career development and contributing 
to the growth of the game software market. Now, we want to 
take this opportunity to announce the results of our first 
contest, and thank everyone who took part. 

GRAND PRIZE winner from Chile 
Winning Entry: 
"ESTRUCTURA," a puzzle game 
submitted by THE CRISIS GROUP (Chile) 

The winners say. .. "ESTRUCTURA was our first PC game. 

It took us about six months to finish the assembly program 

and the graphics, including one month to master the x86 

assembler and another month to 

design the graphics. We didn't 

hope to win anything. When we 

received word that we had won the 

Grand Prize, we couldn't believe 

it. We had to call our families and 

friends, just to hear that it wasn't a dream. It's not just the 

money, although that 's important. What's even more 

important is that we are making an effort in the right direction. 

Now, we can work with more conviction, because doors in 

this industry will open more easily, we hope .. . " 

Winning Entry: 
"FOOTBALL LAB," a soccer simulation game 

submitted by Ryutaro Kanno (Japan) 

!~~ll~ The winner says ... "It started with a very 
simple idea. I like soccer, so why not create 
a game about soccer? The 
game I came up with is the 
result of trial and error. To 
create something new took 

a lot of time. I had to take all the ideas I had in my 
head, and put them into the form of a program. In 
the_ future, I want to make the best possible use of ideas and skills 
that others have praised." 

Winning Entry: 
"COSMICAL ANIMALS," a network game 
submitted by Tomokazu Ito and Akihiko Ohashi (Japan) 

One of the winners says .. . "When I was told 
that I had won one of the first prizes, I almost 
fainted. I had a sense of 
achievement that my efforts 
had finally paid off. The 
underlying concept of this 

game is that anyone can play, regardless of the .....,,,J,,' 
language spoken. I hope players all over the world - • 
will be able to enjoy my game soon. Now I spend days feverishly 
trying to come up with an upgraded version of the game." 

Second Prizes: US$10,000 
• "HORSE'S POWER," a network game by Steak House Bone Fracture (Japan) • "Final Coaster," a 30 game by Takashi Tajimi (Japan) 

• "BRAINY BALL," an action puzzle by K-0 Lab Group (Russia) • "REIKO," an action game by Sanwari-san Team (Japan) 

• "g3," a party game by Takeo Matsuura (Japan) • "PENTAGON," a simulation game by Conde Entertainment Software (Argentina) 

• "MULTIPLEXER," an action game by Takayasu Natori (Japan) • "MOVLOCK," an action puzzle game by Akiyoshi Nishiyama (Japan) 

• "Throne of Mars," a simulation game by Symbolic Data Studios (USA) • "Effrenata Licentia 30," an adventure game by Amit Barman (USA) 

~ ENIX CORPORATION 
EN•X 
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Outrageously fast 2 D graphics-plus 3 D. 
Prepare to push your PC into the next dimension with the 

Stealth 30 family from Diamond. The first in a superior 

line of affordable Plug and Play 30 accelerators with 

Outrageously Fast 20 graphics, vivid 30 animation and 

striking MPEG video playback-from the market leader in 

high-performance graphics subsystems. The Stealth 30 

2000 and 3000 dramatically improve graphic-intensive 

business applications, action games and overall system 

performance through greater resolution, millions of co/ors 

and extreme speeds. 

Stealth 30 2000XL Stealth 30 3000XL 

Memory DRAM VRAM 
RAMDAC 135 MHz 220 MHz 
Max Memory 4MB 4MB 
Max Resolution 1280 x 1024 1600 x 1200 
Bundled Software• • Descent II • Descent II 

• Compton's Interactive • Compton's Interactive 
Encyclopedia 1996 Encyclopedia 1996 

• Destruction Dtrby • 30 F/X 
• MS' lnl<m<t Explo«r • Digital Video Produetr 

• MS' lntemet Explom 

WinBench• 97 Comparison in 24-bit Color Mode 
DIAMOND Stealth 30 2000 

MATROX MGA Millenium"' 

MATROX Mrr· a-
STB Lirr· ,21 ,.. 

AT13DEii, 

+ The Stealth 30 family accelerates Windows" 95, 

Windows" NT 3.51 and 4.0, Windows" 3.1 and DOS 

operating systems and is compatible with 30 

applications for Windows 95 using Microsofts" Direct>< AP/s. 

The Stealth 30 2000XL * comes bundled with Interplays 

Descent"' II**, Comptons Interactive EncyclopediaN 1996, 

Sonys Destruction Derby" and Microsofts" Internet Explorer 

The Stealth 30 3000, with support of up to 4MB VRAM, 

delivers enhanced resolutions and co/ors. OpenGL support 

and higher refresh rates. The Stealth 30 3000XL * 

comes bundled with Interplays Descent"' II; Comptons 

Interactive Encyclopedia™ 1996; Asymetrixs 30 FIX"' and 

Digital Video Produce~ and MicrosoftS- Internet Explorer. 

+ So, if you're ready for the fastest graphics available, 

contact Diamond at http://www.diamondmm.com or call 

us at 1-8004-MUlJIMED/i\ and get everything you need to 

launch into the future of 30 graphics acceleration today. 

3D Hardware Features Comparison 

Gouraud Shading 

~rspective Correction 
Alpha Blending 

Mip Mapping 

Bilinear Filtering 

Z-Bu~ring 

Stea lth 30 

• • • • • • 

MATROX Mil lennium 

• 

• 

http:Hwww.diamondmm.com 

~ Stealth 
3D 

~ ACCELIUIED 

Look for these logos on a 

new class of applications 

designed to take advantage 
of Stealth 3D graphics. 
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A meeting point for media capitalising 
on the digital entertainment revolution 

omputer technology was supposed to kill off reading - 'Why will people 
learn to read, if they can point and click at pretty pictures?' goes the 
Luddite argument. This month's CD·ROMs are both based on works of 

literature, however, proving that there can be a healthy interplay between the 
two media. Educational issues aside, a great album from Daft Punk and a £ 
pair of tube-snaned speakers 1ghten other corners of the media world. 

CD-Hom £ 

• Published by Fox Interactive 

• Developed by Cirtumstance 

• PC/ Mac CD-llOM £ 12 

• Out now 

Romeo and Juliet 

ttempts to modernise 
! Shakespeare can be horrific: 

productions of 'Macbeth' with 
actors dressed as gangsters or sci-fi 
characters must haunt every Drama 
student's memories. Director Baz 
Luhrmann, however, has used the cool, 
recognisable scenario (Venice beach, 
CA) to reach a young audience and to 
arcentuate the themes of sex and 
youth. The bard would have approved 

The CD-ROM companion to the film, 
which successfully mimics the mov1e's 
obsessions with style and youth culture, 
works as well. First off, the presentation 
is beautiful, using classical images as 
icons and featuring dozens of pictures 
and clips from the film throughout The 
interface 1s interesting, too, allowing the 
user to view pictures from each scene in 
chronological order, and to click on 
important hotspots (lead characters, 
items, etc) for more information. It's also 
possible to go on to view (rather brief) 
background details on the social 
structure, moral values and gender roles 
1n the film's 'Verona' beach setting. 

What extends this product beyond 
souvenir status, though, 1s its inclusion 
of both the original text and the screen 
play. users can thus compere the two, 
discovenng what has been cut out and 
what has been altered to make the text 
fit with Luhrmann's vision. A great idea 

All 1n all, this CD-ROM is a clever, 
well-produced companion to a stunning 
film. While 1t could have revealed more 
about the movie (set/costume designs, 
interviews, etc) 1t does shed light on the 
play's themes and key symbols. This 
isn't just for A-level students, it's for 
anyone who wants to understand the 
mov1e on a higher level. 

t:D-HOffl £ 

F ished by MacMillan Interactive 

~ loped by MultiMedia Corporation 

Sophie's World 

- -j • PC/ Mac CD-llOM £40 

• Release: April 30 

T 
he book 'Sophie's world' was something of a one-off in the publishing world: 
a runaway best-seller which appearred from nowhere, wntten by an 
unknown Norwegian (Jostein Gaarder). Frankly, it drove most to despair: an 

1d1ot's guide to philosophy dressed up 1n unspeakably cliched novelistic underwear, 1t 
may be good airport bookshop fodder, but why was the press so kind to 1\? 

Bizarrely, the CD-ROM version, published by MacMillan - which, by the way, has 
an excellent track record when 1t comes to quirky book adaptations -1s rather good. 
1f you like that sort of thing. It's easy to see why 1t works so we11· the linear CD-ROM 
blueprint forces abandonment of the book's faltenng prose styles, and therefore 
conveniently eliminates the weakest aspect of 'Sophie's world' 

So, instead of a lame paperback which gives you the impression that the writer is 
an academic struggling to master a word processor, you get a CD-ROM with a tried
and-tested point-and-click interface. Through this interface you must progress by 
solving some rather unusual lateral-thinking puzzles, a feature which allows this 
product to work very effectively (and not at all patronisingly) as a philosophy primer. 

Here, the malarkey used to develop the plot in the book - protagonist Sophie 
Amundsen's receipt of mystenous philosophical letters - has been subtly altered so 
that you receive the same letters. but as 1f they were e-mails. Acting on these, you 
progress slowly but surely through a number of different scenanos accessed by 
solving puzzles. learning about philosophy along the way. 

The CD-ROM also has a very impressive t1me-l1ne section containing a potted 
philosophical history, and you can trawt through this if you don't fancy the point-and
click stuff Apart from anything else. this makes Sophie's world, to Edge's 
knowledge, the only philosophy reference CD-ROM on the market. 

Don't expect action-packed scenes or, indeed, any form of gameplay which does 
anything but grind along at a snail's pace. But, 1f you are fascinated by philosophy, 
you'll find Sophie's world an 1nterest1ng purchase. The CD-ROM, not the book, mind. 
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Remotelink 

U 
niversal remote controls festooned with lots 
of confusing buttons are old news, but with 
the advent of the Internet a whole new range 

of Web-ready controls are on the way. Remotelink 
can control even the most advanced home 
electronics using Just a couple of buttons, thanks to 
its extensive on-screen displays. Remotelink 
automatically integrates your home entertainment 
boxes. and comes with a thumb 'mouse· to navigate 
your way round your telly controls or surf the Net. 

Just run through an on-screen questionnaire to let 
Remotelink know what components you own, and it'll 
do the rest. It can even switch the satellite receiver 
on, turn the video to the correct channel and start it 
recording. Remotelink isn't available just yet. but 
should appear with new TVs and VCRs next year. 

• RemoteUnk 
• Interlink T e<hnologies 

'Convergence' remote control tel 001 805 484 8855 

2000AD 

hen 2000AD began 20 years ago 1t was 
essentially a standard war comic transposed 
into a vaguely futuristic series of settings. The 

art was highly deriverat1ve '70s pulp and the story lines 
full of gung-ho 'Eat this, Johnny Foreigner!'-type violence 
- it's Just that Johnny Foreigner was named Johnny Alien 
and given a laser gun instead of a Luger 

Times have changed. Somewhere between progs 
400 and 500, the comic got serious, looking more deeply 
into the sc1-fl storylines and deconstruct1ng key heroes 
like Judge Dredd, Strontium Dog and Rogue Trooper 
instead of portraying them as heroic stereotypes. Judge 
Dread himself - the comic's endearing icon - was seen 
to be growing visibly old, breaking one of the maJor rules 
of Marvel comic-book lore: thy hero shalt not age. 

The irony, rebellion and manipulation of familiar 
themes that crept into the comic back then is more than 
evident 1n today's stones. New feature, Mercy Heights, 
for example, is a wicked 'ER' piss-take set on a hospital 
spacecraft. All the recognisable casualty room banter is 
employed ('Prep the D.R. now!'), except here, when a 
patient's body 'reJects' a transplant organ it is actually 
physically eJected across the room in crisp, well-defined 
graphics. Also relatively new 1s Al's Baby, another 
effective spoof -this time on 1930s gangster movies. 
Accompanying these fresh arrivals at the moment are 
two 2000AD stalwarts: Judge Dredd, of course. and 

Security Alarm Telephone 

Y 
es. it's a telephone - but it's a telephone 
with a difference. Built in to the base is an 
infrared motion detector which guards your 

home while you're out. When the phone senses 
movement, it waits a moment (for authorised users to 
rummage around in their pockets for the key-chain 
wireless remote to turn 1t off) then silently dials up 
nine numbers of your choice: friends, family, work 
numbers and so on. When the TA2000 connects with 
someone. that person can ask the 'intruder' who they 
are via the speakerphone - if it's not a false alarm. 
they can call the police directly. 

Accessories for the TA2000 include additional 
remote IR motion detectors, a smoke detector and 
door/window contacts. If you haven't been broken in 
to, you can call your mum on it, too. 

TAlOOO TelAlert. tel: 001 403 541 1306 

Sla1ne - still being scripted with immense flair by the 
comic's creator Pat Mills. Both 'heroes' are always 
capable of entertaining. despite their age. 

2000AD's mixing of serious themes with comic 
excesses has not staled. Judge Dredd was perhaps a 
more potent symbol in the Thatcherite ·aos, but his 
steely fascism still gives a darkly humorous reminder 
that totalitarianism is always just a breath away. As for 
the other stones. great scripting, beautiful, diverse 
artwork and thematic depth are the norm. Yes. this is 
one British 1nst1tution to be proud of. 

nu Media 

SoundTube speakers 

C 
onvent1onal .. 'boxy' loudspeakers are fine if 
you live in a standard-shaped house. but 
suffer badly 1f placed in odd positions (like 

not against a wall). These weird floor-standers from 
the States. which look like components salvaged from 
the wreckage of an X-w1ng fighter, are designed to 
create top-notch sound. from any angle. 

Inside the instantly replaceable soundsleeves 
(which come in dozens of eye-watering designs), sit a 
series of computer optimised acoustic 'lenses' which 
direct music in all directions. This 360-degree. 
omnidirectional sound also means a larger sweet 
spot, and a better stereo effect. SoundTubes are 
24cm in diameter and 90cm in length (although 
smaller versions will also soon be available). and 
should snake their way into the country late this year. 

• Visual audio speakers • S450 (approx.£285) 
• SoundT ube Ent. • Available '98 

Sound Tube speakers, tel: 001 801 647 9555 

comics £ 
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• Published by Egmont FleetwilY Ltd 
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D he fact that these prolific French DJs 

have managed to ftt t,me into their 

schedule to make an album at all was 

surpns,ng 'hat the album should be this good 

,s a near miracle. Merging hard techno 

elements with '70s disco sensibil1t1es and 

plenty of kitsch funk posturing, the Gallic 

twosome have created an eclecttc work of 

puzzling addictiveness. The recent single 'Da 

Funk' is an effective advert for what to expect: 

thudding basshnes. chugging keyboards, weird 

tunes. Vive la difference. 

r:I nstol-based DJ John Stapleton's fourth 

1.:J selection of big beats shows renewed 

vigour. the m,x of hip-hop loops and funky nffs 

working to create the ideal party record for 

discerning club types !though the chart crowd 

w,11 rehsh Blueboy's 'Remember Me' and DJ 

Kool's hit 'Let Me Clear My Throat'). sustaining 

the positive vibe from Danny 5aber's opening 

cut nght through to Raw Deal's closer ,s no 

mean feat, but 'Dope 4' does 1t with ease, 

proving that breakbeat-based music ,s more 

vibrant than ever 

E':I he tttle of the Herbaltser's new album, 

U 'Blow Your Headphones' speaks true. 

Hip-hop, Jazz. scratch and vocals (the latter 

from female artist What WhaO. blend to create 

excellent tracks .1ke 'Bnng 1!', 'Hardcore' and 

'Ginger Jumps the Fence· Plenty of samples, 

breakbeat and rap also flow throughout with 

the help of Fabian and Big Ted who provide 

lyncs to the awesome '5aturday Night'. 

Tl11s album ,s filled with enthusiasm and 

expenmentat,on, providing the listener with a 

host of classic tunes. Great value 

F.'11 fter the success of Journeys by DJ, 

l.iJI Coldcut have now merged forces with 

fellow Ninjas DJ Food and DJ Krush to offload 

h1gh-quahty sounds through an East vs west 

play-off. Tracks from the London Funk Allstars 

:'Junkie's Bad Tnp') and DJ Vad1m ('Headz Still 

Ain't Ready') stand out on the first disc, while 

.uke V1bert's 'Get Your Head Down' and 

Coldcut's 'Naked Leaves' provide the second 

with equally cool, mixed sounds. Quality tunes 

and vast comb1nat1ons of rhythms and styles 

cement to form a very fine comp1lat1on. 

ri:'I es,gned to soothe the savage beast after 

l!.I a night of wearing your feet down to 

their ankles on a dancefloor. 'The Morning After' 

contains a surpns,ng amount of astonishingly 

chilled drum'n'bass from the likes of Justice & 

Blame, T-Power and Subtrop1c. which melt into 

legendary downtempo efforts from, among 

others. Photek and Plaid. Although 1t may get a 

bit Jazzy for some tastes towards the end, this 

will turn even the most extreme state of wired 

paranoia ,nto a contented chill. 

r::I x-Drum Clubber Charlie Hall's small but 

1.:1 perfectly formed label sets out ,ts stall 

with a superb comp1lat1on. taking ,n everything 

from upbeat four-to-the-floor techno to chunky 

trip-hop, without bypassing dub-trance or the 

Chicago Old School sound. Buy this Just to find 

out what K Alex, Shelby's naughty 'I've Got a 

BBD For You' stands for Or, for that matter, the 

real. grown-up techno cuts from Multtplex, 

Phreax and DJ Shufflemaster Proper, quality 

dance music for those in the know. 

BDDHS 
• Amie Katz and Laurie Yates 

• Prima publishtne 

•£23 

• ISBN 1-55958-669-9 

• Daniel lchbiah and 

Susan L Knepper 

• Prima publishing 

•£12 

• ISBN 1-55958-225-1 

Inside Electronic Game Design 

T 
he electronic games industry will hold the 
dream career for many Edge readers. How 
many times have you played a game, and 

thought you could do better? The lack of formal 
training in this field shouldn't dampen anyone's 
ambition to become a games designer. As the comics 
industry is essentially fan run. so the games industry 
1s populated with gameplayers who have turned their 
obsessions into careers. 

How you go about getting that job as a game 
designer 1s distilled into the five chapters of this book. 
From an excellent potted history of the videogame 
industry to a brief look at an actual game design 
proposal. you'll find a wealth of insider information. 

Biased towards the American experience, of 
course, you may feel that this doesn't apply to the UK 
market. Nothing could be further from the truth. The 
us market-specific elements are perhaps of less 
interest. but part two on game theory is an essential 
read no matter which continent you live on. Packed 
with practical advice. any budding games designers 
would do well to get hold of a copy 

The Making of Microsoft 

T 
his Engli.sh translation of a French title is at 
first glance Just another rehash of the well
worn Microsoft story. However, as many 

books on this subJect gloss over the early years in 
their rush to talk about the release of Windows 3.0 -
forgetting that these years are fascinating in 
themselves - lchbiah and Knepper put those 
beginnings under the microscope. 

For a change, the minutiae packed into this title 
makes it an ideal read 1f you need detailed 
information on the genesis of this company, from 
Gates' and Allen's early years playing with a PDP-10 
at school. to their alliance with IBM. The detail makes 
this book stand out. 

Originally published in 1993, this translation 
stands the test of time and is one of the best books of 
its type. It's a pity that 1t hasn't been kept as up to 
date as Robert Gringely's 'Accidental Empires'. As it 
stands, once you get to the release of Windows 3.0 
on May 22, 1990, you must look elsewhere to 
complete the story. You could of course just read the 
second half of Gnngely's book. 



Everything for the computer-based creative: 
Tutorials, features, news, reviews and digital galleries, plus a 

CD-full of software de mos and showreels, for PC and Mac users. 

T3 br 1t 

____ .. 

Issue 6 
on sale now 

The coolest kit 

T3 magazine is all about new 
technology, from quantum computing to digital 

photography; from in-car hi-fi to videogames. 
It's crammed full of news, features, hardware reviews 

and great big pictures of the sexiest gear 
(in focus, naturally). 

all into focus 
T3 on the Web: 

http:/ /www.futurenelco.uk/t3.html 

To subscribe call 01225 822511 
or e-mail subs@futurenetco.uk. 

On sale now! 
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test screen 

·i Porsche Challenge 

Thanks to the use of over 500 polygons per car and some effedive - but not faultless - lighting routines, Porsche Challenge is one of the most 
visually impressive, realistic-looking racing games yet seen on the PlayStation. The cars maintain a near true-to-life look throughout the game 

Though choice is limited to one car, 
it Is one rather glorious example 

S 
ony Computer Entertainment Europe made a 
stunning development debut with Total NBA 
'97. Looking around for its second inhouse 

development project, it came up with a rather more 
exclusive, and prestigious, license. Porsche is in the 
process of launching its first new car for two decades 
and has decided that the Playstation is the platform to 
take the Boxster into the hearts and minds of 
videogamers the world over. Good choice. 

unsurprisingly, car companies are notoriously 
twitchy about just how their multi-million-pound 
projects are portrayed, and what should be Porsche 
Chaffenge's strongest point seems, at first. to be its 
Achilles heel. Along with full blueprints. technical 
specs and the opportunity to drive the real thing, the 
programmers seem to have received plenty of 
concrete restrictions. The game therefore falls neatly 
into the sim section of the racing genre, and is 
probably too sluggish to really satisfy committed fans 
of arcade-style examples. While Namco is free to offer 
a wide range of vehicles up to and including the 
legendary Devil cars in its Ridge Racer series, SCEE is 
lumbered with just the one (albeit desirable) car, as 
well as the bane of many a videogame: clunky old 

semi-realism. As a result the game demands an 
investment of time before yielding satisfaction. Edge 
suggests that racing fans should make the investment. 

Where Namco adds depth with a huge range of 
cars and extensive customising options in Rage Racer, 
Challenge, being constrained to faint variations on the 
one car theme. builds in subtle control nuances and a 
fairly translucent character smokescreen - instead of 
choosing between different cars, you choose drivers. 
These are a self-consciously hip bunch of hackers. 
models, architects and the like, and even come 
complete with different levels of indifference. love or 
hate between each other. And, thanks to the Boxster 
convertible, Sony has been able to at least attempt to 
wedge some more variation in with a spot of 
superfluous motion-capture. giving each driver a range 
of signature moves. More pertinently, they all have 
their own driving styles. From unpredictable Italian 
Marco (a mechanic) to consistently aggressive 
Swedish model Rachel, players will come to know each 
of their competitors all too well. More importantly still, 
each car does handle slightly differently - hacker 
Taka-bo seeming to have been lumbered with a 
frightening amount of oversteer, for example. 

Because of the evenly balanced cars, shunts like this are frequent but all too brief affairs (left). Though verges slow your car down in the 
traditional punishing manner, the effed Isn't as severe as in some games (centre). Trackside details are sober but impressively realistic (right) 



However. there's no denying that, even with the 
easily attainable 'secret' black Test Driver car, 
Challenge lacks variety. Which is where those controls 
come in, and to the rescue. There's a real feeling of 
weight to the steering, and although this may be 
offputting to the casual player, committed racers will 
soon become familiar with the more twitchy aspects of 
handling. Heavy cornering means that not only will you 
have to go to the trouble of learning the courses. but 
you'll have to delve into SCEE's impressively deep and 
authentic-feeling control engine. Long corners will see 
the back end of your car slipping subtly, and 
experienced racers can use a combination of brake 
and throttle to enter the sort of subtle drifts that put 
Namco's sledgehammer slides to shame (if Challenge 
gets the right amount of exposure in Japan. its 
notoriously drift-happy market should love it). Firmer 
application of the brakes provokes more extreme 
skidding, and you'll have to get to grips with some 
sideways motion and punchy throttle use to get 

From top: flying cones, the racing game genre's 
greatest cliche; the Japan course features 
misleading comers; ignore these roadside signs 

test screen 

Once you get towards the quicker times on the course 
of your choice, the engine's depth means that you'll 

actually feel as though you're driving on the edge 

around the game's many tight corners quickly. Add in 
a frightening handbrake and you have a much nippier 
racer than first impressions suggest. 

The courses themselves also give the game a 
valuable longevity boost. While the initially selectable 
tracks are less than inspiring, they open up into longer 
versions of themselves as games progress and, better 
still, become 'interactive' Each circuit contains many 
shortcuts which, on any given lap, may or may not be 
open. Miss one when it's accessible and you'll 
generally find the CPU drivers not making the same 
mistake and merrily skipping past your car. 

The twoplayer split-screen mode performs well, 
but isn't quite as exciting as such affairs can be. The 
sim-style approach is a real handicap here, as races 
are more often decided by one or two momentum
sapping mistakes than any stunning overtaking 
manoeuvres or barging skullduggery. On the other 
hand. the same precisely weighted approach pays 
dividends in the true racing fanatic's mainstay, the 
Ghost Mode. once you get towards the quicker times 
on the course of your choice, the fantastic depth of 
the engine means that you'll actually feel as though 
you're driving on the edge, experimenting with 
different racing lines, drifts and verge-cutting detours. 

If the rollercoaster courses and binary quick-draw 
handling of Namco's games leave you cold, try SCEE's 
take on the genre: its subtle control nuances £ 
and challenging depth work excellently. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Take-bo, in the red car, suffers from 
more than a touch of oversteer (top). 
The alpine level hump jump (above) 

On any of the game's innovative 'interadive' courses, baniers such as these may appear on 
one lap only to disappear the next. The player must look out for any potential short cuts 

Format: Playstation Publisher: SCEE 
Developer: lnhouse Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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test screen 

·i FIFA 64 

Overhead kicks, volleys and other extravagant moves are available in FIFA but the 
overburdened control system means that luck can play as much of a part as design 

The imposing stadiums lend FIFA 64 a big match 
atmosphere that, sadly, the game fails to rise to 

m espite being universally savaged by critics 
three months ago, EA's 1997 FIFA 
refurbishment on the PlayStation still 

managed to perform incredibly well sales-wise. That is, 
of course, a testament to the strength of EA in the 
marketplace and the FIFA brand name it has built up. 
Although, it has to be said, previous FIFAs, stretching 
all the way back to the original isometric-3D Mega 
Drive game, have never been world beaters. And the 
fact that only Gremlin's Actua Soccer offered any kind 
of opposition on Sony's machine surely helped. 

On Nintendo's machine, however, a remarkably 
high standard has already been set by the astounding 
J-League Perfect Striker. Indeed, Konami's title could 
possibly qualify as the finest interpretation of football 
on any format. Still, the solid team of John Motson, 
Andy Gray and Des Lynam together with the enviable 
chance to play in international competitions and the 
Premier League give FIFA 64 something that J-League 
cannot match. 

However, this only makes the end result all the 
more disappointing. It's not that FIFA 64 is any worse 
than its 32bit predecessor, but considering the 
unmatched and already proven potential of the N64 in 
the footballing field, the player could be forgiven for 
expecting more from EA's stalwart licence. 

Prior to a match, there are tactical screens with 
different formations, starting line-ups and individual 
player positions for perusal. FIFA 's options are 
disappointingly limited, though. For example, there are 
only six formations, including a blatantly misguided 
sweeper system where four defenders play across the 
back. Still, there is just enough scope to tailor your 



FIFA 64's graphics and array of camera angles 
may look enticing, but ultimately it's the on-pitch 
ad1on that counts. Or rather doesn't, in this case 

own team to how you see fit before taking to the pitch. 
Shamefully, it's on the pitch where FIFA 64 is 

lacking. The new features run to double figures but are 
largely cosmetic. Most radical is the 'Picture-in
Picture' camera facility which adds a small rectangular 
screen in the top right of the screen. A twist on the 
more traditional radar screen. it's meant to give the 
player a better idea of players' on-pitch surroundings 
but really only serves to further confuse proceedings. 

Other new inclusions are similarly pointless. 
There's the 'N64 cam·. which is essentially a less 
impressive version of the standard 'Tele Cam'; 
isometric tactical screens; and some daft goal nets 
which burst out several metres when a goal is scored. 

But the real problem with FIFA 64 is its game 
engine. It suffers from the same problem as the 
PlayStation incarnation in that it lacks any sort of pace. 
once an opposition player has swept past you, it's 
unlikely you'll ever catch him as the weak speed-up 
and flawed tackle controls conspire against you. 

In fact, every problem that dogged the previous 
version of FIFA reappears here. The controls seem 
inconsistent, with the shoot and pass buttons 
sometimes operating a part of your player's repertoire 
that you really hadn't intended to discover. And, like 
too many incarnations of FIFA. it's easy to score time 
and again from the same position. Slide diagonally into 
the penalty area and there's a nigh-on certain chance 
you'll hit the target. Just as irritating is the fact that, if 
you leave a player for any amount of time. he'll take it 
upon himself to try and tackle even if you hadn't 
instructed him to do so. Consequently, your players 
often find themselves out of position as a member of 
the opposition glides past their half-hearted foot-ins 
and penetrates the penalty area. 

Visually, FIFA has undergone some welcome 
surgery but, once again, the results are less than 
satisfactory. Because of the N64's ability to generate 
cleaner-looking polygons, each player has been 
smoothed out and refined. This makes animation less 
robotic but unfortunately gives players a strangely 
fuzzy appearance. Using the closer cameras, such as 
the 'Shoulder' or 'Ball Cam', solves this problem 
somewhat but the more playable 'Tele cam· has an 
unnecessarily hazy look. Ultimately, after concentrated 
play, players will begin to yearn for the sharp-edged 
footballers evident in the Playstation version. 

Playing FIFA 64 is something of an anti-climax, 
then. In development, this sounded like an excellent 
addition to the N64's growing CV but, in practice. it's 
often disappointing. Whereas J-League Perfect Striker 
gave each joypad button a use. FIFA 64 commits the 
cardinal sin of having combinations of buttons perform 
different moves. which causes a great deal of 
frustration. Trying to make console-based football as 
varied and realistic as possible is very important. but 
so too is providing the player with an intuitive and 
creative set of controls. Crucially, FIFA 64 fails to 
reconcile these two key factors. 

N64 football fans are advised to wait for the June 
release of Konami's International Superstar Soccer 64 
- the European version of J-League, complete with 
domestic teams - rather than paddle in these waters. 
The coup of having three big-name commentators and 
the allure of the Premier League may well prove too 
much for some but invest money in FIFA 64 and £ 
you're likely to end up ruing a hasty decision. 

Edge rating : 

Five out of ten 

Format: Nintendo 64 Publisher: Electronic Arts 
Developer: lnhouse Price: £60 Release: out now 

test screen 

FIFA 64's more cosmetic camera 
options (top) are next to useless 
ingame, but some, like the 'Ball 
Cam' (above), certainly enhance 
the adion replays somewhat 
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te st screen 

Tenka 

All of the adversaries. aided by their polygonal make-up. attempt to terrorise the player (left). Unfortunately, they rarely manage to shock in 
proper gameplay terms. An aggressive, gold-plated assailant pops up in of the game's many corridors (right), begging to be downed by gunfire 

One of the game's strongest points 
is its effective use of texture maps 
and ingenious lighting effects 

,; '' 

S 
ince Duke Nukem. the race has been on to 
produce faster engines. with more of the up
and-down perspective movements and 

jumping and crouching that seemed the obvious next 
step. Sadly, on the Playstation at least, all these new 
degrees of freedom have rarely managed to produce 
an experience as immersive and atmospheric as the 
strictly eyes-first Doom. Tenka is a case in point. 

The game boasts polygon-generated enemies 
with smooth texture maps. It also flaunts some 
effective lighting effects, true 3D levels, and the sort of 
complex control freedoms described above. So why is 
Doom still Edge's preferred PlayStation first-person 
shooter, despite its relatively primitive controls and 
visuals? Where Doom trawls tightly confined tunnels, 
but also traverses wide-open death-filled spaces. 
Tenka sticks rigid ly to a series of interlocking corridors. 
While Doom bu ilds atmosphere and sharply 
punctuates it with sudden bursts of ferocious action, 
Tenka steadily rations a small selection of thinly 

spread cyber brutes. Doom can be a scary game 
experience. Tenka is mildly claustrophobic. 

Developers wishing to make the most of a more 
flexible engine could do a lot worse than look at how 
id's own attempt, Quake. works. Tenka would certainly 
have benefitted from at least the odd multi-layered, 
relatively open level, where a glance downwards 
exposed obliviously patrolling monsters and attacks 
from above are always a possibility. 

Tenka is also unusually linear. with very little of the 
doubling back that most examples of the genre 
demand and. indeed, thrive on. 

Not that Tenka's a bad game, not by a long chalk. 
It is a good-looking piece of software. and solid 
enough in most departments. but like almost every 
Doom wannabe, it lacks the focus, atmosphere, £ 
and, vitally, level design of id's old master. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 
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That same golden child receiving the correct punishment (left). Tenka's main areas of open combat are simplistic, square rooms (centre). 
Despite its failings. there's no getting away from Tenka's speed and impressive graphical use of three dimensions. Or. in fact, this brute (right) 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: Psygnosis 
Developer: lnhouse Price: £45 Release: Out now 



CPU players crash convincingly, but fallen riders 
will be back on your tail in seconds, unconvincingly 

I 
t seems that, more often than not, 
motorcycle racing games are the poor 
relation of their four-wheeled cousins, 

always appearing to follow a standard formula: take 
the engine of a successful car race smash, replace the 
car graphics with bikes, replace the controls and 
generally make things lean about a lot more. At least, 
that's what Manx TT feels like. 

There's no arguing with the pedigree of Sega's 
previous racers, of course, but Manx TT is something 
of an oddity. The arcade original was a showy beast 
but more of a novelty than a necessity. The Saturn 
conversion is the same, only more so. 

Manx TT offers two circuits, the Laxey and the TI, 
both of which reappear mirrored and reversed once 
the basic game is mastered. Laxey is the starter track, 
a swooping series of wide bends with a finish along a 
coastal road. TT is more in the classic image of the 
famed Isle Of Man races with a circuit that tears 
through little villages. Completing the lineup is an 
array of bikes which trade off the standard handling, 
acceleration and top speed with each other. 

All the elements for a successful racer are here in 
Manx TT, yet the twitchy, oversensitive controls do 

The scenery in the game 
provides the usual selection 
of driving game components, 
including a tunnel (above). 
The first-person view (right) 
provides the most realistic
feeling racing experience, 
although standard controls 
spoil proceedings somewhat 

test screen 

Manx TT 

Conversion duties for Manx TT were given to Australian codeshop Tantalus. The team's 
lD engine performs quite adequately, and the game maintains a respectable frame rate 

make it a trial to play well on the Saturn. It's very hard 
to follow the racing line with the Saturn's pad as all 
you can to do is keep nudging it in one direction or go 
the whole hog and lean in for a sharp turn. so great is 
the oversteer that just driving a 'clean' lap without 
scraping the barriers is an achievement at first. 

A much better option is the Saturn's analogue pad 
or steering wheel. The former still suffers from 
oversteer but is far more manageable, the latter, if 
anything, understeers. The use of such peripherals 
doesn't make the game, however, merely salvaging it. 
It remains a second-row racer and can be enjoyed, if 
only as above-average sustenance during the £ 
wait before the next supercar comes along. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

In a typical console compromise, 
the split-screen twoplayer mode 
sees detail cut down in the 
distance, occasionally making it 
difficult to prepare for corners 

Format Saturn Sega 
Developer: Tantalus Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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test screen 

·i sentient 

Set pieces (above) intersperse the 
freeform adion, lending a filmic air 

The use of small talk enhances the feeling of exploring a living environment. but flaws In 
conversation are often visible. The player can sometimes listen in on other conversations (left) 

m science-fiction epic boasting a realtime 3D 
environment, complex personality modelling, 
advanced sentence-based communication 

and a multi-faceted script. On paper, Sentient has all 
the appeal of a next-generation console title. And yet 
the sensations invoked by the game recall the classic 
adventures more than anything. This is simply the 
latest attempt to do something new with the graphic 
adventure format. 

The plot throws the player into the unstable 
environment of a space station hovering on the edge 
of a far flung star, where the immediate dangers of 
dying through asphyxiation or at the hands of security 
personnel are soon replaced by more subtle perils. 

Something is drastically wrong out there, and the 
repercussions are beginning to have an effect on the 
200-odd crew of the station. Naturally, it falls to the 
player to unravel numerous subplots and conspiracies 
in pursuit of the ultimate truth. 

The two methods of progress are communication 
and object manipulation. The latter reinforces the idea 
that this is simply a well dressed adventure game, the 
initial stages setting the style, as the player is charged 
with locating a lost radiation report and handing it over 
to the right person. It's the interaction with - and 
independent actions of - the other characters on 
which Sentient really hinges, however. some deft 
character modelling techniques have been used, 
ensuring that the protagonists all go about their 
regular business, make idle chit chat and discuss 
important issues with each other, and respond to the 
player in the correct manner. There are obvious flaws 

in behaviour and responses, but the overall effect is 
quite impressive. 

Similarly, the effort invested in bringing a vast 
space station to life has paid dividends. Exploring the 
levels, rings and quadrants of the station is a major 
undertaking in itself, a task made easier by the 
graphical diversity of different locations and the ability 
to obtain directions from other characters. 

More problematic is the communication system. A 
multiple menu system makes it possible to ask 
questions about people. locations. items and topics, as 
well as make statements, show emotions, give 
commands, etc. But attempting to navigate these 
menus using the PlayStation's controller proves a real 
pain. It soon becomes obvious why such ambitious 
communication methods haven't been attempted in a 
console title before - it simply isn't practical. 

Then there are the lengthy periods spent traipsing 
up and down the station's corridors in search of some 
character who continually moves from one location to 
another, only to find them and discover that they don't 
possess the information or item needed anyway. The 
game starts to resemble a wild goose chase with 
clever personality modelling rather than a cohesive, 
tightly paced cinematic experience. 

Sentient is a unique and innovative experience, but 
its flaws serve to illustrate the fact that interesting 
doesn't always equal enjoyable. A thriller that £ 
isn't particularly thrilling is the unfortunate result. 

Edge rating : 
Six out of ten 

Format PlayStation Publisher: Psygnosls 
Developer: lnhouse Price: £40 Release: Out now 



News The N64 debuts at Shoshinkai 
Presaeen Edge focuses on the full 
complement of Nintendo 64 launch titles 
Testscreen Sego Rally, Virtuo Cop 
Features Edge speaks to the designeis and 
hardware experts behind what many see as the 
wJeogam1ng launch of the decade - Nintendo's 
revolufonary and long-awa1ted 64b1t gamebox 

News Sega and Sony collide as the companies 
reveal sales figures for their 32brt machines 
Prescreen The first evx:ience of PowerVR 
technology comes to light 1n the fom, of Rave 
Racer on the PC 
Testscreen Qv,lisatlon 2, Terra Nova, Spycraft 
and Dorkstalkers 2 
Features Edge visits Konami and Ocean 

News The N64 laumches 1n Japan, where it's 
greeted by a typically enthUS1astic audience 
Prescreen The Darkenrng 
Testscree• $uper Mana 64, PrlotWin!Js 64 and 
Motor Tao~ GP2 
Features intendo's d;J/ of reckoning: Edge 
wmjnes eve,y aspect of lhe N64; Di~tal 
~ooty - Y1CJ4l1ga,,.., conO<JllerS>exammed 

News The Sega-Matsushita rumours gather 
pace, while the PC prepares for a 30 revolution 
Prescreen Edge travels to Genmany to visit 
PlaySlatlon codeshop, Neon 
Testsaeen SCEE's ultra-realistic Total NBA 
bnngs basketball to 32b1t 
- The top SO movets and shakers in 

the videogames mdustry 

News Spnng ECTS repon 
Prescreen The three beg platfonm games of the 
year, Crash BondKoot, NiGHTS and Super 
Mario 64 prepare for war 
Testsaeen Capcom's specGICUlar Resident Evil 
filfulls PlayStation owneis' hopes 
F11t11res Edge visits Psygnosis and BII 
Stuley's Interactive Ma~c 

News Sega reaffirms its arcade supremacy with 
its cutting-edge Model 3 board and the fitst 
game to make use of i~ V,rtua Frghter 3 
Prescreen Edge vis,ts Bullfrog to look at 
Dungeon Keeper and Theme Hospital 
Testscnen Cieoff Cr1mmond's GP2 proves 
to be the best PC raang game to date 
Features The birth of nuGame culture 

News The Nintendo 64 puts in a proper 
appearance, with a host of software, at E3 in lA 
Prescreen Super Mena 64, Prlo/Wings 64, lnta 
the Shadaws and MOK 
Testsaeea Jntemat1onol Track & Field, 
Jumprng Aash 2, Settlers 2 
F11tures Edp visits Gremlin and also 
examines Microsoft's ambitious gaming plans 

Prescreen qames from Square and dimax 
Testsaeen Broken SWord and Tunnel 81 
Fu tures Edge examines amficial life, focusing 
on the revolutiona,y system cook,ed up by 
M11enium for CteatlJ{es 
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test screen 

·1 Comanche 3 

Novalogic's new Voxel Space 2 rendering system can effortlessly create rolling hills, deep 
valleys and transparent water. The technology can, however, take a toll on PC performance 

Cl 
ot on the texture-mapped heels of its 
impressive jet simulation. F-22 Lightning Ill, 
NovaLogic's new chopper game Comanche 3 

marks the second outing for the company's voxel 
Space 2 terrain rendering system. While the original 
voxel 3D engine fractal technology, used in Comanche: 
Maximum Overkill and the tank sim Armoured Fist, was 
blocky, indistinct and downright ugly, VS2 is smoother. 
clearer and twice as fast. Playable in SVGA graphics 
modes up to 800x600 and providing support for high
tech white elephants such as the VFX1 VR helmet and 
stereoscopic 3D glasses, Novalogic's simulation of the 
RAH-66 Comanche attack helicopter is - graphically, at 
least - cutting-edge software. 

Visual detail is excellent - gorgeously texture
mapped hills and valleys disappear into a fog-hazed 
distance, snow-capped mountains are edged by dense 
tree-lines, while translucent smoke clouds billow into a 
lens-flared sky. It's the attention to ground detail that's 
so striking, though, the VS2 engine defining small 
features such as tents and wooden watchtowers. as 
well as a wide array of hot military targets like Hind 
gunships, SCUD missile launchers and T-80 tanks. 

With over 30 challenging missions. split into four 
different campaigns. plus multiplayer options that 
enable flyers to indulge in twoplayer cooperative 
missions, as well as free-for-all network warfare with 
up to eight players, Comanche 3 has gameplay in 
spades. It's not just its looks that have undergone a 
makeover either: while the original game was an 
arcade fly-and-fight spectacular. Comanche 3 embraces 
the hardcore simulation ethic with unbridled enthusiasm. 

It's now impossible to adopt carefree tactics. 
hurtling fearlessly over the undulating terrain like a 
modern-day Airwolf - that was the old Comanche. 
While the helicopter in Comanche 3 is easy to fly and 
realistically modelled, an understanding of modern 
helicopter tactics is more useful than quick reflexes. 
Like most modern aerial warfare, the most successful 
strategy is to avoid being seen by the enemy: stealth is 
the key. Comanche 3's missions aren't always fun and 
action-packed, but they are a realistic recreation of 
modern chopper combat. Fortunately, aerial no-hopers 
can use the interactive training missions, which teach 
beginners the basics of navigation. terrain-masking, and 
air-to-ground and air-to-air interdiction. 

If there's a criticism, it's that all th is lush 
extravagance and attention to detail exacts a hefty 
price. Even running the game in the standard 640x480 
SVGA mode demands a lot of a Pentium PC, so much 
so that potential buyers should be looking at setup 
spec of at least 166MHz. 

Comanche 3 abandons its arcade shoot 'em up 
roots in favour of a more serious slant. It's graphically 
superior to Dl's Apache and Hind sims. and easily on a 
par with EA's definitive LOngbow effort - although it 
lacks the depth. 

Ultimately, Comanche 3 strikes just the right 
balance between seat-of-the-pants flying and £ 
the heavyweight demands of simulated realism. 

Edge rating : 
seven out of ten 

Format: PC Publisher: Novalogic 
Developer: lnhouse Price: £45 Release: out now 



3 
D football games seem to be de rigeur 
nowadays, but although they often look and 
sound good, they've become increasingly 

difficult to play. Give FIFA ten minutes and anyone can 
perform the range of headers, bicycle kicks, long 
passes and throw-ins. But they probably won't know 
how they did them - frantic, random joypad 
hammering is often enough to whack the ball forwards 
in the vain hope of sneaking a lucky goal. Stand back 
from the main FIFA!Actua battle and it's easy to see 
that both games are actually more concerned with 
top-drawer graphics, realistic animation and new 3D 
technologies. Just what happened to good, old
fashioned playability? 

At first, new 3D arrival Kick Off 97 seems no 
different. All the usual football features are here -
auto-replays, multiple camera angles, goal 
celebrations and motion-captured player animation 
(Anco drafted in Arsenal players David Seaman, Patrick 
Viera and Ian Wright to provide the raw data). The Kick 
Off player can choose to play in league, cup 
competitions and friendly matches; there's even a 
practice mode allowing the taking of endless corners 
and penalty kicks, or to rehearse set piece moves 
unhindered by opposing defenders. In addition, almost 
every aspect of the game can be adjusted - the game 
has two play modes, Arcade and Simulation; pitch 
surfaces and weather conditions can be randomised 
or predefined; while there's also a team editing facility, 
allowing anally retentive fans to change player names 
and redesign football strips. In terms of options, Kick 

test screen 

Kick Off 97 

Off 97 has practically everything. 

In addition to all the in-vogue 3D views (often pretty 
but totally unplayable), Kick Off 97 has a fluid 
overhead 2D mode (above) for Sensible Soccer purists 

But options are never a football game's problem. 
FIFA and Actua have become the PC football games of 
choice, but they've required a hefty Pentium 
processor to get the best out of them. Kick Off 97 is a 
little kinder to hardware. The game may initially look a 
little bland and F/FA-esque, but this is one soccer sim 
that can maintain a decent 20fps update without 
haemorrhaging a processor. Kick Offs main advantage 
is that it's fast and playable, and together with 
digitised commentary from ITV's Jim Rosenthal, plus 
some good in-game visuals and menu presentation, 
it's easily on a par with its competition. 

Refreshingly, Anco has been careful not to 
sacrifice any enjoyment for throwaway eye candy, and 
in addition to the isometric 3D playing views it has 
thoughtfully included a Sensible Soccer-style overhead 
affair. This zoomed-out view allows the player to see 
more of the pitch, to plan sweeping moves and 
defensive tactics. It may not be pretty, but its inclusion 
will appease those yearning for the visually
perfunctory-but-playable values of sensible Soccer. 

Fast-paced and exciting (shame about the 
occasionally dodgy Rosenthal voiceover), Kick Off 97 is 
a game that might snap the Actuas and FIFAs out of 
their complacency. A champion of gameplay, with 3D 
frills that won't cripple a PC with their £ 
flashiness, this is a sound PC football title. 

Edge rating: 

Seven out of ten 

l f--~~~F_or_m_a_t:~PC~~~ ~ ~ -+-~~ - P_u_b_lis_h_e_r: _M_a_x_is~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~---1 
8 Developer: Anco Price: £40 Release: Out now 

Fast 3D adion without crippling 
your PC: Kick Off 97 easily matches 
the 3D delights of Adua and FIFA 
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test screen 

Excalibur 2555AD 

There's no denying the impressive nature of 
graphical effects employed, but Excalibut's 
shallow approach to its quest spoils the party 

I] ver since lnfogrames kickstarted the genre 
with Alone in the Dark, the 3D graphical 
adventure has been pushed in different 

directions by developers the world over. 
Telstar's stab sees a female adventurer exploring 

13 levels comprised of a network of rooms and 
corridors on a single 2D plane. The chambers look 
wonderful, the PlayStation's lighting effects bestowing 
coloured glows which are perfectly transferred to 
objects and characters as they pass by. The choice of 
camera. from smooth tracking Tomb Raider style to a 
panning and swooping (though far from playable) 
remote is certainly impressive and the rapid 
appearance of rooms is a blessing after Resident Evif's 
tiresome door-opening lags. However. five minutes of 
play wi ll reveal that although everything appears 3D, 
(your character wanders around, varied attackers 
blunder in swirling clubs and swords) one of the 
available three dimensions simply doesn't get a look 
in. Tomb Raider didn't require a map because of the 
unique features of each of its levels. Here. where the 
levels are made from box-shaped rooms placed side 
by side, each with unremarkable contents. the 
compass and auto-map are essential. 

Doing battle with the level's occupants also fails to 
generate the excitement it should. Three sword swipes 
and a blocking move are available (plus some combo 
moves. achieved by a series of button presses) and all 
are quickly mastered which sometimes makes the 
occasional interruption from attackers more a chore 
than a pleasure. Also, attacks may be completely 
avoided thanks to the fact that enemies never give 
chase outside of their rooms and. most 
disappointingly, in cases where more than one 
assailant leaps up, they attack in turn. passing the 

combat Al routine between them as each one expires. 
Perhaps the game's greatest failing is its RPG 

aspirations. The successful completion of a level 
involves a limited, linear process: static characters you 
meet will ask for an object; you later find that object. 
return. hand over your booty and are rewarded with 
another object required by another character. After 
five or six such interactions you'll earn the key to the 
exit and you're off again. 

Exca/ibur's premise held much potential, but the 
finished game fai ls to fulfill it, leaving something 
whose uncomfortably restrictive limits tarnish £ 
its clean presentation and fine atmosphere. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

These text messages are also delivered in audio 
format. having been recorded by voice adors 

Format PlayStation Publisher: Telstar Electronic Studios 
Developer: Tempest Price: £45 Release: out now 

The combat system itself is fairly 
enjoyable, but the enemy Al 
routines are rather predictable 
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test screen 

·1 Theme Hospital 

Detailed information on staff members is instantly available, with the opportunity to pluck 
them out of their current environment and drop them elsewhere in the building if necessary 
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hile Theme Hospital shares the Designer 
Series label and basic management directive 
with predecessor Theme Park, it is in fact a 

world apart from that revered title. 
The complexities offered by giving the user free 

reign over the actual layout of their medical 
establishment is made yet more complicated by the 
staff-management aspect of the design, where control 
of the doctors, nurses, receptionists and caretakers is 
at best indirect. The interplay between these two 
aspects tends to rob the game of a clear-cut playing 
method, but ultimately adds many new levels to the 
management challenge. 

This is a game environment where the staff go 
about their business independently, adapting to the 
user's hospital architecture, the pressure they're put 
under, and the facilities available - be they operating 
rooms, pharmacies, rest rooms, toilets, or one of the 
comical treatment rooms. It's the latter element which 
is played to the hilt, with ailments such as invisibility, 
heaped piles and hairyitis having to be diagnosed and 
treated accordingly. 

The isometric viewpoint, a keen compromise 
between clean functionality and cartoon stylings, 
works well, while a sleek control system removes 
much of the potential confusion when it comes to 
actually building the various hospital rooms and 
wards. The approach to the hospital staff is similarly 
well handled, making it possible to instantly check up 
on a doctor's abilities, energy, and enthusiasm. 

It is of course the well-tuned balance of in-patients 
and ailments versus limited resources that makes 

As money is amassed, new sections can be built. 
such as this hair-restoration clinic (above) 

Theme Hospital such a compulsive experience. 
In truth, this is a refinement rather than a 

complete reinterpretation of the genre. The sense of 
helplessness induced by having so many characters 
roaming independently around the environment does 
occasionally frustrate, but such confusion is really a 
necessary by-product of the ambitious design . Few 
games can boast of a teeming gameworld governed 
by so many subtle variables, yet all under the 
influence of the player. That Theme Hospital is as 
rewarding to play as it is technically admirable £ 
is a genuine achievement. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Format: PC Publisher: Bullfrog/Electronic Arts 
Ifs possible to compete via network 
play, while solo plarers take on 
CPU-controlled riva hospitals 

Developer: Bullfrog Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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Sanvoklls backdrops are disappointing. their 
static, digitised nature lacking even a single 
layer of parallax. let alone simple spot effects 

II oei's first 3D fighting game is slightly better 
than many expected from a wargame 
developer - although it joins a growing list of 

titles that might be called the Children of Soul Edge. 
The counterfeiting process begins with a game 

engine that flagrantly borrows reversa ls. guard 
impacts and counter stuns. At least the motion 
capture has integrity, with some acrobatic jump-in 
attacks that carry better weighting than most other 3D 
titles. A few quirks have crept in - clockwise-only 
sidesteps, for instance, and idiosyncratic (sometimes 
plain cheesy) okizeme stay-downs. But the dearth of 
truly impressive special moves is a shame, as only 
certain throws and super moves can ever wrench the 
camera away from its stubbornly side-on viewpoint. 

Those super moves. or 'Musou·. are enabled by 
the filling of a secondary energy bar, and result in a 
flurry of strikes trailing that now-familiar weapon glow. 
All too often they seem to obey Deuce's Law of 
Inverse Vocal Power: the more impressive your attack 
sounds when called out. the less likely it is to hit, or to 

t est screen 

sangoku Musou 

The Three Kingdoms era of Chinese history so relished by Koei has also lent its flavour to 
Sangaku. Each of the characters wears traditional costume and wields credible weaponry 

do significant damage when it does. 
Ultimately, Sangoku's stumbling block is its limited 

scope. Like soul Edge and its proliferating clones - and 
quite unlike SF/I, in any incarnation. or even Tekken 2 -
there's not enough room to develop your own 
sequences and move combinations outside of its 
preset combos. That's not to say Sangoku isn't 
capable of delivering an enjoyable twoplayer 
experience. but the pleasure is ephemeral. 

Big-name investment in the lucrative field of 3D 
fighting games has delivered some truly splendid 
cutting-edge titles that demonstrate the potential of 
32bit game development. Consequently, it's a tall 
order for a newcomer to compete with any hope of 
success. By brazenly imitating a considerably better 
game, sangoku practically relegates itself to average 
status and is thus unlikely to find prominence £ 
among so many rivals. 

Edge rating: 

Six out of ten 
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i Developer: omega Force Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: out now (Japan) 
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Stalk like 
an Egyptian 

T1 



F1 

F1's outstanding graphics 
put its 32bit consoles 
counterparts to shame. 
The exhaust-stained tracks 
and packed grandstands 
(left) are matched by the 
sweeping background 
landscapes (below) which 
give the game a real-world 
feel that other racers lack. 
Spot special effects are 
similarly impressive 

m layStation F1 was, of course, a best-seller on 
the machine. But Sony's format is one where 
the competition is just about non-existent. 

The PC, conversely, already has a sterling benchmark 
in the form of Geoff Crammond's GP2, leaving 
Psygnosis' game with an uphill climb, to say the least. 

Provided you can ignore the difference in price of 
the required equipment (£130 for a PS, at least £1,200 
for the required PC and 3Dfx card - Diamond's 
Monster3D is recommended), F1 3Dfx is, visually at the 
very least, utterly incredible. Apart from the short
lived, single-track, instant gratification of Ultimate 
Race (bundled with VideoLogic;s Apocalypse3D card), 
nothing on the PC is as visually as impressive as this 
game. As well as the 3D card requirements, though, be 
prepared to throw some megahertz at the game: a 
P100 will draw in backgrounds uncomfortably late, but 
a P166 and upwards provides a satisfying race. 

As for the game, it isn't as complex or as satisfying 
as MicroProse's GP2, a game Psygnosis is anxious to 
avoid a head-to-head with, but with which 
comparisons are inevitable. Instead, F1 is a more 
immediate game, but one with more than a fair nod 
towards car setups and realistic collision dynamics. 

It 's still tremendously entertaining, but has less 
staying power than its unaccelerated forebear. £ 
(A DirectX version is due next month, incidentally.) 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Format: PC 3Dfx (also PlayStation) 

11 Publisher: Psygnosis I Developer: Bizarre creations 
Sl>--~P-rice-£-40~~-l~~Re-lea-se -Ou-tn-ow~---< 

FINISH READING THIS, 
ANOTHER TOROSAURUS 

WILL HAVE BEEN 
SENSELESSL·1 
SLAUGHTERED. 

Men armed with automatic 

weapons are slaying dinosaurs in 

cold blood . Worse, an entire 

species is dying out through our 

ignorance. Horned males; 

lactating mothers; defenceless 

juveniles. All gunned down 

because people continue to 

believe a myth. Fact: the 

Torosaurus is not a bloodthirsty 

monster. This gentle plant-grazer 

is triggered into violence only 

when protecting its young. 

Which begs the question: 

how powerful is the imagery 

which feeds the propaganda? 

A new game release from 

Acclaim for the Nintendo 64 

reveals the answer: 

Turok Dinosaur Hunter boasts 

the kind of advanced graphics 

which blur the distinction 

between fantasy and reality. The 

time for positive action is now. 

SAVE THE 
DINOSAUR 

FRON THE OEADLYARSENAL OF TUROK 
DINOSAUR HUNTER ON NINTENOO 64 



test screen 

:;: Testscreen round-up 
0, 

Exhumed Playstation 
Publisher BMG Interactive 
Release out now 
Price £45 

lllr.W first-person 30 shoot 'em up, Exhumed 
I.ii confidently flaunts its Doom influences from 
the word go. Here, though, that's not such a bad thing. 

Egyptian mythology figures heavily in the plot as 
your task involves rescuing a kidnapped Pharoah 
mummy, visiting a plethora of outdoor and indoor 
locations in the process. The game's 30 engine runs 
at a gloriously smooth pace and the visuals in general 
are excellent, being far more varied than PlayStation 
rivals Doom and Alien Trilogy, with authentic tiling 
effects and hieroglyphic doodles. 

It's noticeably tough, too, with some levels taking 
up to an hour to complete, and there are a fair 
amount of puzzles involved (sandals must be 
collected in order to hop heights, and a mask to 
breathe underwater, for example). Exhumed is 
essentially but another 30 shooter, albeit one £ 
which has had care lavished upon it in heaps. 
Edge rati ng : 

Eight out of ten 

Pod PC3Dfx 
Publisher UbiSoft 
Release out now 
Price £45 

ffl biSoft's futuristic racing game, specifically 
1:1 designed with MMX in mind, certainly gives 
some indication of the technology's power. Sadly, it 
does precious little else. 

The wastelands and post-industrial cityscapes that 
make up Pods circuits are impressive on the surface, 
moving smoothly and very quickly, but in design 
terms they are uninspiring - often uncomfortably 
angular, with large, slab-sided walls and canyons with 
a single texture slapped on them. The vehicles fare 
little better, their designs looking more like '70's 
visions of futuristic cars than what is expected today. 

The racing itself is similarly disappointing: 
handling is fla~ and it rarely feels as though you're 
fighting for grip and wrestling to maintain control of a 
car, merely pointing a chunky model around a fast
moving landscape. A fascinating demo of 3Dfx £ 
power, then, but too shallow to recommend. 

Edge ratlns : 

Five out of ten 

Total NBA '97 PlayStation 
Publisher SCEE 
Release Out now 
Price £35 

D oto/ NBA '96 was the first PlayStation game to 
come out of Sony's London office, and it 

remains a benchmark simulation, combining fabulous 
visuals with honest sporting endeavour. In short, it 
was a game that 'worked', something that took the 
genre to greater heights. 

This sequel smooths out the edges of its 
predecessor and includes revamped graphics and 
all-new motion-captured animation (courtesy of NBA 
pro Latrell Sprewell). Player movement is incredibly 
slick, while the photorealistic faces that now adorn the 
players add even more to the atmosphere. 

Although Sony is keen to point out that Toto/ NBA 
'97 is a new game, anyone who's played the original 
will find a comforting familiarity with the sequel. It still 
plays a beautiful game of basketball, only it looks 
much better. Toto/ NBA '97 is, therefore, an £ 
absolutely essential sports sim. 

Edge ra ting : 

Nine out of ten 

Mass Destruction Saturn 
Publisher sega 
Release Out now 
Price £40 

IT.Tl ith transparencies and other such effects 
W currently de rigueur for console games, some 
would think it inevitable that Sega would seek to 
acquire rights to BMG's explosion-packed shoot 'em 
up. However, while Mass Destruction shows that the 
Saturn's oft-maligned technology is capable of better 
than conversions such as Reloaded may suggest, it 
still subscribes to the style-over-content cause. 

That players can destroy almost every standing 
structure with an impressive array of weaponry is 
initially pleasing, but the appeal of using a flame
thrower to torch a building soon begins to wane and 
it's during this period of play that the game's shallow 
structure and poor opposition Al become apparent 
Twenty-four levels, each with simple objectives and 
invariably banal encounters with opposing forces are 
what Sega got for its pound of flesh. Saturn £ 
owners will expect a lot more. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

Ultimate Race PCPowervR 
Publisher Bundled w ith PowerVR 
Release out now 
Price £35 

lllr.W s a technical demonstration of the PowerVR 
I.ii chipset, Ultimate Race could well be the retort 
PC owners have been waiting for to silence their 
console-owning peers. Due to the nature of the 
chipset, only owners of P200 MMX machines will be 
able to get the most out of it, but then you do get 
sumptuous l 6bit colour running in a resolution of 
800x600 and at a healthy 25-30fps. Where most PC 
developers fall down - composing visuals deserving 
of such technology - French codehouse Kalista (see 
page 42) has excelled, and the resu lt is a beauti ful
looking racing game, almost approaching coin-op 
standards in design terms. Ultimate Race handles 
well, too, but the fact that, a) the game is only 
available with the card, and b) it only has a single 
(albeit huge and varied) track means it would be 
unfair to assess this as it anything other than a £ 
glamorous and highly playable demo. 

Edge ratin g: 

n/a 

Grid Run Saturn 
Publisher VIE 
Release out now 
Price £40 

l'.:I rid Run forms part of the growing action game 
1:.1 genre which involves collecting flags and 
outwitting your opponent. Set in the outer reaches of 
space, the player has been tricked into a cosmic 
game of tag against a variety of opponents ranging 
from cumbersome androids to the more fiendish 
cyber dinosaurs. 

Employing Mode 7-style backdrops mixed with 
the Saturn's effective sprite-handling, Grid Run is 
graphically impressive, fast and offers some cleverly 
designed maze environments. 

Although fine as a oneplayer game, it's against a 
friend that Grid Run excels as both parties race to 
collect flags and avoid being tagged 'it'. There are 
plenty of power-ups to collect as you aim to slow 
your opponent down and reach the finishing line and, 
although not a technical marvel, Grid Run £ 
remains an entertaining title nonetheless. 

Edge rating: 

seven out of ten 



GAME LEVEL DESIGNERS 
We are looking for people with extensive 
knowledge of computer games and the proven 
ability to design and map 3D worlds and game 
levels. You must be able to communicate ideas to 
other members of the project team both verbally 
and on paper, and have the ability to bring 
creative flair and strategic thinking to the design 
of level maps. 3D Modelling skills with 3D 
studio/Max, or experience with map creation for 
any existing 3D engine are essential. 

30 PROGRAMMER 
With a proven track record in the games industry, 
you know what makes a good game. 
Working in a small team, you will develop games 
using innovative 3D techniques and native 
Windows 95. You will also have the freedom to 
research and utilise the latest technology. 

MODELLING REAL WORLD PHYSICS -
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

You will not necessarily come from the games 
industry, but you will have a strong interest in the 
area of simulating real world physics. The 
potential to develop your ability is essential. 
Having been educated to at least degree level, 
you will ideally have a record of sound 
commercial experience. 

-----~ARTISTS 
You will be joining a close knit team of artists 
using a wide range of 2D and 3D paint and 
animation packages, from D-Paint to SGI. Games 
industry experience is an advantage, but we 
place a high value both on traditional art and 
design skills, and on teamwork. We would also 
welcome enquiries from Freelance Artists. 

ANIMATORS ----

Character animation skills are a must. We have 

3DS Max and SGI seats available; a 

showreel is essential. 

FRENCH QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNICIAN 
You will enjoy working ,through every aspect of 

our games, identifying problems, writing text 

and testing software by evaluating playability. 

You will take sole responsibility for the French 

language aspects of games, checking text on

screen and in product manuals. This role may 

suit a language student or a French national who 

is fully computer literate. We are seeking an avid 

games player, hard worker and team player, with 

a good knowledge of Windows 95. 

In return for your skills we can offer a great team working environment, good career prospects and thorough training, together 
with a salary package which includes a range of additional benefits. 

So join MicroProse - the professionals of the games industry. Write with your CV and present salary details to 
Guy Rawlinson at MicroProse, The Ridge, Chipping Sodbury, Bristol 8517 6BN 

or email us at vacancies@microprose.ltd.uk 

INVESTOR IN PEOPLE 









Kallsto's ambitious sci-fi 
adventure, Dark Earth, is 
set on an Earth plunged 
back Into the Dark Ages 
by a huge meteor 
explosion. consequently, 
the game blends visual 
themes from the present 
and future as well as 
distinct medieval 
swords'n'sorcery 
elements. The tltle's 
chronological eclectlclsm 
Is reflected In this 
bl1111antly Intricate 
render of Arkan, the 
player's chanicter, 
striding away from a 
massive metalllc cltadel. 
If the graphics In the 
game can match this 
Image In terms of 
attention to detail and 
atmosphere, It wlll 
cerbllnly be one of 
key PC titles of '97 

-
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Internet - Web page designers and site developers. 
Multimedia - project mana$ers, designers and good all
rounders for contents producbon & interactive work in 
Director & Authorware. 
Programmers - Cf C ++, Lingo, Visual Basic,Java, CGI. 
Permanent, freelance & contract •.. your skills are in 
demand for jobs in London & the SouthEast. Good rates, 
agency software helpline & lots of work. 

Call NOW to register 

0171 371 7161 
fax cv on 0171 371 7181 

Workstation Solutions pie 
- 421 New Kings Road , London, SW6 4RN 
~ email: recruit@workstation.co.uk 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ASK NOT WHAT THE INDUSTRY CAN DO FOR YOU BUT WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR THE INDUSTRY. 
Our chents are looking to fill new pos1t1ons with expenenced Bruce lee Kick Ass talent, so let us at 
Krystal do the donkeywork for you Unhke other agencies our consultants are fully active, professionally 
involved m games design and development, so we know better (and we don't XXXX about> 

Alias/Wavefront/Softimage 30 Artist/Animators .. . .. .. ....•.•....... . ....•..••. 25k to 40k + 
3D Studio/Max/LightWave 30 Artist/Animators . . . .•.... . .... , .. , .. . ..... .. .... . 16k to 25k + 
20 Artist Photoshop/Dpaint .. . .........•..•..... . .. .. . .. .. . ..•. . , . .. . .. , . . .. 15k to 18k + 
Freelance 3Ds/Max/LightWave/Soft/Alias/Wavefront 30 Artist/Animators .• .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. £Neg 
Games Designers & Producers. ..• , . • , .......................... . ........... 25k + benefits 
30 Engine Guru Programmers ... .. ...... .. ... , ....... . , .. . ..... . ...... . ..... 30k to 40k+ 
30 Programmers .. , .••. , , ..•......• . .• . .•. . • . .•. . • .. ... . .. .. . . •....... . ... 25k to 30k+ 
Play5tation/Saturn/N64 Programmers .......•.•...•...•.•.• . ••... . ...•... . • , .• 25k to 40k+ 
University Graduates (programmers & mathematicians with 30 programming skills) .. .. . . . .• . £Neg 

UK (Nationwide), Canada & USA 
C/C++/3D/AI 

PSX & SATURN PROGRAMMERS 
WIN 95/3.1 PROGRAMMERS 

3D STUDIO/LIGHTWAVE/DPAINT/PHOTOSHOP 
SGI/ ALIAS/SOFTIMAGE 

TALENTED GRADUATES 

PROGRAMMERS I ARTISTS 
We are a growing games developer and internet entertainment 
publisher, based in NE London on the Victoria Line. We have a 
strong history in developing and marketing both boxed and 
networked games. Current projects include the interactive 
Rocky Horror Show, Iron Wolves - a networked naval simulator 
(www.uboat.com), and a new big-budget football game. 

We are looking for enthusiastic , talented people who work well in a 
team environment: 

3D Programmers / Software Engineers 
You will need to have good CIC++ skills. We are particularly 
looking for expertise on PC, Saturn or Playstation, or in 
maths/physics. 

3D Artists, Animators and Illustrators 

We offer excellent opportunities for career development, exciting 
projects, and early responsibility. Salaries are commensurate with 
talent and previous experience. 

Please send your c .v to : 

Seb Haigh, 
On-Line PLC, 

email : sebh@mail.on-line.co.uk 
Tel: (0181) 558 6114 ext.26 

642a Lea Bridge Rd , 
London, 

Fax: (0181) 558 3914 

ElO 6AP 

NEW FRE'9HE'R FRAGRANCE' 
We are a newly formed games developer with a passion for fun games 

3D Studio r4/Max, Deluxe Animator/Dpaint, Photoshop. 

fluent in 'C'/Assembler, Win95 or Playstation experience is 
an advantage. 

required to build game maps, a broad sphere of influence 
essential! 

We offer a great working environment producing titles for one of the industry's most 
prestigious publishers. Salaries negotiable up to £28.Sk and are complemented 
with project and annual profit related bonuses. 

Our offices are located in Chiswick, West London, close to Underground and 
Mainline stations and the North Circular Road. 

Please send a CV and any supporting material ( show reel, demos etc. ) 
to: 
Mr. Fube, Fube Industries Ltd, PO Box 13774, London NW11 9WR 
Tel I Fax : 0181 731 7806 E-mail : mrfube@fube.demon.co.uk 



eople 
Top Games Progs To work with on industry legend . We ore only 

£high, Oxford interested in people with top games behind them. 

PSX, to £30·32k Our client is developing for top publishers including 
Midlands EA, Namco, Segosoft. It is medium in size and hos 

a reputation for games with gomeploy. 

30 Programmers We seek two programmers for this start-up 
£30k & £45k, Liverpool company bocked by leading publisher. 

Progs & Producers, £neg Divisions of a large publisher seek good people 
Liverpool, Leeds, Midlands of all shapes and sizes! 

Artists, £var, 2D Illustrators, 3D Modellers - Gomegen, 
Warks 3DS or SGi Animotors. We ore looking for 15 

people over the next few months. 

Tools/Utilities P~r. Small company seeks a team programmer to work 
£15·22k, Yorkshire on utilities, tools and support. 

Top Games Progs, EA Canada ore looking for top people with 
Can$ lots, CANADA experience. 

Programmers, Artists SQUARE, the creators of 'Final Fantasy' 
CALIFORNIA ore recruiting. Telephone for details! 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A divisi on of 

~ 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 

TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 

datascope@dial.pipex.com 

Lead Rrtist 
1111! ltllllap llratlll!n SI a lnlmlatltlaall9 aalalml!tl lllulll!llllnt lltlm pl'llllldng ............................................ 
XENON 2, SPEEDBALL 2, GODS, THE CHAOS ENGINE & Z 

WI! an laald• I far a lead artist ID run aur gnpblu dl!partml!lll. HI! ar 1111! 
must • a Ian ll!alll!r 1111111 1111! alllftV ID UHII IIIIGII! and malluatl! 1111! IIBlbl!n 

al the art dl!partm1nt H Wl!II a1 bl!lng a ml1ated artist In tbl!lr aw1 rlgbt. 
1111 1um11ful [ .. tlldate 1bauld bi! an l!Npl!rlenced mmpull!r graplllu artist 

and pa11111 .. ad all rau•d l!Npll!l'll!RU! la tlll! ana1 al 311 madl!l .. g am 
anlmatlan, far bath uldH 11qUl!nce1 and ln-gam1 grapblu. 11 aur In banl! 

1ymm1 an running 3D Sludla fflaN, an In d1ptb knawl1dg1 al thll 1altulan 
11 a dl!llnlll! advanmg1. 

WI! an affl!rlng an l!N[l!lll!nt nmun1ratlan padlllg1 and tbl! dla•ce tu wark In 
baull! with a bi 1um11ful aad l!N l!rlHU!d ll!am. 

eople 
3D Programmers Lorge company, PloyStotion development 
£20·45k, London in C/ Al. 

PSX Prog, £20·30k; The UK's leading publisher is still growing 
30 Artists (£neg), London and needs people for its new studio. 

Experienced Artist Wor~ing wi th industry legend. Gomes experience 
£open, Cambs. required. 

Games Engine, to £35k To work on an internet game. This compony is well 
rural Kent funded and possibly world-jeading in their ideos. 

An RPG game with fontosy elements 

Saturn Prog, £neg Recenrly Rooted on the stock exchange, compony 
London big in internet games and olso the major platforms 

such as Sego ond Sony. Telephone to discuss. 

Programmer Small team, just completed on exciting 
£24k + bonus, N. London gome for US company. New premises. 

3D Programmers/Artists 3D programmers working with B Render 
Isle of Wight & artists required . Telephone for details. 

Senior Producer, to £40k To work with a division of a major blue chip oompony. 
Surrey Wonderful working environment near stotion. 

Studio Manager, £open Lorge internotionol games compony seeks a 
Paris manager to run o development studio in Fronce. 

Please contoct 
or send your CV to: 

A division of 

~ 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 
TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
datascope@dial.pipex.com 

East Point Software 
request the pleasure of your company 

TALENTED, ENTHUSIASTIC GAMES 
PROGRAMMERS. YOU WILL NEED INDUSTRY 

EXPERIENCE OF CONVERSION FROM CARTS TO 
PC, WITH AN INTIMATE KNOWLEDGE OF AND 

ABILITY IN ASSEMBLER 

AN ABNORMALLY TALENTED 30 PROGRAMMER 
YOU WILL NEED TO BE CAPABLE OF LEADING A VERY 

CHALLENGING PROJECT 
Basic remuneration package is excellent, plus milestone 

bo nuses 
East Point Software is blah blah blah bullshit bullshit bullshit ... 
and a deep love of coffee and listening to Prodigy,and a total i 

ignorance of nine to five working hours & 
'i51/P 

or email 
stpoint@netmatters.co. u 

~~~~ ~~~~ 



arti5ts 
reQuired 

(and prograMers) 
experienced peop\e wanted to join a veRy 

experienced f earn deve\oping games for the 
no.I UsA on-\ine pC gaming network, p\aYstation, 

satuRn and spectrum. 

excellent salary package, c.v.'s in strict conFidence to: 

DEVELOPMENTS 

greencoat houSe, 183 c\arence 5treet, king5ton, 
s\.Jrrey, kf I lqf o 181 q7~ q160 
j obs@syroxdev.demon.co.uk 







E 
Experienced Game Programmers 

2 Years Experience 
Successful Published Games 
Strict Attention to Detail 
Creative Problem Solving 
Extensive 3-D Knowledge 
Sf~ong Team Skills 

Boston 
Houston 
Los Angeles 
Philadelphia 
San Diego 
Seattle 



111 
Serlcl your CV's to, 
Personnel Dept. 

v,i,j,k,l,s, 
mai ) 

{ r(scan (" o/o ",&s) 
;*a ;v=aU*-v]-a[i],k=i ·+= 

(v=j<s &(!k& !!printf 
(2+''\n\n% "-(!I<< )," #Q" 
[l"v?(l"j) ])&&++11 la[i] 
<s&&v&& -i+j&&v+i-j)) 

&&!(1 °/o=s),vll(i==j?a[i+=k]=O: 
++a[i])>=s*k&&++a[--i]);} 

Climax Development, 
North Park Business Centre, 
Wickham. Fareham, 
Hampshire. P017 5LE. 

Tel , (01329) 835000 Ext. 150 
Fax, (01329) 835001 

/1()1' ~J()/J,.',., 

l 1YJll llfJ1' 
l'()J)/lll,.',.,! 



or Business Card to: 
Dave Hill 

Interactive Personnel 
7-11 Kensington High Street, London W8 5NP 

Tel: (0171) 411 3184 Fax: (0171) 937 2579 
Specudut ~ to the <z- Iruhutry 

.fr!!_~,mdSnior 







~ *-*-~*-~*-*-*-~*-*-~ 
,.,How CAN A NORTHERN AGENCY HAVE so ,._ 

MANY CONTACTS IN THE SOUTH AS WELL? 
~ 1. By being around a long time. 2. By being one of the best ,._ 
,., Don't think that because we're "Oop Nonh" we can't assist you in.finding a career opponunity in the South! 

We have after all, been around since 1989. Over the years we've gained an extensive network of industry 
,., contacts and clients, nationally. In fact we have many clients based in and around London for example, 

several of whom use our services exclusively, and the bottom line is that if we don't have your details on file 
,., you simply cannot be considered for these opportunities - many of which are never advertised. 

LOTS OF NEW OPPORTUNITIES BELOW 
SOUTH 

30 Engine guru £35-40k + bonuses Silicon Graphics Animator (fixed contract) c£30k 
Development Manager (build new team) £35-40k + bonuses 30 Animators (experienced) £18-25k 
General Manager (Creative Studio) £30k + bonuses External Producers (x2) c£32k +car+ benefits 
SegaSaturn Pmgrammer. London (small company) £20-25k Senior Artist (Sottimage) Character Animation £30-35k + 
Software Engineers - MPEG, CODECS, DIRECTX £22-30k 'I , be 

1
.
1 + bonuses arge company ne I s 

Reallime 30 Progranuner. DIRECT 30, APls £24-28k + benelits Programmers. Designers (contracts) C++. Director, Lingo, 
Lead Programmer C. C++ c£28k + 'large company' benefits M'tropolis Quicklime 
lnterneVNetwork Programmer £22-24k Games Concept Designers c£25k +bonuses+ benefits 

NORTH & 
30 Programmers £25-30k + profit share 

PlayStation Programmer (Scotland) £22-25k 

20/30 Artist (Front end work) Scotland c£16k 

Assembly Language Programmers, Embedded systems 

£16-19k + benefils 

Team Leaders £40k + royalties 

Producers (Internal) £22-30k + bonuses 

LASDS 
Alias Wavefront Graphic Artists £16-27k 

2D Bitmap/30 Texturing Artist £16-24k 

Reallime 30 Modellers c£25-32k 

30 Animators £22-25k 

Lead Sottimage Artist £25-35k + completion 

Games Designer c£22k + bonuses 

~ 

».. /'1146: Opportunities in USA, Canada, Sweden, Italy & Scotland. More vacancies at www.ardswift.co.uk ,._ 

~ HU44, (Nd. ~ tpJ«lr, ~ 4-~ a, (3"11 et,,: 
~ Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, 75-77 Station Street, Swinton, South Yorkshire S64 8PZ ~ 

For more information on the above and the very latest opportunities telephone in complete confidence on: 

J&. (01709) 571441 Fax (01709) 586527 Email: SLD@Ardswift.Demon.Co.UK ~ 
Our service to applicants is free of charge ({~ 

,._ >&. ,._ ~ ~ ,._ ,._ ,., ,._ ,., ~ ,._ ~ff: 
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Join my elite force now bein~ dssembled. 
Liber dtion of the inter active 30 ~ames 1simulation 

market in E:.urope is the mission. 

In the ri ~ht hands, our wedpons possess 
the power to elimindte the opposition. 

Are you ~ood enou~h? 

The Po~ition: Product ~pecic11i~t 
We require a Product Specialist for the European territory. 

The ideal candidate will have had a minimum of 3-5 years 

experience in the games/simulation fields. Good 3D art and 

animation skills are essential, combined with excellent 

communication, presentation and commercial skills. 

Your role will be to provide product presentation and technical 

advice to our clients through demonstrations, seminars and 

exhibitions. This will entail extensive travel throughout Europe 

and beyond. A driving licence is essential. 

This position attracts a starting package of between £25,000 -

05,000 depending on experience. 

Applications including 0/ and examples of your work should 

be sent to the address below reaching us no later than 30/4/97. 

... ' . , . 

The (ompc1ny: Nichimen Grc1phic~ ([urope) Inc. 
We are the the newly opened division of Nichimen Graphics 

Inc. of Los Angeles, the creators of the highly successful 

N-World 3D graphics authoring tools. We are a wholly owned 

subsidiary of the $62.S billion Nichimen Corporation of Japan. 

Our team develop and market leading edge software 

specifically designed for inte ractive 3D games and simulation 

content creation. 

Our SGI and, soon to be released, NT products are widely used 

by leading developers around the world and are recognised as 

in this rapidly 

expanding 

market. 

I , 

http://-.nlchlmen.com 

Images from 'Final Fantasy VII' 

Deve loped by Square Co Ltd 

ut ilising N-World 
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Psygnosis is seeking experienced development staff to join our rapidly expanding team. We need the people who can help us 
repeat our triumph as 'Developer of the Year' next year and every year. In other words we need the best. 

On offer is the chance to work with the highest spec. equipment, on Leading PC and PlayStation titles, in an expanding and secure 
organisation. There are vacancies for 

Producers, Artists and Programmers 
at all our studios (Liverpool, Stroud, Chester, Leeds, London and Paris) where you'll find an excellent working environment and all the 
professional back up you need to create great games. 

To join us you'll need industry experience and a commitment to excellence in all that you do. Salary will obviously depend upon track 
record, but is unlikely to prove an obstacle for the right candidates, as the packages we offer are second to none in the industry. 

So if your ideas and skills are out of the ordinary, get in touch. We're sure you'll fit in round here . 

• STUDIOS. 

Initially send a full 0/, with samples of work if possible, to: 
Janet Webb, Psygnosis ltd., Napier Court, Wavertree Technology Park, Liverpool, LB 1EH. 
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ANS 
EUROPrnN DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR west of London 
£50k+package 
Proven track record in general management and 
man-management required, together with a 
sound games industry base. Start-up opportunity, 
so experience of building all aspects of a develop
ment function is an advantage. Ref. 1081 

DEVELOPMENT MRNRGER Midlands £neg + package 
Programming background and proven success in 
software management (not necessarily games). A 
charismatic communicator at all levels, with an 
established career path and man-management 
skills developed over the past 4 years. Salary 
expandable to fit the right person. Ref. 975 

PROGRRHHERS UK, USA, Far East £neg 
Good game coders, tools, utilities and 30 
programmers are required by many of our clients, 
ranging from the multi-nationals to start-up 
companies. Experience in development for one of 
the following is required :- Playstation, Saturn, 
Ultra 64, M2, PC-CD ROM, DirectX. 30 experience 
is always useful on any format. We can put you in 
touch with the right job, with the right salary. 

TERM LEADERS Midlands £25-£35k + Royalties 
Lead programmers required to be team leaders on 
game products One hit game to date a must. 
Could double salary with royalties. Ref. 974 

WINDOWS RERLTIHE SOFTWRRE ENGINEERS London 
Up to £30k+bonus 
Work on tools, methodologies, engines, motion 
capture, networks and 30 graphics. Ref. 771 

PROGRRHHERS USA 
$50k-$1 OOk+bonus+profit share 
Ultra 64 programmers required (or good PSX 
experience) to work on a brand new project. 
Green card assistance is available to the right 
candidate. (Los Angeles area). Ref. 1131 

PC CORON London/South £neg packages 
Competent programmers required to work on the 
above platform. Ref. 820/883 

LERO/SENIOR PROGRRHHERS UK to nsk+bonus 
PC CDROM and Playstation. Industry experience, 
30 published work a plus. Ref. 882/888/891/892 

HERO PROGRRHHER London to £40k+bonus 
An experienced games programmer with man
management experience urgently sought - more 
details on application Ref. 1058 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRRMMER London £neg, v.good 
Exceptional PSX person with 30 game to his credit 
required. Salary will not be a problem. Ref. 937 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRRHMERS London £neg 
Experience or interest in producing football 
products required. Ref. 1128 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRRHHER North East nok+bonus 
Experienced person required for small develop-
ment studio. Ref. 1084 

NETWORH HRNRGrn London to nsk 
Experienced network manager required for 
leading software company. Must have a working 
knowledge of AS400, Lotus Notes, cc mail, as well 
as LAN, WAN, and internet awareness. Must have 
excellent communication skills, and have had 
some customer service experience. Ref. 1151 

TECHNICAL 
PLRYSTRTION PROGRRHMER London £High 
If you have experience of programming on the 
PSX then our client has an immediate start for the 
right individual. Salary will be advantageous to 
progress your career. Ref. 1157 

TOOLS RNO ENGINE PROGRRHHERS UK to £35k+bonus 
Experienced tools or engine programmers 
required for leading software companies. Ref. 962 

DIRECT X PROGRRHHERS UK to £40k + bonuses 
Good understanding of Direct X under Win 95. 
Experience of Direct 30 an advantage Ref. 992 

RRT DIRECTOR Denmark £neg 
Required to run art department of major Europ
ean developer. You must have man-management 
experience. A knowledge of Silicon Graphics 
would be a plus. Ref. 1085 

Answers Ltd is the 
leading international 

recruitment consultancy 
specialising in the 

interactive and 
multimedia 
market place 

RRTISTS UK, USA, Far East £neg 
With experience within the games industry. your 
talents, whether 20 or 30 are actively required by 
our long list of clients. The type of software 
package which you are proficient with will be 
varied, but skills in model creation, animation, 
high and low polygon work, bitmaps and sprite 
creation, are always in demand. Exceptional 
opportunities await exceptional people. 

RRTIST/PROGRRHHERS Midlands £neg+bonus 
Playstation, Saturn and M2 artist/programmers 
required . Experience in one or more of these 
formats essential. Ref.1119/1120 

PROGRRMHERS/RRTISTS North East to £30k+bonus 
2/30 artists and programmers with console 
experience required. Softimage knowledge would 
be useful. Ref. 1037 

PROGRRMHERS/RRTISTS Midlands c£25k+bonus 
Either industry experience or 2: 1 degree a must.. 
Artists must be able to draw and all must have a 
genuine interest in games. Ref. 1038/9 

RRTISTS/PROGRRHHERS Scotland £neg+profit share 
Experienced personnel required for impressive 
expansion plans, working on new technology. 
Artists must be experienced in Alias, Softimage 
or 30 Studio, programmers must have min 1yr's 
games background. Working in a picturesque 
location, salaries will be competitive. Ref. 991 

MRNGR RRTISTS London £Neg 
Good games artists with an interest in and 
knowledge of Japanese Manga and Anime styles 
are required for small games developer. Own 
ideas in the Manga style would be a great 
advantage. Ref. 1156 

RRTISTS USA $50k-$100k+bonus+profit share 
Low polygon 30 work and at least one game to 
your credit essential. (Los Angeles area). Ref. 1130 

WEB DESIGNER London £7 6k 
Competent graphic designer with layout and 
typographical skills is required, together with 
knowledge of Illustrator and Photoshop or 
equivalents. Ref. 1129 

PRODUCER/PROJECT HRNRGER Londontsouth 
c£30k+bonus 
Must have at least two published games to your 
name, a sound technical background and an 
outgoing personality. Ref. 1042 

TOP·CLRSS PRODUCER London area 
£35k-£40k+car+bonus 
Experienced producer with man-management 
skills required . Very exciting position for the right 
person. More details on application. Ref. 1132 

INTERNRL/EXTERNRL PRODUCERS UK £25k-30k 
Required for prestigious games developer. 
Needed to maintain impressive expansion plans, 
from initial design to final mastering. Ref. 912 

PRODUCERS North East to £30k+bonus 
Games producers required for busy northern 
studio, must have previous games producing 
experience. Ref. 1036 

PROJECT HRNRGERS UK cnok-35k+bonus 
Control creative teams, liaise internally, negotiate 
with licensors and day-to-day management. 
Proven track record in entertainment. Program-
ming background desirable. Ref. 750/770/835 

DEPUTY STORE HRNRGERS Knightsbridge £neg 
Excellent opportunity for management calibre 
retailers with customer service skills to join a 
progressive national group selling a broad range 
of quality entertainment products. Ref. 970 

STORE MRNRGERS X 4 South East £neg 
Top games retail group requires professional 
customer service oriented managers. Capable of 
running your store autonomously, you will come 
from a sales background, be outgoing, creative 
and comfortable owning customers and problems. 
Retail experience an advantage, personality 
essential. Ref. 969 

Ple.ase submit your CV with demo 
material on disk, video or paper, 
quoting ref. no.'s, to Pascal Cranney, 

Answers Limited, 
The Old Bakery, Spratton, 
Northampton NN6 SHH. 
Tel: 01604 843336 
Fax: 01604 821848 
E-mail: recruit@answers.u-net.com 
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CENTRAL LONDON: 
32 Rathbone Place 

(Off Oxford St) 
London WI 

Tel: 0171 636 2666 

Salum Stvfad4 Jap 
Jap lCd MnrTT Jap teal 'Wild °"Hffl Jip 
Jap iCal 8-tor kllon Jap £Call 11utc..-pc Jap 
Jap Kai CJllierb-t Jap £Cal M.triD IClrt IIS/J3p 
Jap Kil lndtpnollCllli17 us «ill llollewnX U$ 
Jap lClll MJnxTT us £Call DNrl164 us 
us lCd Dlt 11.vd TrioO Ill( 09.tJ 1164c-olc· us /J.ip 
us lCd Stwi!t5trilie UK 09.t1 Muio64 UK 
Ill Hl.99 ~91 II( 09.tf StvVanSOTE Ill 
UK Hl.99 
llll Hl.t9 11'4 
Ill 142.99 llade' lairel J•p lCal 

111¥ Lri.: Jap lCII 
__§) lnUlna1111rHU1Ur IK1US £Call 

CENTRAL LONDON: 
219 Tottenham 

Court Road 
London WI 

Tel: 0171 916 2590 

MIDDLESEX: 
282 Station Rd 

(Opp. Debenhams) 
Harrow, Middx 

Tel: 0181 427 5800 

Pllotwlop Ill( 

1164 UK .......... 
Qffl'363'66 ...... lr"IIII 

All branches are open from 
IOam until 7pm, Mon-Sat, 
and ll.30am until SJOpm 
on Sundays. Okey doke? 

Mail Order Line: 0171 636 2666 
Email: enquiries@cex.co.uk ask for "Mail Order" 

All prices are correct at lime of going to press, £80£ 10 required from sellers of stock. All trademarks remain property of their respeaive owners. 
Postage and packing costS {I.JO. Credit card orders despatched w,t/Jin 24 hours, weekdap. 



Free design & typesetting service 

To advertise in £DG£ 
call Jane Geddes 
on 0171 447 3310 
email 
jgeddes@futurenet.co.uk 

-c: ___ o.....;;;'G ..... --
cLAss1c GAMER 

For all your Retro-Gaming Software and Hardware needs 

ISSUE THREE ON SALE NOW 
ef ... J o(f},nia,n lfdtJ/ ?""""? 'J/.,1,.cIK,.,,,.. ,'nd.J-, .. 

CONSOLE WAR• - TllE ATARI. ACETRONIC .t lNTEWVISION ARE PUT TO 
THE TIST, WHICH ONE IS TliE BEST CHOICE FOR RETRO.FANS' 

VOCTREX/ATAIU VCS MULTI-CARTS HAVE ARRIVED! 
CO TAKES AN lN·DEPTH LOOK AT 'THE HOLY GRAIL' FOR CLASSIC GAMERS 
CO PAYS A VISIT TO THE MUSEUM OF MOVING lMAGE'SCU.SSICGAMING 

EXHIBITION. WHAT IMPACT Will rr HAVE ON TIIE RETRO INDUSTRY' 

Cl.ASSIC NEWS, FEATm.ES. FACTS ANO LOADS MORE ... 

The Fanrinc wnne:n by icnuu'IC lifdoo1 enthwwts for the e11.pericnccd 
Retro<olleclOl"andUIOSCt"Uriou5tOfindou1wlw alllhehypei1about 

- 0-ic Ganwr cul5 through lht jargon. 

CG CEl£BRATES ITS HAI.F YEAR ANSIVUSARY BY GIVING AWAY t'REf. 
GA~U:.S Willi EVER\' ORDER PLACt:D. DONi MISS Olm!! 

STOP PRESS! 
~UE THREE ot' CG CONTAINS THOUSANDS ot' 

HARDWARE & SOnWARE ITEMS, ANO l'IUCF.S REMAIN AT 
T HE IR LOWEST EYER LEVl-1. ON Al.MOST Evt:RVTIIING! 

You will 6nd everything you need in the pages or CG. 
C0,1,trl.ETE IUROWARE SET·Ul"S #'ROM llHIO 

CU, SPECTRUM AND AMSTRAD GAMES FROM AS UTTLE AS 101'.I 
ATARI 2600GAMF,S FNOM £1-IJO! 

YECTREXIATA RI MA CIIIN,-;s AND MUI.TI-CARTS AR!' NOW IN S'f()C.IU! 
Gota Rdroneed?Gda$ 

,_.~;;,a...;a.....immc111eUl pi.:;;..a1m,q,&or 
poalord«for£2j0(..cp&p)-* IO 

'REyrT'M: 

47 1 Mawney Road, Romford, Es.sex RM7 8QA 

[ij : II~ SHOP 
2000 

We buy, we sell, we part-exchange 
• CARTRIDGES • 
•SOFTWARE• 
•HARDWARE• 

SEGA, NINTENDO, 3DO, NEO GEO, 
JAGUAR, GAMHOY, GAME GEAR AND 

NEXT GENERATION ••• 
SONY PLAYSTATION, SEGA SATURN 

NINTENDO 64 

WE HAVE MOVED TO 
BIGGER PREMISES; 

UNIT 5, 9 SLATER STREET, 
LIVERPOOL 11 

O"I S"l-7oa oogg 
LIVERPOOL'S LEADING INDEPENDENT 

BUY! SELL! TRADE! 

From Commodore 64s to 
PlayStations and everything 

in between!! 

CONSOLES • COMPUTERS • GAMES 

Bring (with official ID) or send by post 
with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate 

London W11 3JS 

1?0171 221 1123 
NOTHING L.EGAL. REFUSED! 

LARGE SELECTION ON SALE 

OPEN 7 DAYS 1 OAM - SPM 

s nt #PP2 

3DO S T 
NINTENDO 
V G R 

A PC 

•••• COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Middx. TW 13 4BU 

-a- 0181 893 21001844 is1s .po181 844 1944 
AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM-IOPM 0973 552398 

................... £CalbcompetiMlffl z 
...... £Callorc--lffl ~· 

New l"'-s:£lill ... Gltieftye,la>Iat64,H•.'tlli'shbt ~ 

,...5'1,,Wio-""""'lnl.Wlda..,,,,b""'-o. 
Wt stock I llr,e t1ft9C of UICd sottw.t • hlntwR for the ........................... 300_ 

GamdMJ (US """°" ~ .ft'arilbk I month bdcw IJKstrfft 
d.Jk). ... OrdmtMcm 

Tel / Fax: 016!lll 871544 9.00am-6.JOpm 
o~:~mi".'Y other time 

GAMES 
Mw1o ~ (US) - £75 P1otwing154 (US)· £70 
Turok. Om.aur t-kri1r (US)- C80 B1e111 Corps (US) - Cc.I 
NBA~ (US) · £70 FtFA 97 (US)· £Cal 
&,pet M1Nio 54 (US) - £85 Doom &I (US) · £Cal 

ACCESSORIES 
RG8 SCART C.. · £30 

Stllp-Oown T~. £25 
I.Jrwiwul ........ - £15 

Cornier • £35 
Corkol9r ext.r.on c.... . £8 

Memo!y Peet • £25 

Join our free Mailing List! 
Call for details •••• 

i 

Golden Wheel 
TEu 0976 366960 F"A.X: 0 l B 1 926 l 550 

EMAIL: N64@BuA,.1:Aa. DEMDN.CO. UK. 



"-JNU- S NI.S .......... -- flC 
Actua Golf £37-95 £35.95 

£42·95 
£38·95 

£33·95£29'95 
~~:fra1{~~0fugby league 
Blazlng Dragona £33·95 
Broken Sword H in::~ 

Theme Park 
Tomb Raider 
Tunnel 81 
Vlrtua Fighter 
Whlzz 

£37·95 
£40·95 
£37-95 
£37-95 

£37-95 
£23·45 

£37-95£29·65 
£3H5 

£42·45 
£37-95 £38·95 £38·95 £37-95£29-65 
£37-95 £10·45 
£3H5 
£3"95 
£36-95 
£37-95 £37-95 
£37-95 

£37-95 

£3H5 
£36-99 
£37-95 
£37-95 

£37·95 

£28·45 
£39·95 £29·85 

[2g.g5 
£39·89 

£37-95 £29·65 

£19·95 £19·95 £32-95 

£35·95 £24-95 
£39·45 £24-95 
£35·95 

£37-95 £25·45 
£23·95 

£37-95 £18·95 £36·95£25·95 
£37-95 
£37-95 £4N5 £38·95 £19·95 £10·45 
£37·95 £37-45£29-95 
£38-95 £40·95 

£3H5 £29·45£36·45 
£31-95 £24-95 

R~TRGC@l'ICS 
( The World's first classic Software & Hardware supplier ) 

First review of Vectris, Tetras on the Vectrex. 
Coleco or MV, who made the first cartridge 

handheld? 
Find out in Issue 9 Out Now 

The Worlds first fan~ne dedicated to collectors of 
computer/video games, hardware, handhelds and 

gaming memorabilia. Full of features on the history of 
gaming, dassic company biographies, retroreviews, 

forgotten facts, and lots more ... 
At the back of every issue of Retrogames you will find 
our directory of over 3000 collectable items of hardware 

and software. From Atari & Coleco to Vectrex & 
Videopa~ if they don't make it anymore • we ~ I it (64 
and Spectrum games from 10p. Atari 2600 games from 

£1.00 Nintendo Handhelds from £6.00 
Vectrex machines & multi-carts in stock 
International orders welcome (6$ • 600Yenl 

If you would like to recieve a copy of the Retrogames 
fanzine incorporating the full Retrogames price list then 
please send a cheque or postal order for £2.50 lind P&Pl 

made out to 'J Moore', care of 

Retrogames: 61 Baccara Grove : Bletchley 
Milton Keynes : MIU l AS 0181 203 8868 

B e \Nare of Imitations 

.---------------, I n, la PlayStation, CD-ROM, Games 
I V Work~hop, Magic & Sci-Fi Cards I 
I Electronically Tested •I E-Ma1I: ultplayuk@aol.com I 
I M I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I a r tree. I 
I Shop (01684) 891619 (1 o till 5) I 
I (Worcs/Hereford/Brum) (01684) 566133 when closed. I 

(01453) 764930 (Glos/Avon/Wilts/S Wales, South) 5-9, W/End 9-8. 

L (01604) 696897 (North, Notts, Hampshire) .J --------------

£289 
60hz 
Speed ~ 

US Mario 64.1 pad,True-color 

lntMIIII ROB convenlon UK output, pl8ye on 
SCARTTV, FULL-scREEN ~ IOhz apNd 
240v UK-PSU, JltpA.IS uni-al, 1 yr ..-.ty. 

Complete N64 accessories In-stock. 
Latest Imports Top USIJap titles. 

Convertors, RGB conversions. Newest 
Game consoles from Japan, Hong Kong 

Turok, Mario Kart, 
Star Fox, Blast Corps, 
Doom 64, FIFA Soccer, 
Kirby's Star, GoldenEye 

Playtranix-:~-01329-312200 
18Palmenton ......,_ Park, Newgate 0976•685411 
~. F ........... "-'>IN P0141DJ 
Opening hours: 10am to 6pm Mon-Sat Fax: (+44)-1329:"312211 
Send SAE for Free Catalogue & Info. Email: playtromx@ylkes.demon.co.uk 
Collection or Callers by appointment only. Website: www.yikes.demon.co.uk 

$HE KHA NA 
COMPUTERS 

Nintendo64 
UK • USA • Japan 

NBA HANGTIIIE • IIAIUO 1/CARf • KILLER INSTINCT GOU> 
CflUfSIII' USA • SHADOW OF THE 8'IIIE • REV I.MT • DOOM 

WAVE RACE • STAIIF'OX • 8LASTCOfll'S • 1UIOfC • IIAIUO 84 

PLUS ALL &CCESSOfUES AVAIUBU 

PHONE FOR DISCOUNT PRICES & NEW GAMES 
Shekhana, 2 Gladstone House, High Road, Wood Green, London N22 
Tel: 0181 889 9412 Fax: 0181 889 9413 
Near Wood Green Tube Station on the Plcadilly line 

Retail Sales Only - No Mall Order 

"' , .. ,. '.. ·· ·. ., .. · . .,. ,:· . . · ,... . ,) : ,"· G C .. ·· ', 1· .ame.s . vOD.SO"me •. .•.• j ! <' ... · .·. / .I •. • ! ' , .·· . ··' 

Tel (01252) 810649 Fax (01252) 810650 
E-Mail: GameConsol@aol.com 

SONY 

SIU ~ ( Nintendo') 

Playstation, Saturn, CD Rom, 
Nintendo 64, SNES 

Consoles and Software available 
Business Hours Sam - 8pm 7 days a w eek 



-call Jane G 
on 0171 4 Eddes 

47 3310 ---=-= 
emai\ 
futurenet.co.uk 

1geddes@ £5£ttln9 51,rvlc£ 
fr££ d£SIQO & t\lP 

N64 & Mario Hart £289 
N64 & J-League Soccer £30S 
Both prices include PSU & internal scart conversion 
Lowest oackaae deals in the UH 
N64 Backup Unit 
Universal N64 chia 
allows qou to run US/IIH/JRP on anq N64 
Nintendo 64 Searl Conversion 
PSX Decode Chip 
Professional fitting service 
Video CDs. PSX. Saturn discs! 

£call 
£call 

£30 
£20 
£15 

London and Wales ' m·~~$~ Unofficial 
~mi mr~m, !iii:~oom, 

Simple meltlod of paqmenl - just paq mto ltle ~ng banl account 
rornexldaqdeliverqbefore12.!0pm 

WEST LONDON 
HOUNSLOW 

All the latest releases tor 
Satum, PlayStation and N64 

n-stoclratdiscountprices 

or send your games/order to: 
58 James Siio~ Bradlold 801 3PZ 

81ac8f, ""°....,. 
As8f,Hul 

There is a £1.50 handling chsrge for the first game and 50p per game thereafter. All our games 
are tested and guaranteed. Any faulty games sent to us will be returned at your expense. 
We retain the right to refuse any sele or purchase. 











(letters) 

Should M2 suffer for 300? 

I 
oes M2 have to suffer from being linked to 
the 300 system? I, along with many 

others, have never had so much fun with any 
other videogaming system. It boasted many 
playable games, and a surprising number of 
titles which technically outshined their 

PlayStation/Satum counterparts - like Space 
Hulk, for example. Despite a very poor spec {6 
MIPS and lower-than-50% cycle rate), it had a 
wide range of built-in effects and an OS which 
attained the highest performance possible under 
the circumstances. Need for Speed, for example, 
was a stunning achievement 

I was in gaming heaven until the 300 died 
and I couldn't get any new games. Unlike 
another next-gen system, it doesn't suffer from 
the common problem where your CD drive 
starts failing and the half of your games that do 
actually work, take twice as long. Now that's a 
lousy consumer image if ever there was one! 

I am eagerly awaiting M2. Although I am 
disappointed that there will be no upgrade, I've 
always conceded it wasn't possible. Where 
would the save cords plug in? How would you 
run a 1 28bit bus over 32? Wouldn't you need to 
add two new joypad ports for analogue input? 
And, most crucially of all, how would a CD-ROM 
of a different type and driver load both M2 and 
300 games? 

Unfortunately, it seems Matsushita has 
snubbed 300 thirdparties (many were willing 
to develop games for M2 when 300 owned the 
technology), as Virgin and Interplay have both 
dropped development plans. M2 certainly does 
have the power to hit the market like a tidal 
wave and I think most 300 owners will only be 
too happy to consider upgrading. However, with 
hardly any software support, it may go the same 
way as the Jaguar. If I were Matsushita, I'd hold 
it back until October so the machine could be 
hyped up and a strong marketing strategy 
devised. But then it may be too late to get a 
share of the market ... 

D Mackness, 
Leicester 

Com pa red to the formats such as the 
PlayStation, the M2 is certainly a less desirable 
proposition to developers - not necessarily 
because of the 300 Mk 1 's reputation but 
because of the fog that clouds the system's 
future in general . 

It is simply too early to tell whether or not 
Matsushita's machine will go the way of the 
dodo. It would certainly be sad if such powerful 
technology were to never realise its 
obvious potential. .. 

Nintendo - wake up to CDs 
rn intendo uses the excuse of slow access 
LU times when defending its choice to use 
magneto-optical disks instead of CDs, but surely 
this is now not the case with the arrival of 16X 
CD-ROM drives at around the El 00 mark. It's 
claimed that the 6400 unit is four times faster 

than other consoles' CD drives (four times 300k 
equals 1,2001</second) - even though this is 
fast, 16X drives offer double that rate, so 
Nintendo cannot uses slow access times as an 
excuse for shunning CD storage. Nintendo also 
claims that 6400 disks are capable of storing 
64Mb of data with 32Mb being writeable. What 
a waste. Does Nintendo think gamers are going 
to fill 32Mb with customised data? A 128Mbit 
memory card could probably handle at least ten 
games, so CDs could be used instead. 

Steven Gilchrest. 
Scotland 

Nintendo has been deliberately elusive when 
probed about its plans for 6400 (above) 
software, so it's difficult to say what exactly will 
constitute writeable data on such games 

Your assertion that 128Mbit memory cards 
would be able to perform the same function as 
writeable portions of 6400 disks is certainly 
wrong, though: the latter's capacity is likely to 
be filled with complex graphical data as well as 
simple stats and the like. 

Edge is N64-biased 
amie Mclean {Letters, E42) was right: 
however much you deny it, you think the 

sun shines out of Nintendo's rectum. It seems 
that only N64 games are worthy of getting nine
out-of-ten and above ratings. 

And example is FI and Destruction Derby 2 
on the PlayStation : you gave them both eight. 
Now I think every other magazine gave them 
both 90% or over. Thankfully, the games' sales 
records recognised the fact. 

The only nine-rated PS game in the last few 
months has been Tomb Raider, which I think is 
better than Mario 64 - and a few people I've 
spoken to agree. Don't get me wrong - the N64 
is a good machine, with Turok and PW64 being 
top-notch games, but Nintendo has made a 
catastrophic mistake in choosing cartridges. You 
seem to try to cover over this fact, ignoring 
Turok's eight levels - Doom has over 50. 
Wipeout 2097s music would not be possible 
on cartridge, and you can't ignore the fact that 
the N64 is limited. FFVl/'s sales prove the point. 

Daniel Harvey, 
Verwood, Dorset 

P o I n t li'f:Of:!'13'1 

Edge is anti-N64 
aving recently bought a PAL Nintendo 64, I 
have to say that it is completely amazing! 

Reading your feature in issue 43, though, made 
me slightly annoyed. Who cares if there are 
black borders onscreen - it doesn't affect 
gameplay - or even graphics - so why bother 
listing it as a disadvantage? Also, you seem to 
have got your facts wrong: the Euroconnector/ 
SCART cables do work with the UK machine - I 
use the cables from my UK SNES. 

As a UK magazine, Edge should be in no 
way encouraging the import market. Rather it 
should be fully supportive of the UK games 
scene and review games closer to their UK 
release dates, not months before, when nobody 
but yourselves can play them. 

All I would say to potential N64 owners is, 
don't even consider an import machine - get 
the UK version. This is a point which Edge 
should have fully stressed all along. 

Andrew Giles, 
Henley-On-Thames, Oxon 

Edge isn't in the business of rubbishing the PAL 
videogame setup for the sake of it, but certain 
comparitive nuances must be reported because 
of their obvious effects upon the consumer. 

Regarding your example, the PAL system's 
capabilities do affect Mario 64's gameplay - the 
game runs at a slightly slower pace than how it 
was originally intended to when it was 
designed. Ultimately, though, as Edge said at 
the time, it's down to the individual whether or 
not this aspect should be a weighty concern. 

Regarding the PAL machine's connectability, 
last month's supplement said that, like the US 
model, the UK machine cannot output an 
RGB signal - an incontrovertible fact. 

Accelerate to accumulate 
ow that 30 cards are finally delivering the 
kind of performance that PC gamers have 

been crying out for since the PlayStation was first 
thrust into the limelight, let's hope that we don't 
get a repeat of what happened when CD drives hit 
the mainstream market - graphical quality at the 
expense of gameplay. 

Although initial signs are good, {3Dfx Tomb 

Raider, OpenGL Quake) I can't help but think that 
game designers and programmers are once again 
going to get sidetracked and start churning out 
mouthwatering visuals along with all the 
playability of a dry roasted peanut. 

As I'm writing this, it's just hit me that the 
previous two games mentioned were there before 
the hardware, which means that the best 
examples of the hardware (with the possible 
exception of Ultimate Race) are just games which 
have been patched, and are damn fine games 
without the extra frills. 

Let's just hope that all this new hardware 
doesn't go straight to the softco's desire for simply 
making money, and that the extra power available 
helps to further enhance games designers' ideas, 
rather than to help sell poor ones. 
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On a different note, Gary Moran (Letters, E42) 

raised a few interesting points. I can remember 

being terrified at the 'beep' being produced while 

playing Alien on my Spectrum around 13 years 

ago (was it really that long?!). I've never been so 

scared of a green blob of a graphic on my screen. 

The T-Rex in Tomb Raider didn't invoke anywhere 

near the same reaction, so maybe games just 

seemed more real to us when we are younger. 

Anyway, in a totally immersive VR 

environment. most men would probably be too 

engrossed in Lara Croft to take any notice of a 

marauding dinosaur. 

Mmmmm, virtual.. . 

Roger Isaac. 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire 

The first PC version of FT to be finished was in 

fact the 3Dfx-specific one but, generally 

speaking. developers have indeed taken the 

safe option to date by simply revamping existing 

game engines. This has been necessary in order 

to get examples of 3D-accelerated software onto 

the streets as soon as possible, though, and 

there is a wealth of future releases set to take 

full advantage of acceleration technology 

rather than simply treating it as a 

secondary consideration. 

Al: the future of game design 
s it me, or is everybody missing the 

oneplayer deathmatch option from their 

copy of Quake or Duke Nukem? I can't seem to 

find it on mine. How much does the multiplayer 

option enhance shooters such as id's epic? I 

don't know - I've never used it I'm confined to 

picking off static enemies who always seem to 

appear in the same place every time I play a 

level. I'm rarely surprised on a level I've played 

before by a monster I didn't know was there. 

The problem is that the enemies are placed by 

the designers in locations designed to scare you 

the first few times, but after you've learned 

where they are, you can round the corner and 

blow them away before they even get their 

customary growl out. 

It gets even worse when designers include 

enemies that materialise out of thin air - all you 

can do is die and remember for next time. This 

isn't the way games are supposed to be played. 

Games that rely on people memorising the level 

are not worthy of the tag 'next generation'. 

Quake was a game that relies on skill, but it still 

falls foul of people who've played it through so 

many times that they can remember where the 

next attacks will come from. 

The solution? Make the oneplayer game 

more like the deathmatch. Reduce the number 

of enemies to around ten to 15, make them a 

lot harder, make them a damn sight smarter 

and give them the power to wander the level in 

search of the player, without him or her having 

to be in visual range first. This would make it 

much more like a oneplayer deathmatch and 

would enhance the playability no end. 

There would be other benefits to this 

approach, too. In E42, Cliff Bleszinski griped 

about the impossibility of designing a level that 

works for single- and multiplayer games. Well, if 
you designed your singleplayer game as a 

oneplayer deathmatch you would eliminate the 

need to compromise your designs. It would also 

improve player skill, and increase the fairness in 

the game. In the beginning of Quake, world 

one, level three, for example, there is an ogre 

trapped behind bars. In the oneplayer game, 

you simply stand out of range and shoot him. 

Hardly fair or conducive to skillful play. 

This level of Al will one day be standard as 

computers will have to take over the role of a 

gamer who has signed off in the middle of a 

deathmatch game on the Internet. Softies: why 

not get the extra practice and implement 

convincing stalking Al routines now? And in 

reference to my letter in E34: Tom Zito - do 

that with FMV. 

Stephen Virgo, 
Shoreham, West Sussex 

For most players, improved Al would enhance 

the oneplayer Quake (above) game a great 

deal. It is always disappointing to go from 

battling against intelligent, unpredictable and 

devious human beings to picking off virtually 

mindless enemies. 

However, there are some players who 

actively enjoy memorising enemy positions. 

Look at the popularity of Virtua Cop : to attain 

high scores in this game it is absolutely 

imperative to learn enemy behaviour off by 

heart. Game designers should perhaps keep 

both markets in mind and develop a 

range of options accordingly. 

32bit Mk2? No thanks 
o, there is to be a PlayStation 2 and a 

Saturn 2 (E41 ). Can Edge give any reasons 

why gamers should be early adopters of either 

system considering that, after nine months, the 

price of the original consoles have dropped 

considerably, and that it's taken over 12 months 

to produce the games that should have 

appeared at the launch (eg Destruction Derby 2 

and Daytona CCE)? Will the same things occur 

the next time around? 

Then there's the N64, which is reason 

enough not to be an adopter at all. Although 

one of the early non-Nintendo games, Shadows 

of the Empire, might not be top quality, in two 

years' time there's likely to be an extensive 

library of true 64bit titles for Nintendo's console. 

Why not invest in an N64 and buy the end-of

range games for the Playstation 1 or Saturn 1 at 

reduced prices? One thing's for sure, there 

won't be any disk jumping with cartridges. 

Nick Rowe, 
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire 

Expecting the best games to coincide with a 

machine's launch is a new phenomenon. In the 

abit days, the finest software would often 

surface at least two years into a platform's 

existence, and consumers understood that 

games got better as designers learned more 

about the machines. Nowadays, hardware has a 

much shorter lifespan, so programmers are 

expected to develop instant and full knowledge 

of a machine within months of receiving a dev 

kit. This is often simply not practical - a point 

which you unwittingly register when you 

mention that the N64's software library will be 

great in two years' time. 

As for price drops, this is an inevitable 

aspect of the hardware industry - there will 

always be consumers who pay more to buy a 

machine the moment it becomes available, just 

as there will always be those who wait for 

cheap hardware. Manufacturers capture 

both markets with gradual price drops. 

Piracy is killing me 
have written to your publication on a 

previous occasion about what appears to 

be your pro-piracy stance, and find myself 

putting fingers to keys again on reading issue 

42 of Edge. In one article you placed no anti

piracy comments following a lengthy 

description of copying devices for the N64, 

while your reply to one reader's letter leaves 

me stunned. 

First, your article on page 1 O reporting 

Nintendo 64 copying devices. We have known 

of their existence for some time now and do 

not blatantly pass on knowledge to customers 

about these devices. Up until your magazine's 

release we had only received one genuine 

phone call from a curious customer relating to 

these copying machines; now, in only one 

week, we have received dozens, all asking the 

same thing: if we stock the Cyclops, Doctor 64 

or Cerebus, and if not where can they obtain 

them! Having a strong stand against piracy 

ourselves, we explain the legal implications and 

the crippling effect they have on the industry -

especially small indies like myself. I find it hard 

to compete with Woolworth's, etc, let alone 

unscrupulous marketers trading in illegal CDRs 

and the like. 

Second, in your Letters section you reply to 

a reader asking if NTSC games will run on a 

modified PlayStation and, instead of replying 

with the correct answer (which should have 

been, 'Yes, you can play NTSC US and Japanese 

games on a chipped UK PAL Playstation; they 

run full -screen and at 60Hz through an RGB 

SCART socket on an RGB/NTSC-compatible TV), 



you replied by telling the last remaining few 

gamers who don't know about piracy and gold 

discs how they can get them to work, without 
condemning it. 

Why do you print these articles letting 

people know what to ask for from unscrupulous 

dealers? Why not give the half page to FAST or 

ELSPA for free and throw these garbage stories 

in the bin? You are supposed to be a 

responsible senior magazine, so seeing this is 

the case please clean up these articles for all of 
our jobs' sakes. 

Name and address withheld 
The availability of piracy devices for the N64 is 

news, so it receives coverage, it's that simple. 

Expecting Edge to ignore developments such as 
these is essentially censorship. 

Edge is not in the business of patronising its 

readers. News should be objective and impartial, 

letting readers know what is happening and 

letting them make up their own minds. 

Edge is comprehensively aware of the harm 

caused by piracy to both small retailers such as 

yourself and the companies actually responsible 

for producing software - and is wholeheartedly 

against the practice - but hopes that its 

readership is intelligent enough to 

understand this without crass signposting. 

Missing Mario's point 
think you completely missed the point 

with your analysis of Mario Kart 64. 

Mario Kart has always been about 

competing with seven other drivers. Most other 

driving games bore me, with little interaction 

with other drivers and repetitive gameplay - half 

the time it feels like you're racing alone. Mario 

Kart cheats on purpose so that races are always 

interesting. The fact that you have to fight to 

keep your position makes the game all the more 

exciting. What I'm trying to say is that you're not 

supposed to take it so seriously. The point isn't 

to come first every race, it's to have fun . If you 

want to memorise course layouts and worry 

about driving the perfect race then play Ridge 
Racer. If you want variety, lots of laughs and 

good old-fashioned fun, play Mario Kart 64 . I've 

been playing the game for a long time now and 

think it will be an even bigger classic than the 

original; it's just going to take a little bit longer 
for everyone to realise. 

My advice to Edge is to lighten up and enjoy 
the experience. 

Tekin Suleyman, 
Forest Hill, London 

What is the point of playing a racing game if the 

ultimate goal is not to w in? 

The reviewing process in Mario Kart 64's 

case instigated more conference among Edge 

staff than just about every game in the 

magazine's history. Ultimately it was decided 

that it's a title worth buying - whether the CPU 

cheats or whether it's as good a game as the 

original or not, or whatever - hence the 

eight-out-of-ten review score. 

(Q and A) 
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Issue 45 

" ... ... .. 

over the edge 

Ocean, a member of Nintendo's Infamous Dream Team, Is currently putting 

touches to Mia/on: 1mp0a/ble, a v1sua11y uncompromising N64 
of tlle Tom cru1se fllm that could prove to be one of the most 

lmPGrtant secondpartY Products to date. Next month, Edge travels to 
Ocean's us development headquarters to meet the team behind the title. 

Game emulators also come under the spotlight In the first helping of a 
two-part feature detailing every aspect of the scene. Those looking to 

recapture the glory days of the Atari vcs, CBS Colecovision, zx Spectrum, 
Commodore 64 or even MSX Will find It an Invaluable resource ... 

issue forty-five 
on sale May 2 
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